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In the past decade , senior American military off icers have rarely

criticized their country ’s defense policies. Those who did diasent in previous

deca des were usually rewarded for their outspokenness with ear ly retirement or

dismissal from key assignments. Such penaltie s , designed to mute or deter policy

dissents by the professional military , are often v iewed as necessary reaffirsations

of the constitution al principle of civil control of the military. Yet a govern—

sent which habitually views policy dissents by it. military advisors as dangerous

forms of criticism subversive of civil control may also discourage valuable ,

conscientious warninge from responsible military professionals who may be quick

to recognize potentially fatal policy deficiencies tha t elected civil officials

-_ 113ee~~~ok or ignore as too impolitic to be discussed. publicly.

~~This paper analyses the conflicts between the demands of bureaucratic
~t~_ ~~~~~~

loyalty, professional integrity, ~nd constitutional principles of civil control

that arise when senior military officers are faced with the dil..ma. of opposing

pr esident ial defe nse policies , At issue is th. question of whether or not in-

tens ive bureaucrati zation of the Amer ican military since 19t4? has undermined the

oft icer corps’ traditional sense of professiona l tMepen~tsnce and political

4 neutrality .

This quest ion approached throu~~ a detailed examination of recent

historical illustr ations wh ich suggest thre e different interpretations of the

problem of policy dissent s by senior militar y lea ders , Th. careers of Generals
MacArthur , Ridgway and Taylor--three military chief s who were confronted with the
dilemma of dissenting from presidential def.nee polici.a they believ.d were

.1 militarily unsound--are analyzed in terms of 1) the constitut iona l design of
American civil-milita ry re1ation&~ 2) the cont rasting concepts of administr ative

— 

responsibility embodied in th . “Wh ig” and the “Jacksonian models of public
administration1 and 3) the “converg.nc.-diverg.nee” paradigm which inf luences the
orgmni zational relationship between the military ani political sectors of the US

H government,
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The paper comes ’ to the , conc].u~ion . that the MacArt hur and Thylor

examples Illustrate a del~t~rious ’ po1itiCa1tza~~’~~~Of the military profession ,

the consti~~t~onal design of civil control of the military. Rtdgway ’s case , on

the distort Ion of objective pPofessional standards, and a potential threat to

the othe r hand , it is posi ted ,~ illust ra tes the trad itiona l adj izinist rative and
- - - ‘ ‘political neut ra lity of the America n military officer, a conscientious sense

of milita ry professionalis m, and a responsible form of’ policy d.~ssent that is

compatible with the prin ciples of civil control and the ethic of professional ~~~
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INTRODUCTIO!

In June , 1964, nine months before the Johnson administration made its

ominous decision to introduce US combat forces into the Vietnam War, the 
‘

following exchange took place in an obscure Senate hearing. The testimony •

from thi s hearing is particularly interesting in view of the fac t that President

Johnson’s decision les. than a year later immediately received the carefully

orche strated public support of the nation ’s senior military advisors despite

their serious, and as events would indicate , well-founded professional misgivings

about the wisdom of an administration plan which called for the piecemeal,

gradual commitment of military forces in support of an ambiguous foreign policy

objective. To a n*~~ter of senior military officers who remembered all too

vividly th. frustrations of the Korean War , the Johnson decision was an un-

pleasant d~jh~ vu. - -

Both Colonel Lincoln and Senator Jackson were highly knowledgeable on : 
-

the subject of the military ’s rol e in government , They were also well—

connected to the key milita ry circles that made up the uniformed side of the

Penta gon. Colone l George A. Lincoln , a disting uished military intellectual

and brilliant staff officer, had been General Marshall’s “talent scout”C, during World War II . In 1964, he was completi ng his 9th year as head of the 
-

Department of Social Sciences, US Military Acade~ay. Lincoln had been a

C) member of the permanent faculty at West Point since 1947.1 Senator Henry

Jackson , (D) Washington , was well known for his expertise in military

legislation. He had virtually “majored” in defense matters since 1940, The

subjec t of the hearings which were being held before Jack son’s Subcommittee

on National Securit y Staff and Operations was “The A&zinistration o.f

National Secur ity.”2 In his prepared etatoment , Colonel Lincoln had noted

the truth in the then-current cliche that , “there were no longer any purely

milita ry matters ? In the complex world of the 1960’., the milita ry professional

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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had to be fully conversant with all the non-military factors that affected

satiorial security and foreign policy, Yet Lincoln warned ,

In this milieu it seems. pertine nt to recall a remark
of Secretary of the Army Bruc ker who , while specifically
recognizing the realit ies just mentioned , cautioned the
1956 graduating class of the USMA , ‘,. you must guard
with jealous care your most priceless possession——your
soldier ’s soul . You are a fighting man ’ • Some military 

-

professionals may view the cur rent trends in the pro-
fession with alarm and interpret Mr. Brucker ’s caution
as a reminder of the sense of Hamlet’s soliloqy s

“Thus conscience does make cowards of us all.; and thus
the native hue of resolution is sicklied o’er with the
pale cast of thou ght ; and enterprises of great pith and
moment with thi s regard their currents turn awry, and
lose the name of action.”3

Having raised this discordant doubt , Lincoln quickly dropped it.

Jackson , who entertained some quiet reservations about the manner and thrust

of the US buildup in Vietnam , returned to the above quote in his questioning

of Colonel Lincoln . Implying that perhaps some senior military leaders did

not believe that Vietnam could be saved via piecemeal counterinsurgency

measures that tended to fritt er away the American military- advantage, Jac kson

attempted to draw Lincoln out on the question of the military’s true opinion

O of President Johnson’s gradual milita ry escalation in Vietna m, Lincoln

deftly handled the dangerous question by emphasizing the ~~mplex interrelation—

C) 
ship of the political and militar y issues that determin ed the Vietnam case

and that rule out , for the time being, an American milita ry response that went

beyond the counterin surgency/gradua lism program that Johnson and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff (Jcs) were pub licly committed to, That perhaps , from a purely

military perspective this piecemeal approach was ill-suited to the exigence. of

the Vietnam situation and the inhere nt caçabtl ities of milita ry forc e , was a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Lincoln, There is an implicat ion in the state -
ment you have made that we should jump . this effort to
another level and assume the responsibilit y , or
primary responsibility, ourselves for creating order
in Vietnam. 

- 

—

This opens up a whole book to writ e and to
discus~ whic h , frankly, I don’t feel very competent —

to-do.”

Agreeing with Colonel Lincoln that the military of the 1960’s must be

“acquainted with more than one discipline ,” Jac kson suggested that such a

broadening of the military perspective raised an old , and by implication

- 

- 
current, problem. 

-
- 

. - - 
-

1!~ackson, ..If this is to be done effectively
and if he is to maximize his talents, what can
be done to improve the opportunit ies for dissent
within the profession? - .

After a brief historical sketch of the frequent involvement of American

military officers in broad political-military problems (a sub-rosa military

tradition which iz~dicated that perhaps the current “need” f or military

- 

. 

officers to “broaden their perspective ” was somewhat overdrawn)5, Lincoln
- 

- came to the crux of Jac kson’s query,

I4ncolj~s Now , on the opportunity for dissent ,, that
is a tough one,.. - -

In the first four years, when I was a cadet at the
Military Acadesiy , I recall times when I didn ’t have

• an opportunity to dissent , part icularly during the
- () first year there aS a p].ebe.

But I don ’t recall any time since then when,
in the end , I didn’t have an opportunity for
dissent if I felt my cause was just and it was
important enough . This was particularly true , by
the way, during the ti~o I was General Marshall’s
planner. If you had a reason to believe a developing
plan was not the best , and didn’t dissent , you got
fired,

- Jaek~ ,n, Does it depend alot on tho individual, and
how ho goes about dissentin~ within the profession?

- —3—
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Lincoln, There is an element of the political 
-

~in this, yes. - 
.. -

.

- . 

Jackson , ‘ It gets down to judgment?

Lincoln, It gets down to an element of judgment
and also you need to be professionally competent in
knowing how to put in the dissent. Dissent is a

- 
, hard word. Perha ps more often than not, you are

- • - raising a q9estion or asking that another view be
- considered.°

For the professional administrator operating within the ambiguous and

often tortuous confines of a governmental bureaucracy, dissent from the

• established or proposed administration policy is indeed a hard task. For
• 

the military profession with its fundamental orientation to the needs of

discipline and hierarchal loyalty , dissent can be a traumatic experience.

Closely held values of duty and integrity a~~ at stak~~ lifetime careers are

often in the balance, the success or failure of cr itical national policies

~ 
(1’ are at issue, and the ultimate question s of professional respo nsibility are

raised, It is invariably a crucible of anxious and soul-searching thought.

Consequently, the study of the manner , the method, and~ the nature of dissent

- • by professionals within governmental bureaucracies can tell us much about

the quality of govern mental decisions and the character of those professiona l

() groups that help form ulate policy decisions ,

- 

This paper focuses on the senior leaders of the Anerican military and

(
~. their dissents from prosidential policy on professional grounds. A corollary

issue of equal importance is the analysis of the professional dissent that is

j repressed within the highest circles of the American military establishment .
- 

Th. following examines the troublesome , and at. times irr econcilable , conflict

between the dictates of bureaucratic loyalty and the, denands of professional

integrity that has wracked the American military profession since the Korea n

War, To a large extent, both the institutional role and the political nature

of the senior militar y leaders’ participation in the national policy process

________________________________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~
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of the US government can be charte d in light of this conflict . La a

professional , or to be more specific, a semi—professional who strongly

aspires to the greater privile ges and autonomous standards of the true

~~~feasional and as a responsible bureaucrat loyally subordinate to the

external direction of hierarchal superiors , the senior military officer seeks

to fulfill a governmental role that is fundamentally dichotomous, The

organizational and psychological tensions generated by this professional !

bureaucratic dichoto my inten sifies the pressures the senior military leader

experiences when he is confronted with the dilenma of dissentin g from

presidential policy. It also makes the nature of his political participation

in the policy proc ess highly problematicaL

• On balance, the government as a whole probably benefits from the tensions

which the senior military officer experiences in his attempt to reconcile the

conflicting aspccts of his governmental role. The tensions , while ever—present , -
•

are rarel y acute. Onl y a very small percentage of the total number of

presidential policies affectin g the militar y are likely to generat e a dissent

• by senior milita ry leaders , frequently , ill-advised plans that are potential

triggers of dissent are rout inely modified and easily compromise d in a

(J salutary spirit of cooperation that result s in an improved policy. When a

policy modification is una cceptable and a co 4flict is therefore unavoidable ,

() the acute tensions that the senior military) leader must confront , while

personally unpleasant , can lead to a noro thoughtful and rigorous analysis

of the disputed policy, espec ially its military aspects , For the most part ,

• his training and socialization nor mally cause tho milita ry leader to avoid

making a dissent unless it involves a. major issue of professional responsibility .

Whether it be to overcome his professio nal doubts and thus support a. questionable

Li presidential policy, or to justify his professional misgivings and thus stand 

~~ -•~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - •~~~~~~ . -—•-~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ — -
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• in opposition to his super ior ’s policy, the military leader must go over

his case very carefully . An ill-prepared or superfic ial dissent cannot be

• justified on ground s of duty or honor and thus it exposes the military

professional to the ominous charge of unwarranted insubordination, the penalty

for which is, more often than not , a quick and unmourned exit from active duty .

~~~tever his final position , if he has fully and openly articulated the

rationale for his decision withi n the appro priate councils of govern ment . 

- •

(which , in the American political system , is properly understood to inc lude

both executive and legislative forums) the effect , while it certainly cannot

guarantee the wisest policy decisions , can often improve the quality of those

decisions . - •

- 
However , the constant danger is that the salutary but difficult tension s

generated by his dichotomous role may overwhelm the individua l military chief .
• For lack of organizational support , because of a personal character flaw, or

due to an honest but erroneous misperception of his proper governmental role,

the senior military leader may resolve these unpleasant tensions by surrendering

to the temptation to define his role solely in terms of either his bureaucratic

• 
- 

or his professional responsibilities.

Such a narrowing of role reduces the military officer’s perspective

- 
and sharply restricts his sense of duty. ~ventuaily , both the quality of his

C • professional advice and his instrumental value in the policy process docline8.

In place of the professional mili tary leader whose independence of thought

talances a judicious understanding of organizational re sponsibilities , the

government is saddled with unimaginative military functionaries or dangerous

military demagogues. As tho latter is a more dramatic calamity, it is easily

- 
recognized and usually, in the American experience at least , quick ly rectified .

The former, however, because it is more ambiguous , more difficult to assess,
- 

-6- 11
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and becau se it reinforces certain fundamental pre judices of the American

political system , is sore subtle and pervasive in its operation . Therefore,

it may be sore difficult to corre ct or mitigate . Either alte rn ative , however ,

may be equally destructive of both wise policy and the political form of the

US govern ment , i.e., a constitutional democratic republi c based upon the

separation of governmental powers .

In the post-World War II period , three senior Army leaders, Generals

MacArth ~ir , Ridgway and Taylor , had. a significant but quite different influence

on the evolutio n of the American military chief’s administrative role and. the 
• 

-

nature of his political participation in the national policy process . The

professional beliefs and the admini strative behavior of these military chiefs

• illustrate three alter native models of seniot civil-military re lations and

three irreconc ilable interpreatation s of the senior milita ry leader ’s proper

administrative role and th~ scope of his political particip ation in the A&erican

government ’s national policy processs -

1. General A,uglas MacArthur — the military chief as political leader ,

pure charismatic leadership type, the dissent of personality, extreme wWhigft

model of administration, and the radical conver gence of the civil—military

(3 sectors through partisan pollticalization,

2. General Matthew Ridg~ia~ — the military chief as professional

C) leader, routinized charismatic leadership type, tho dissent of profession,

limited ‘Whig” ntodol of administration , and moderate conyerge rce of the civil-

military sectors through non-partisan orgnnizational politics ,

• 3. General M~xwt~ll Taylor — the military chief as presidential

• 
• bureaucrat , classical bureaucratic leadersh ip type , the subl imation of

dissent , the “Ja cksonian TM modal of ad~Unistra tion , and the rad ical convergenc e
- (f  of the civil—milita ry sectors via institutional politica lizat ion ,

_________ ~~~~~~~~~ 



• MacArthur ’ $ case smiO~~ta t~~ t~~~~ ~ me,. ii ~~~~~~~~~ 
- - •

consitutional civil costrol ~ the M1i~~~~ prI~~~ ~~~~~ 
-
— ~~~~~~~ L~~~~~-~ •-~~~~~~

syndrome, i.e., a popul ar, her.i. ‘ I-’ta~~ ~~r *~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 111

partisan political interests *11. sitU ~~~~~~ii~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-
~~~~

uses his public influence aM ~~‘sfsesto~~A d1~~~ 1.’ *

advance both his id oiog3c*l bSU~~~~s 5~~~~~~ ~~~~~TI tm ~~~~~- s- ~ - -
~~

Ridgway’ a case illustrates the _ _ _ _ _  
-

~~~~~ 
•

military advisor whose ~~lancM ~~~spsst~~~ maI~~~..s- ‘~~~
-

- 

between his bureaucratic aM ~~~Cessi 1 ~~~~~~~~~~ — — -

destabilizin g excess chara cteristic ef ~~~
- 

Taylor ’s case, the most resent aM ,~~~~p
- 

- 

terms of current ~nd future styl.. ~~ iiMti £~~~~~ L$~~~~~~~ 7 — -

• 

• confused but definite tilt toi..rda the mUi~ars ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

fl’ The relative -importance ~f thee. isa.. i —r .e~ 1.

~ 

- 

of the post-1950 trends in seater Americes ~~~ - . - -

equal, The chronological cantinsity ~~~~
‘ 

~~~~~ *bt ~~~~~~ LI ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 
-

• important anal ytical clea vs~~. Rids’.?. ~~~~~ . 
oa ~~~~

relatively traditional modal of th . role of ~~. MUt er ;

() American Rcpublic. Both the MscArtIuw aM ~~~~~~~ 1.: ~~~~~~~~~~

departures from this traditiomal a.’.l. ~~mØ%. ~~.

() scattered , historical precedsat., t~. mdi a1 ~~~~~~ -

• leadership and administration .pitcit~ ad is t~~ ~~~~~~~~

constitute a viable alternative to Rio~ ’ .7S  L~~~4 ~ * ~~~~ ~~~~

• of the MacArthur model, as explat sed tetow , I. ~~~~ ~~ t~~~ .*• ~~~~~~~

i • c , the comet-like sweep of the “sam .1 ~~~t ~~~~~. 
• 

~~~~~

- - 

is foremost a social organisattee of ert s$~s s~~~~a4 -

4 1 example may be imitated, his model of l.~~~.*Ap —
~~~~~ aa

- 
It is far too personal in nstmr..

4-
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The traditional model eviden ced in Ridgway ’s case is defined as

traditional because it was th. first dominant model of senior military

leadership and admi nistration to be institutionali sed within the American

military establishment. It is a model that gradually evolved in response to

historical military-political conditions, particularly the constitut ional

design which divided civilia fl control of the military establishment between

the executive and the legislature, thus giving the senior military advisor

two , often compet ing, civilia n master s to serve0 By 1900 this model of

senior military leadership and administration was firmly established in the

psyche of the American professional military. With only minor modification,

it remained the dominant model down to the 1950’s. This tradi tional model

was successfully institutionalized because it usually. met the needs of the

governmental system it served and yet reflected the training, experience and

self—identity of the professional officers who rose to the hi€~~ st military

positions in that government. 
-

• Unlike the MacArthur example • the other radical model of military leadership

and administration that begins to emerge in Taylor’s case 
- (and to a certain

extent Taylor is best understood as a transitional figure) has virtually no

() 
- 

significant precedent in American history . Yet it has a definite potential

being institutionalized , if indeed it has not already been so regularized

C) and accepted within broad sectors of the professional off icer corps . In this
• - respec t , the Taylor model constitutes a truly radical, viable and permanent

alternative to the Ridgway model, It is developing in response to potentially

- 

• permanent and relatively regularized changes in both the governmental system

and the professional perspective of the military off i~ or in the second ha lf

of the 20th Centu ry. Therefore, it is define d as a systemic response as opposed

to the discontinuous , per sonal response of the MacArthur model. Analyzed in

—9-. -
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relation to one another, the models appear as followa~ The more traditional

Ridgway model is rapidly breaking down. A radical alternative, the Taylor

model, which is well—suited to immediate and perhaps short-term needs of the

Aermican government but which embodies concepts that axe inevitably destructive

of the long-rang e interest s and the fundame nta l pri nciples of the American

constitutional democracy, is replac ing the traditional model and gaining

widespread acceptance with in the contemporary military establi shment . The older

radical model , embodied in MacArthur’s case, is a ‘joker”, i.e. • it depends

upon the incalcu lable chances of historical accident , It is iaportant because

of its potentially great destabilizing influence , but it is , essential ly

secondary in comparison to the dominant long-run influences , of the Taylor and

- 

- 
aidgway models , Thus , the MacArthur case ia’ categorized as a prologue , or

more accuratel y , as a critical sideli~~t in the evolut ion of senior American

civil-milita ry relations. The central portion of this paper is therefore

devoted to an ana lysis of the struggle between the Ridgway and Taylor models

for dominanc e within the American military’s senior off icer corps .

The thesis of this paper is that a contemporary problem of American -

civil-military relations which may pose both a potential threat to the

4 constitutional design of civil control of the military and a more immediate

threat to the functional basis of military professionalism is an organizational
() form of incipient ceasarism within certain seg~enta of the military establish ment .

The extensive , quasi -political con~dtment of the senior military leaders to the -

office and policies of the chief executive as exemplified in Taylor ’s case

suggest s a fundame nta l and perhaps permanent shift away from a traditional model

- - of the senior military, leader ’s role in goverru ~ent , a model which has in the

past proven to be conpatib lo with both the constitutio nal principl e of balanced

civilian control of the military • and the practical administrative need for

—10-
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judicious, professional military advice in the councils oS government.

What long-run effects this change in the senior milita ry leaders ’

traditional conception of their professional duties and adm inist ra tive

obligations will have on the future organi zational development of the

- 

- American militar y profession and its institutional role in the government ’s

policy process is problematical. In the short run, at least in ter ms of the

senior military leaders ’ contributions to the presidential policy decisions

which precipitat ed US military intervention in the Indochina War during the

1960’s, the effects of this transition from the Ridgway to the Taylor model

of senior civil-military relations seems to have been hi~~].y negative.

- 

- 

- - 
-

- 

-

- 

- . .

~f) -
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QiAPTER 1

-~~ ~ THE AN& LYTICA LJ~’RM€WORK
‘I,,

The MacArthur, Eid.gvay and Taylor cases examined below constitute a

rough typo1og~ of the leadership and administratic*~ models which have character-
• 

- ised the senior ranks of the US military officer corps . The alternative

- models illustrated in this typology suggest the following quest ions ,

1) Which of the three is ‘ost compatible with the American

constitutional design of civil control of the military? ,
- - 2) Which one best maximizes both administrative effectiveness and

- 
political responsiveness in the military bureaucracy? -

3) Which one generates the most developed sense of professional
3 - -

• • responsibility and objective professional standards within the military

establishment?

4) Of the three models , which one fosters the most judic ious military

policies in the nat ional policy process?

In an attempt to approach these questions by way of historical

illustrations which suggest possible answers , the MacArthur , Ridgvay and

Taylor cases are analyzed in ter ms of s

3.) The constitutional design of America n civil-milita ry relations.
- () 2) The contra sting theoretical concepts embodied in the “Whig” and

• - “Jacksonia n” models of public administ ra tion .

3) The “conver gence-ciivexgence” ~ara digm which influences the systemic

relation ship between the military and politica l sectors of the American

government .

After a brief consideration of these thre e poiieicai, sociological

concepts which structure the subs equent historical analyses, the MacArthur ,

Ridgway and Taylor cases will be examined in detail in chronological ord er,

—12— 
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In the latter half of the Twentieth Century , the military coup d’etat

has become one of the most common means for effecting a change of regimes in

many nat iona l. politi cal systems . While a small minority of these coupe are

- carried out by the militar y on behalf of , or in the service of specific ,

well-organized, civilian factions , the majority lead to unallo yed milita ry

rule- -a modern version of Roman praetorianisa. Therefore • it is not surprising

that the contemporary “problem ” of civil-militar y relations is often defined

as the ever-present danger that the professional military will usurp political

power , eliminate all civilian factions from governmental roles, and establish

a temporary or permanent milita ry govern ment. However , in 1787, the Founders

of the American Constitution did not believe that the danger of a military

coup was the prima ry threat to proper civil—military relations in a democratic

republic. With their broad knowledge of the classical world , the Founders
— were certainly aware of the numerous incide nts of pr aetoria n rule and its

fatal effect upon the ancient republican governments of Rome and Greece. 1

- 

- That the state’s rnilitarj force must be clearly and permanently . subordir~ated

to civilian rule was unquestioned, But the contemporary fear that the pro-

fessional soldier would , on his own iniat ive , and. acting in terms of his

narrow vested interest , overthrow the republic and establish in its place a

military dictatorship does not adequatel y explain the American constitutional

() design of civil-military relations, An important but frequently overlooked

fact is that the US Canetitution was written shortly before the modern pro —

fessiona]. military dictator appeared on the political stage, It is very doubt—

fu]. that any of the Federalist s or Anti-federalists , despite their constant

references to the dangers of “standing armies ,” could have envisoned the

political threat to republican govern ment embodied in a Napoleon, a MacArthur ,

or a Twentieth Centu ry military junta. For as Huntington notes, the Founders

in their deliberations simply did~ not anticipate a separate class of professional

military officers .2 -
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In 1787, no nation was run by a purely military faction. Even in

Prussia. the most ailitarized European state , the aristocratic military class

ruled in tandem with a powerful civilian bureaucracy and inevitably sacrificed

purely military values to longer-standing aristocratic inte rests.3 Prior to

1787, th. last significant instances of a purely military thrust for political

power had beeni 1) Wallenstein’s effort to use his position as a successful

commander and powerful military entrepreneur of the Thirty Years War to

challenge the Hapsburg Emperor , Ferdinand II , in 1633, and 2) the coups

instigated against the Rump Parliament ( 1659-1660) by Cro mwell’s Major Generals
- - 

following his sudd~en death. Both attempted military coup d’etat s met with

disaster for their military sponsors and ironically enhanced the political

power of the civilian sovereigns they were designed to overthrow.

The Pounders ’ understanding of military off icership reflected the

temporary nature of that occupation in America and the typical ~ightoenth

Century view that a militar y officer was identified by and gave pr imary

allegiance to his eccial class , not his transito ry occupation as a leader of -

soldiers. -
- -

- 

They knew neither military profession nor separate
-

~ ( 
~ military skills. Military officership was the attribute

of any man of affairs. Many members of the Federal
Constitution had held tilitary rank during the Ravolutipn;
Washington was only the moat obvious so1dier-atateeman. ’~

() This Cino~.nnatus theory of milita ry leadership had been validated in the

America n War of Independence and it reflected a Sound republican tradition

which some of the Founders , i.e., the Federalists , though t America had

successfully revived. - 
-

I - - 
. As for the military forces that would defend the state , the Founders

rejected the preprof essiona 1, aristocratic institution of a large standing

army made up of lower -class enlisted men and placed their faith in an army
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made up of citizen—soldie rs , men who served their country not for pay, but

out of a sense of politics.], duty. This citizen militia expressed the

republican principl. that the approp riat , reliance of a popular government for

defense is in its general citizen ry , not in a specific social or occupational

class. Even George Washington, who had experienced the frequent and painful

inadequacies of the citizen-soldier in combat , did not believe that any other

form of military force was appropriate for a republican regime,

• . . passing by the Mere m ary Ar mies which have at one
time or another subvortect the libert ies of almost all. 

-

countries they have been raised to defend , we might
- see with admiration tne Freedom and Indepe ndence of

Switzerland supported for centurie s in the midst of
powerful and ~ealou~ neighbours by means of a hardy -

and well-organized. Militia.., 
-

- It may be laid down as a prir.a.~y positiân, and the
- . basis of our system of governu~ent , that every citizen

who enjoys the protection of a free Government owes
not only a portion of his property, but evon of his -

personal service to the defen~o of it.5

Others, particularly those who espoused the Anti-federalist position ,

were suspicious of civilian Cincinnati and a nationa lly organized militia

which they feared would be easily converted into a standing ar my that could

be used by cert ain anti-republican civilian factions to establish a monarchy

and nobility supported by bayonets.6 Among a few disgruntled veterans of the

Continental Army there was some talk in 1783. 1785 and 1787 of establishing

C) a vague milita ry or authoritar ian dictatorship under Washington ’s leadership.

lacking any widespread , significant support for such a radical action within

the Army or the country and confronted with Washing ton’s scornful rebuke ,

these half—baked plans for a milita ry coup never got far beyond the discussion

stage.7

What the Founders, both Federalists and Anti -federalist , feared most was

- ( the possibility that a single political faction or one branch of govern ment
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would usurp total control over the state ’s ~tlitary force, It was not so much

the military they feared, but rather their ambitious civilian peers who might

attempt to gain control of the military and then use ~,t as so many European

civilian despots had to further their own personal interests, European

history and their own experienc e in the American Revolution had impressed

upon them the belief that in the matter of the state ’s military power , it

was not 
- 
simply an issue of civil ye, military control of the armed foroei

(Q~ar1.s I, Q~Q’~well, and King George III had , after all , been civilians , not

professional soldiers), but rather the kind of civil cont rol that matte red,

The Framers’ concept of civilian control was to contro l
the uses to whioh civilians night put military force rather
than to control the militar y themselves. They were more
afraid of milita ry power in the hands of political officials
than in the hands of military off icers, Unable to visualize

• a distinct military class , they could not fear such a class,
But there was need to fear the concent ration of authority
over the military in any single governaent,al inatitution,8

r ~~~~~~‘ They did not fail to see, as many contemporary critics do, the critical -

- 
- distinction bet~,een civilian control of the milita ry , and democratic goverr.m ent,

In the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries , the military waà a powerful

• instru ment , which had propped up more despotic civilian govern ments than it

had - overtnrown. As some form of milita ry power was a sine qua non of any

political state and , given the then relative political impotenc e or non—

() existenc e of a ~epamte military class, the fundamental proble m ot’ civil-

military reia tions which the Foun der s focused on in the Constitution was

caesartssa in which , -

The ar~cd forces do not constitute an autonomous ,
- irresponsible force, making and unmakln~ governments according

to the bloody whL -ts of the military group, but are instead
• 

- the tool of an autccrat or oligarchy to beat down opposition
from the masses of citizens and keep in power a crushing
despousm .9 
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‘dhether the legislature usurped military power as the English

-
~~~~ 

Parliamentarians under Cro mwell had, or whether the executive , in imitation

of European monarchs did , was beside the point. The central problem was to

prevent either branch of the government from using the military to advanc e

its own partisan, institutional interests at the expense of democratic rule

and the public good, - -

The secondary threat posed by a purely military usurpation of political

power would be countered by relegating the military establishment to relative

-

• 

political impotence through the most emphatic principle of absolute civilian

control and other pragmatic political measures such as austere bud gets.

To avoid the dangera of cacearism , the Founders skillfully - divided th~

authorit y of civil control over the military among three primary political

instituti ons: the Presidenc y, Congress , and the individual State s?0 Unçier

Artic le 1, Section 8, of the US Constitution , the national legislature was

g l yon the political authorit y to declare war , to rais e an ar my, determin e

its size, appropriate necessary monies for its support (not to exceed a two—

year iimit) , establish a navy , regulate the operation of the military, call

up the States ’ militia for federal service , and govern them during such a

“federal ” period. Under the grant of Article 2, Section 2, the President , was

given command authorit y over the milita ry in all its national operations,

C) and the responsibility of appointing all military officers in the national army

subjec t to the advice and consent of the Senate. Under Article 1, Section 8,

Paragraph 16 , the authorit y the States reserved over the establi shment and

operation of their respective militia was acknowledged. Also, the States,

rather than the President , appointed all officers ir? the mi1itia.~~ Whe n the

Bill of Rights was added to the Constitution , a fourth obstacle to the

usurp ation of the military establishment by a single civilian group was

—17—
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introduced , i.e., the Second Amendment , which in furtherance of the State s’

militia , granted to each citizen the right to maintain and bear.aras ?2

This tripartite division of civil control of the milita ry hopefully insured

that when ambition was pitted against ambition within the political mystem,

the ensuing struggle would not result in one govern mental branch or political

faction gaining the trump card of total control over the milita ry establishment .

This was civil control by part ition . It embodied the two central political

principles which structured the Constitution s federalism , and the separation

of powers doctrine. -

The secondary problem ~f pr aetor ianism, “the destruction of the civil

government- by the armed services who constitute themselves an autonomous and

ruli ng element. in soci.ty”13was initially colved by placing primary reliance

on the States ’ militia for national defense , and thus indirectly , but not

unconsciously, relegating the national army to a minimal size. In aMition,
‘.~~~~/

a permanent legal. prohibition was placed against any action by the military

which was not directed or authorized by elected civilian authorities.lM For

their mater ial support , the members of the national military were dependent

on the civilian legislatures for their orders and directi on they looked to

(3 the President , the elected civilian Commander—in—Chief . Moreover , the citizen

in his individual person and as organized in the States’ militia constituted

C) an armed non-professional military force that ideally could be called in as 
-

a last resort to checkmate an unrestrained national milita ry establishment

which sought to impose a prae torian military coup d’etat?5 While the concept

of relying on a civilian militia for prima ry defense against foreign military

threats and as a final bulwark against a national mblitary coup was illusory

and completely refute d by historical experionce~~~ the legal principles of

civilian contro l written into the Constitution became paramount in the ethical

-18—
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code of the small American professional officer corps. This fundamental

ideological acceptance of the principle of civilian control by the fledging

officer corps,i? the federal government’s policy Of maintaining a relatively

small natio nal army that , with the exception of war-time increases , rarely

exceeded a total strength of 17,000 t 1860, and 29,000 between 1871 and 1900,18

and the relative socia l and geographical isolation of the professional military

throughout the first 150 years of the Republic, reinforced the political

patterns of civilian control established, in the US Constitution . 19

- 

- 

The political barriers the Pounders raised against unitary or monopolized 
-

civil control of the militar y rested upon the assumption that no, political

institution holdin g partial authority over the military establishment would

allow its power to erode. Tot , since 1789, there has been a gradual , non-linear,

definite trend towards centralized, unitary civil control of the American -

military establishment, On the - other hand , despite the Founders rather casual

and unpre scient consideration of the potential threat to republican government

posed by a praetor ian usurpation of power , the overall principle of civilian

control of the military took firm root a]aost immediately w&thin the new

Republic ’s military and political sectors.

(3 During a period when emerging professional military forces were constant ly

challenging and, in many Euzopean cases , overthrowing the established principle

C) of civil control of the military , within the American political system and

its military establishment an alternative to civil control of the military was

never seriously entertained. ‘FIn other words, the American system at the outset

was a military system , not a militaristic system. It conceived of the ar my

an an ag3ncy bf the civil power, to be organized and disciplined with that

purpose in view , and not as an ond in itse1f~20 The general disinclinat ion

of the professional military officer to play more than an instrw*ental role
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in the political process reflected the constitutional design of absolute

civilian control over the military. On the relatively rare occasions when

American military leaders did essay a substantive political role, it was

invariabl y via partisan connection with a civilian political part y. However ,

when the American profe ssional military officer entered politics , he left the

military behind him, He could not count upon the support of ,his former

comrades-in-arm in the course of his partisan political campaigns. As MacArthur

discovered in 1951, one of the most bitter opponents of praetorian rule in

America isa the professional officer corps.21 
- -

For the national milita ry establishment , the beneficial result of this

divided form of civilian control was that it allowed the military to develop

a non—partisan - political identit y and profe~sioual ethic as a q uasI-independent

governmental tnstitution in service to the whole nation and the public interest .

Subordinated to, but not exclusively dominated by, either one of the two

centers of civilian authority that it looked to for direction , the nationa l

military establis hment escaped the dysfunctional effects of institut iona l and

partisan politics that had often politicized the milita ry in . other republics

and brought on praetoria n or caesaristic despotism. -

The larger - but weaker part of the America n -military establishment, the

States’ militia , met a different fate , From the inception of the American

C) Republic , the militia had been identified with the State governments. - Purely

military changes of a technological and organizational nature which steadily

decreased the relative value of a non—federalized militia , the almost universal

failure of the States to maintain the most minimal standards of military

effectiveness within their militia, and the declinir ~g polit ical strength of

the States vie a via that of the national government, gradua’ly eliminated the

major substantive role of the States and their militia in American civil -military

relations whIch the Founders had written into the US Constitution,

______ — - - -  - - - 
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Th. dual control that the States and the national ~overnaent had

exercised over the militia in time of war (an arrangement that created

havoc with military operations in the War of 181222 and caused the f ederal

~overnaent to bypass the StateS’ militia in the Mexican, Civil and Spanish

Vars through a resort to US volunteers who were under exclusive federal

control ) was resolved in favor of purely federal control in time, of- war,

In 1903, the passage of the Dick Act greaUy modified the original concept of —

State control of the militia in t ime of peace.23 Th. federal government

through the agency of the national Regular Army and with the influential

political support of the powerful National Guard Association, took over from

the States all responsibility for the equipment, the training, and the

inspection of the ~i1itia which was henceforth transformed into a national

reserve force for the Regular Army establishment • 2ti~ This transfornm tion of the 
- 

—

- constitutionally—prescribe d States ’ military forces into a Nat ional Guard 25

ended the State govern ments ’ involvement in the political control , of the US

milita ry. Whatever limited influence the individual S~.ates retained in civil—

military matters henceforth depende d upon the political power of their

congressional delegations, The increased political power that has accrue d to

(J the National Guard since 1903, making it a powerful military lobby , has deper.ded

primarily upon its influence with Congress, not the States,26 While its record

in securing favorable legislation and generous appropriations from Congres. is

quite remarkable, the National Guard has nevertheless seen its influenc e in

the formulation of national military policy steadily decline since the Korea n

War, In its desire to conduct military policy - unhampered by unnecessary”

congressional interference, the executive h~s shown a strong disinclination to

utilize the National Guard as an instrument of foreign policy. Although 34~
) of the Army National Guard was called to federal service in 1950~5:3,27 

~~

Ii 
. 
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The differing interests of Congress and the President
thus determined the side which military off icers supported .

U 0n issues of military strength, they were normally with the
President, on or€~anizatlonal interests they were with - 

-

Congress, on strateCy they were divided , and ort personnel
- issues , they followed their own best interests, 3O

By 1900, the American officer corps had developed a professional ethic which
- 

- stressed two fundamental obligations. i) the inviolability of the constitutional 
- -

principle of civilian control ; and 2) a responsibility to carry out military

duties in a professionally competent manner. It was a commi tment to these

two elements of their professional code that prevented the military from

becoming the natural political ally of the executive or advocates of the

“Jacksonian” model of administration. -

There were , however ,, certain factors that undermined this çuasi—Independent

• professional orientation, The military with its traditional emphasis upon

organizational discipline and the virtues of hierarchal. loyalty found it

difficult to resist the President in his role as Cotr.ma.nder—in-(~hief, even when

his policies threatened the military’s organizational intere sts or under mined
- - professional norms, Not to support presidential policies or worse, to oppose

them, cast into doubt the primary value of hierarchal loyalty, With f ew

exceptions, an increase in presidential power (often in times of war) would,

predictably, increase the organizational influence and. power of the military.

- 
. () Prior to 19110, Congress generally cut military budgets while the President

could be counted on to support budgetary increases for the military ,-.or at

least to support the status quo against further congressional reductionz, 1

Thus , it was usually difficult for the military to i~upport its own budgetary

interests without at the same time supp~rUra g president ial policies, On those

occasions when the tables wore turned , and the military found itself allied

with congressional forces against presidential policies that threatened its

organizational interests, the results were “explosive and dramatic ,”’2 But
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if tb. political activitie s of the military did coincide with the temporary

partisan concerns of either the Congress or the administration in power, it

was normally incidental to the professional and organizational interests of

the military establishment.

A1thou~~ he acknowledged hierarchal subordination tp the President as

Commander -in-Chief , the professional officer ’s commissioning oath required

him to swear to uphold the Constitution;33 consec~uently, the officer’s 
•

organizational and operational subordination to the Commander—in-Chief’s

policies did not mean that the off icer owed primary loyalty to an individual

President. Rather, his constitutional oath meant that he was loyal to the

nation aM its sovereign—-the people. If the President in his capacity as

Commander—in-Chief attempted to use the authority of his office to usurp

military power, the professional soldier’s constitutional oatp required him

to help prevent , such an attempted negation of balanced civilian control. The

same constitutio na l oath , of cours e, inhibited the military from suppo~rting

a far less likely congressional usurpation of milita ry power, Consequently,

both his professional code and his f undamental legal obligations theoretically

prevented the soldier from play ing a publicly parttsa~ role in support of
-

- 
- 

either presidential or congressional policies.
• If he did lend his support to or publicly endorsed the military policies

proposed by either branch , the professional officer - had a personal obligation

to satisfy himself that the policy was not destructive of the Constitution

and , secondly , that it did not violate professional military principles .
• There is a serious , pezhaps unresolvable problem with this conception of the

military’s institutional role in government and its political participation

in the national policy process . It gives the professional milita ry an

opportunity to exploit the separation of powers doctrine in its own organizational

• —2~4—
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- jnterests.’~ Yet , it a lso constitutes a valuable restraint upon arbitrary

civilian political power, particularly as it undercUt8 the natu~sl

organizational tendency of the military establishment to embrace an

extre’~a “Jacksonian” model of administration . Therefore, the American

military has trad.itionally followed a modified “Whig” model of administration. -

As illustrated further on, the critical difference between the

Jackson ian and Whig models of- -public administration is that the former embodied

an ethic of responsibility that was fundamentally hierarchal and bureaucratic ,

while the lat ter involved an ethic of resp onsibilit y that was more compatible

with the Amer ican military officer corps ’ evolving identity as ~rofessionai.

rather than bureauc tic servants of the national government. These contrar y

models of public administration offered al~ernative, incompatible answers

to the unre solved constitutio nal issue of whether an officer of the executive

branch of the federal govornntent was more than a pr esident ial off icer , 35

According to the Jacksonian or simple model of pub).ic administration ,

the 1)5 Constitut ion in Art icle 2 vests all political grants of executive

power in the President, The chief executive is thus the chief administrator

and he is personally and legally respons ible for the entire operation of the •

executive branch of government . Subordinate executive officers, milita ry

and civilian , are to be understood as simple extensio rsof the President ’s will.

C) Their function is to carr y out the policies of the President just as the hands

and arms carry out the ’ directo rial impulses emanating from the bo&y s brain .

These subord inate officials assist in the formulation of president ial policy

within the councils of the executive , but they may not oppos e a policy once it

is endorsed by the President , or . carry their polic~ dissents to the Congress -‘

or tho public in an effort to change or revise administration policy, The

penalty a subordinate executive offic ial pays for such a public dissent is

- 
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dismissal from office, To insure their hierarchal subordination to the

chief executive, the power of assignment and dismissal over all executive

officials must be and, under the Constitution , is vested in the President.

Symbolically, this model of administration is usually depicted as a steep

pyramid whose boundar y encompasses the executive branch of government. Within

that boundary, the President , as chief administrator, exercises full authority

subject unly to the restraint of his political discretion. Congress may not

extend its political authority into the hierarchal pyramid in order to

control the processes of executive administration , According to the Jacksonian

model of administration, the political chain of dependence runs from the

political sovereign——the people , to their direct representativ e——the President ,

and through him to the administrative officials in the executive branch ,

Through his unlimited constitutional authority to assign executive officials , — -

remove them from office, and control their actions , th a Pres ident trans lates

• his electoral mandate into effective administration, Within the Jack sonian

pyra mid , the chain of dependenc e, which constitut es an administrative chain of

command , revolves around the personal confidenc e the Pre sident has in his

executive off icials .

The President must discharge his governmental duties through subordinate

executive officials. If he can not plac e his personal ’ confidence in these

C) administrators, the Pre sident can not fulfill his constitutiona l duties or

trans late his electoral mandate into efficient administration . Therefore ,

once the President decides that he can no longer place his perso nal confidenc e

I n an official , that officer becomes an obstacle to efficient administration

and good government and must be replaced. At .11 ,tines, the primary

responsibility of an executive officeholde r I. to mainta in the President’ s

C confidence and thus support the administrative chain of dopendence within the

executive branch of govern ment.
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Koreover, because the Pre sident is responsible foe. the entire operation

of th . executive by virtue of his duty to “take 
- care that the laws be faith-

fully executed,-” his power over subordinate officers is inviolate , The

officers are solely instrumental aids to the President in the execution. of

- 

- 

the laws and therefore, their actions must not be independent of presidential

direction or inimical to pre sidential policy. Administrative authority within

the Jacksonian pyramid flow8 from the top-down; it is simple , always

- 
- 

hierarchal, it does not involve bargaining or power struggles, it is

antithe tical to subordinate autonomy or discretion, and it assumes goal

consensus and clarit y. --

Althoug h Congress and, to a lesser exent, the Judiciary, set certain

political and legal limits that mark the boundary of the Jacksonian

administrative pyraaid, neither has a dir ect, routinized relationship with the

- administrative sutordinatos of the President. Whatever united authorit y or

control either branch exercises over the President’s administrators, it is - 

—

indirect and subordinate to that of the President so long as be does not

violate the law. -

The Jac ksonian model, -with its strong emphasis on “imperative control” ,

strin gency of discipline ” , “intensive efficiency” , and “a particularly high

- C 
degree of calculability of results for the heads of or~~nizations” , is

conceptually si~ilar to what Weber thought was the ultimate form of legal

authority——the monocratic typo of bureaucratic a&iinistration.~
6 In its most

developed form , the Jacksonian model fosters a “bureaucratic” type of

administration that enhances the political power and administra tive authorit y

of the chief executive because it causes subordinate executive officials to

orient themselves towards questions of policy means and administrative

legit imacy, - -

- —2?—
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Th, alter native Whig model of public administration emphasizes the

- 

— substantive quasi—professional role that the executive official fulfills in

the policy process. According to this view, public ada.inistrat..ton.- is not a

simple process limited to the logical carrying out of ru les and the execution

of orders handed down by superiors through a hierarchal chain of command.

~~ther, public administration is a complex process that involves the assigning

or delegation of some discretionary authority to responsible executive officials

who , in turn , are expected to exercise their own expert or professional. judgment

in the implemen tation of the chief executive’s policy. - 
There is such less

concern her e with the requirements of administrati ve efficiency and the formal.

hierarch al aspects of the executive order . While these factor s are not

ignored , they are partiall y discounted in tI’e beliet that sound public

administration rest. to a large extent upon the quality and , the capacity for

vise judgment of the subordinate administrative cfficials v~o ser~’e the

governmett.

The Whig model limits the scope of presidential responsibility for

administrat ion and reject. the Ja cksonian notion that subordinate executive

administrators are the simple, malleable instr uments of a Pre sident ’s will.

While the Jackson ian model defines the executive official’s responsibility

- - in terms of his instrumental and hier arc hal relation to the Pre sident , the

• Whig model defines this responsibility in terms of the official’ s subordin ation

to the -lav,.hia oath of office in which ho swsar s to uphold , the Constitution,

and his administrative responsibilit y to the President . There is also a

suggestion that the official conduc t and administrative duty of a subordinate

executive official raust reflect the normative valu~~ ar4 objective stardards - 

-

I
— 

of the technical or professional, expertise that he brin~z to his govern mental

role.
- ‘28— -
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In a fundamental way , the responsibilit y of the executive official is

broadened in the Whig model of administration. Whereas in the Jacksonian

model the public administra tor is viewed as a servant or agent of 
- 
the

President , in the Whig model he also becomes a servant or agent of the people

(althou gh in both cases this is qualified to some extent by the organizational

parameters of the governme ntal institution the administrator represents) . To

the personal loyalty the executive officer owes to the Presiden t , is ath ed a

positive preeminent principle of loyalty to the countr y and responsibility to

the public interest. The President is an important political and functional

intermediary between the people——the political sovereign—and their public

administrators. }le is not , however , a substitute for that sovereign and .

consequentl y , the pub lic administrator does not owe the President final or

absolut e loyalty. Whenever a serious conflict arises between t~e personal ,

El hierarchal. loyalty - he -owes the President and the ult irate policial loyalty

he owes the people, the public admini strator must , according to the Whig view,

subordinate the former to the latter. When attacking President . Jackson’s 1835

assertion that all executive officials were directly 3nd exclusively responsible

to the President , Senator Daniel Webster , Massachusetts (Whig) ,, put it thus.

The problem is~
.. tha.t men in executive office have begun to think
themselves me re agents and servants of the appointing
power and not agents of the goverru~ent or the country...
It in neceo~ary to bring t~,ck public officers to the 

-

conviction that they bo)~~r~to the country , not to any
administration , not to any one man. The army is the
army of the country; the navy is the navy of tI~o country ;
neither of then is the ~oro inz tru~r.ent of the a&~inj —
str atton for the time being; nor of him who is th~ head
of it,3?

As a defense against the natural tendency in all governz!~ents towards

executive tyranny and in order to preserve the constitutiona l divisions of’

• 
.- —29— 
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political power, it was necessary, Webster believed , to inculcate a sense

of independent political responsibilit y in all public agents . If executive

officials did not retain their freedom of opinion , thet~r direct responsibility

to the law, the ir official respectability, and a stout independence of 
- 

-

character; if they became the mere instruments of presidential will, answerable

for their actions only to the chief executive, not only would republican

liberty be threatened , Webster warned , but also the quality of the gover nment’s

policies would decline , -
-

The consequenc e of all this is obvious . A competition
- ensues, not of patriotic labors; not of rough and severe

toils for the public good; not of manliness • independence
and public Qptrit; but of ccaplaisance, of indiscrin~nate
support of executive measures, of pliant subservency and
gross adulation...38 

- -

• In order to avoid thi s corruption of wise republican government, the

~~~~~t public official , Webster stated , should maintain his autonomy and act in

his official capacit y in such a way ,

• 
- •..that , in.supporting or opposing men or. measures,

- there will be a general prevalence of honest , intelli gent
judgeent and manly independenc e 39

The more complex Whig model of administration undercuts the unity of
- 

- 
the executive , strengthens the congressional and jud icial restraints on

arbitra ry executive authorit y, and enhances the political autono sy of the

- - () executive administrator. While it complicate s and thus lengthens the

government’s policy process, it ray, because of its more plura listic character,

enhance the judiciousness of policy decisions . Aside from its tendency to

obstruc t executive tyranny , this appears to be the most important virtue of

the Whig model of a4~inistra tion .

In many respects , the Whig model imitates a judicial pattern of

administrati on in which the forc e of a superior court’s hierarchal direc tives

and suggestions is bslanced by the inferior judge’s independent opinions

—30-
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derived in pert from his professional training and administrative position.

41 The Whig model replaces the Jackson ian hierarchal pyramid with a series of

“administrati ve squares” - all influenc ing, but not directing, subordinate and

adjacent square s of administrativ e authority within the executive branch.

Moreover , the Whig model breaks the strict Jacksonian chain of admini strative

dependence and massively opens up the executive administration to other

political influences. In the Jacksonian model, the public administration

is placed under one source of direct political control—-the President. By

breaking the executive chain of dependence , the Whig model complicates the

political control of the government admi nistration . In thi s model , the

President , Congress, the Judiciary, and the public vie with each other for
.

control and influence over the permanent. .public administrators. In such a

situation, the public administrator may be responsive to aU. four center s of

political control (althoug h the influence of Congress and the President will

probably be paramount.). But it may also maximize its auto nony by skillfully

exploiting the political differences and intere sts of its four competing

controllers . By exploiting the political differences and competing interests

which divide the Presid ent , Congress , the public , and to a lesser extent , the

Judiciary, the public administrator may be able to enhanc e his professional

autono my and organizational interests , tar once the hiera rcha l chain of

C) administrat ive dependence which links the President and his subordinate

executive officials is broken , the latter-frsquently become qw .si-autonouous

government administrators whose removal fro4 office is -no longer a purely

presidentia l decision. Other political forces , Congress in particular, can

then b. interjected into the processes of public acP~inistra tion and thu s develop

a direct _inf]uence on the assignments and the re~aoval from office of executive(2) officials .

—31—
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~~.rrt ed to its logical end , th . political effect of this Whig model

of admini stration in a constitutio na l democracy of separated powers is to —

ma ke the publi c administration a veritable fourth arm of the government .

With its emphasis on legal norms, th . delegation of authority and discretion,

technical and/or professio nal standards, the obedience of the official to an

impersonal order rather than an individual, and specified spheres of competence

for subordi nate officials , the Wh ig model of administration mirrors Weber ’s

concept of “legal authorit y with a bureaucratic administrative staff.~~
0 While

it may open the policy process - to wiser jud gaents and restrain arbitrary or

ill-advised governmental action , the obvious danger posed by the Whig model,

aside from the fourth arm of government syndrome, is that uncoordinated ranks

of independent or autono mous administrators may so restric t and, weake~ the

executive power , the primary “engine of government,” that the poUtica~. regime

w121 lose its only uni ta ry source of energy and direction, Alterzati7ly,

the Whig model may enhance the negative power of Congress to checkmatp the

Preside nt without improving Congress’s ability to carry out the positive

political actions which give direction , resolution , and ener gy to the national

government . - . 

- 

•

Furthe rmore , while the Whig concept of subordinate pools of administrative

juri sdiction and its corollary , professional discretion , may encourage the

C) individual public administrato r to function in a responsibly professiona l

manner with his eye always on the public good, it may also encourage him to

“degenarate into an isolated and arrogant bureaucrat” who th~rarta democra tic

control and evades political accountability for his action s. ~

The Jacksonian—Whig alternatives reflect the contemporary debate over the

question of “bureauc ratic responsibility , ” The advocates of strict accounta bility,

scientific aa n$~geaent, and minimal bureaucratic discretion are sympathetic

• to the need for\a strong, unit ary execut ive and the subordinat ion of

-32- -
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administrative experts to effective political control.~ 2 Like the Jacksonians ,

they reject the notion that subordinate executive administrators should, on

the basis of their professional expertise, ha ve a quasi—autonomous, substantive

role in the formulation or implementat ion of public policy. They repudiate

the Whi g principle of subjective administrative respon sibility because it

violates the functiona l barrier which should b. maintained between the superior

part of government which represents the political will of the popular sovereign——

elected public officials -—and the subordinate part of government—the permanent ,

non—elected public officials , who are responsible only for the effective

administrat ive execution of the elected officials’ governmental policies.

If non-elected public administrators -are permitted or encouraged to exerái se

subjective resp onsibilit y when carr ying out their officiaL duties, they may

become un~iarranted intruders in the democratic polit ical process .--

In his essay , “Adainistra tive Respon sibility in Dernocratic Gover nment ,”

the British social- scientist , Herman Fine r , reflects the view that “subservience

is the first commandment” of political responsibility for a democratic regime’s

permanent public ~servantss - - 
-

- - A wise civil servant , careful to preserve his own
- -

~~ usefulne ss and that of his colleagues, and. not reckless
in the face of the alway s imminent cry Q~~~ 

bureaucracy and
despotism would not urge a policy uç.on La legi~iative asseziblj7
Still less w,uid ho u~e public a4voc~cy to spur on his

C political chief or conive with reformist groups having a
- 

?urposeful policy, He would rather conf ine hinceli’ to
frank private deraonstration of the alternatives and their
advantages , to the politLcal chief , or where the political
Bysta n re~uiros , to the cossittee of the asseably at their
requ est ,~

) 
- - . -

both the Jack sonian view of public admini stration and Finer ’s concept

of “administrative responsibility ” reject as untenable in a democratic political

system the idea that non-elected adainistrat.ors have a public duty to act as a

C. check or restraint upon tad policy or the politica l excesses of “the democratic

- 

-

- 
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impulse.” As Finer writes, and doubtless as the Jacksonians would agree,

• “ ,, • I still am of the belief with Rousseau that the people can be unwise but

cannot be wrong, “~~~~~~ - 

- 
- - 

- 

- -

A second group whose views are sympathetic with the Whig model of

administration believe that administrative political responsibility requires

that the subordinate executive administrator be guided in his actions by his

duty to uphold the constitutional division of powers. Thus they recognize,

as many of the contemporary advocates of a Jacksonian model of administration

do not , that democratic constitutionalism and the concomitant separation of

governmental powers necessarily complicates the question of administrative --

accountability .h15 With the diffusion of political power among different ,

competing branches of government , the suLox~Iinate a~ ninistrator becomes

accountable to several different , often conflicting authorities and is thus

drawn into the public policy process as an active political player,46

If he is a de facto political actor , then the executive bureaucrat has a

substantive role to fulfill in the policy process. Consequently, he must be

allowed the exercise of significant professional discretio n and subjective

administrative responsibility in the conduct of .his public dutiea. If such a

L ( )  public administrator is to fulfill his political, advisory and substantive

role in the government’s pluralistic policy process and in this way use his

0 
- 

expertise to promote judicious governmenta l policies , he must not be discouraged

or dissuaded from making his professional opinions known, Carl J. Fri edrich

writes,

While many cautious administrators will aver tha t
an official should not discuss policy , it seems wiser,
in a democracy, to avoid such a ga~ rule, , ~A great deal
depends upon the nature of the case, In matters of
vital importa nce, the p~naral public is entitled to the

C views of its psrnlnent servantr~, ~~Th viQws rh cu ld be - -,

• available not only to tho executive but to the legislature
and the public as well. Gag rules seck to in~ulato the
specialist so that ho is no longer heard. A large benefit
is thus lost.k7
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Moreover , it is suggested , the public administrator does have a moral and

professional responsibilit y to address himself to the public good and , if :~ -

necessar y , to act to modify those aspects of the “democratic impulse ” that

are destructi ve of the public interest. The public and its elected political

representat ives can be both unwise and wrong . Therefore , in the long-run ,

they are best served by permanent public servants who are , to a subs tantial

extent , “inwardl y directed ” by autonomous professional ,political, and moral

norms, 
- 

-

- - 

- Neither the Jac ksonia n nor the Whig model of administration supplies an

adequate solution to the problem of cultivating judicious and responsible

public administratIon in a constitutional democracy. In their extreme or

theoretically ideal forms , each is equally testructi~e of administrative

responsibility and sound policies. The most advantageous model of public

administration in a democratic regime is one that is based on a synthesis of

elements. drawn from both the Jacksonian and Whig models, It involves an

uneasy tradeoff between two desirable but contradictory goals of resp onsible
- - 

- 

public administration , 1) the need to restrain arbitrary , irresponsible

actions that are subversive of prudent policies ,and. a constitutional separation

of governmental poirers ; and. 2) the corollary need to give requisite unity,
/

direction , energy and efficiency to the political institutions of government

C and the public policies they choose, 
-

The final analytical concept of senior civil-military relations addressed

in this paper is the ’question of the convergence paradigm, i.e., to what extent

and in what fashio~n should a subordinate social system and governmental

institution like the professiona l military estab lish!ient be integrated with

the structural insitution s , objective standa.r ds,and normative values of the

CT superior social-political system it serves, As Parsons has pointed out , there is

—35-.
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a relativ e interdepen dence , interpenetxmt los, aM mu” s - ~~ het~~~~ s ~~-.- — _

social system and its subsysteas,~8 Soss comvsr~~ems Is I et lm~-’ - -.

subsystem is to make an instrumental, f~~~tioia.t ceatr1het~me ~~~s

co*patible .with the institutional , obj.ctivs aM ~~~~~~ ~~ ~

larger social system it serves, and from ~~tch it ressiwem t me

resources. .
- 

-

Complete divergence between a superior aM subsrdi ta ‘es Is. .~~. 
-

while possible, would likely be a highl.y unsta ble aM temj-Iem~~ s~~a a— .--

because it would generate intolerable t.meio 6sstr ~~t3~~ .1 •
~~~~

relationship. On the one hand , the subsystem si#t met me • t. ~~~~ I - -

designed revolutionary manner or in conjuncti.s with o$~~~ ss~~p.t~~~ -

undesigned evolutionary manner to eff ect a ssaLtcal symp t h 1 a~c e~~~~..a

higher social system. In such a case, e.g., the l9~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ d eisi s~
-

~ (Th Portuguese armed forces, or the soc ia-politIcal doaths s sZ ~~ ~~~~~~~

in Imperial Ceriany , the higher social system becomes ~~mtems.s ~
assertive subsystem(s) and thus comes to reflect ths 1.a tt ‘a

Alternatively, the superior social system, if it is coflssi~ e a~~
to enjoy the support of other critical subsystems, will ti • .1• ~~~~~ ~~~~~.

its greater resources and relative superior power to ,imma..~~ it - ~~~~~~

system into an acceptable degre. of convergei~., e.g. , the ~~a1’s ~
Vermacht general officer corps in 1938 and D~~auUs’s rs1sv.i~ of t~~~~~~ 

, 
~~~~~~ ‘ 

-

Army after 1961, In this case, the subsystem’s subor~U.ast., . •

is forcefully reestablished and it becomes more ref2 2ctlwe of t~~~~~ s~~~~~’

system’s norms and standards,

Nevertheless , some element of divergence betwesa the tes seM I ~~~*me

is required if the subsystem is to preserv, that de~rrc of .wtnu.~sv ~~~~~~~~~

C is essential to the maintenance of the unique, afl ’i~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

it makes to the functional requirement s of the sup.riot s.ci~i - - 
*
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Two types of systemic controls facilitate convergence--those external

Q to the subordinate social—political system and those internal, In. the

American Republic, the constitutional design oI- the division of political

power between three competing branches of government , the model of public

administration cultivated in the executive branch , and public opinion are

examples of external controls on the professional military subsystem. Within

the military establishment , as within all public bureaucracies , there are two

types of internal controls , objective and subjective, which influence the

superior-subordinate convergence pattern.50 
-

These internal controls make up the subsystem’s endogenous concept of

responsibility. Objective or “functional” controls are those rational technical/

professional standards which the members of the subsystem use to evaluate their

own operational action s and the governmental policies proposed by their elected

political supervisors. Subjective or “general” controls are the nor~.ative ,
- personal principles of the subsystem’s members—their , social, political and

moral values, These two categories of internal controls , objective and sub—

jective, are usually distinct. However , as the chara cter of the internal -

~~jective controls become more profes sional, they generate notions of “professional

ethics ” which suggest values and concerns usually associated with ~ubJectiy

controls, Thus , to the extent that the administrative subsyetem defines its

objective int ernal controls in term s of professionali sm , interpenetration of

its objective and subjective controls increases. In conjunction , the subsystem ’s

external and internal controls are designed to facilitate a convergence pattern

that fosters the politica l responsiveness of the public bureaucracy to its

elected governmental masters without i’~pairing its professiona l effectiveness .51

- In the analysis of ,American civil-military relations, two classic

alter native int erpre tations of the influence of interna l controls on the

milita ry’s behavior are those made by Huntington and Jan owitz, 52 The norm ative

—~i—
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values of the American civil society are liberal; the traditional values

of the military subsystem are conservative, or to use Huntington’s term ,

“conservative reausm.”53 Within the American context , when a conservative

institution such as the milita ry converge s with the larger liberal social

system, it usually means that the conservative subsystem has reoriented either

or both its objective and subjective internal controls in conformity, or at

least in harmony, with the liberal values and institutions characteristic of

the civilian society. In the case of the military, convergence of internal

objective controls leads to a “civilianization” of the military’s institutional.

structures and objective professional norms; convergence of internal

subjective controls leads to an erosion of the military’s subjective conserva—

tive values and their modification or replacement by the ctvfl f-~-n society’s

liberal values. - Both Huntington and Janowitz agree that in the post-World War

II period , at least through the mid—sixties, civil—military convergence has

lead to substantial “civilianization” of the military,

- An important alternative view, which this paper does not consider , is

expressed in Iasswell’s famous “garrison state” hypothesis and C. Wright Mills ’

“power—elite thesis ,” It holds that civil—military convergence threatens

(_) or results in the subordination of liberal civIlian values to the unwarrantedly

bellicose , anti—progressivo, and. reactionary values of the military subsystem.55
• C) A serious weakness in this interpretat ion., of converge nce is that it ne~~tes

the critical distinction between what Vagts called “militarism ” and the “military

way, “56 Moreover , the empirical evidence in the post—World War Il development 
—

of American civll military relations does not appear to support the thesis that
‘ convergence has lead to the dominance of the professional military in government

or the “militarization” of civil society.57

While Huntington and Janowits agree that convergence fosters

“civilianization” of the military , thcy disagree in their assessment of the

—38— 
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- - effects of “civilianization” on military professionalism. Huntington states

that in its effort to enhance responsiveness and reinforce external control

over the military , the civilian society has forced the military to drastically

converge its internal subjective controls, i.e., its conservative, moral,

social and political values, with the liberal values of the domina nt civilian

social system. This type of conver gence enables the state to establish

“subjective civil ian control” over the military,~~ Such a tran smutation of

the military’s internal subjective controls draws the military into politics

as formulators and advocates of policy; corrupts the military officer’s

skeptical, realistic, conservative ethic ; lessens the functional differentiation

between military and political roles; and ultimately destroys the military’s

professionalism. Objective professionalism ‘is imposdible unless it is based

upon the professio nal military ethic of “conservative realism,”

- (“ Huntington presumes an almost total inL~erpenetration of the professional

aiilttary ’s internal objective and subjective controls . If the military resists

the liberal transmutation of its internal subjective values, it will suffer

the penalty of “extirpation.” In previous years when the military resisted

and when there was no pressing need for substantial military forces, the

liberal American society virtually eliminated its military establishment ,

Given the contemporary military threats to national security, H untin gton
- C) writes, “extirpation” is untenable, Consequently, the only way to aneliorate

the negative effects of convergence and thus insure both politica l, resp onsiveness

and professional effectiveness in the military establishment is for the civilian

society to replace its anti-military, liberal ideology with the military’s

“conservative realistic” world view. Once the civil&an society has the

appropriate ideologica l, i.e. , conservative, values, a more extensive and

4
..,. salutary convergence between the military and the civilian sectors can occur.
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It is doubtful that the interpenetration between the military subsystem’s

internal objective and subjective controls is as extensive or as critics]. -

to objective military professionalism as Huntington suggests. In addition ,

Huntington may have underestimated the ztent to which external objective

factors have directly affected the military profession and led to an inevitab le,

perhaps irreversible convergence of civil and milita~y institutions.59 Nor is

it very probable that the political orientation and the nor mative values of

the larger civil society , the superior system, will be voluntarily changed

in order to accomod.ate the subjective professional ethic of a subordinate

social system such as the military establishm ent , ‘ As one critic has noted,

the solution proposed by Hunting ton to the civil-military convergence dilemma,

- . ‘vould mean that the profession would shape the society
• ‘ - reversing the doe~inant th~ust of the interact ion at ’

professi on and society.,, 0

The model of civil-military convergence that Janowitz delineates in

Th~ Professional Soldier does not support the thesi s advanced by Huntington

that the military establishment’s internal subjective contr ols determine the

quality and effective ness of objective milita ry prof essionalism. Nor does

Janowita believe , as Huntington does , that objectiv e mi~itary profession alism

requires that the military adhere to a traditional subjective ethic of

“conservativ e realis m.” While Hunt ington ascribe s the growth and maintenanceC) of military professionalism to the autonom ous deve.loixaent of subjective

inter nal controls and the e thic of “conservat ive realism,” Ja novitz sees

objective professionalis m as being influenced by both external and, inter nal

factors . Accord ing to his interpretation , “subject ive civilian control,” i.e. ,

the full integrati n of the military’s subjective values with those of the
civil r,ociety, is necessary to insure the political esponsivene~s of the
military , Such an integration /convergence is not incompat ible with milita ry
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professionalism because the military’s objective internal controls ha ve also

converged with the civilian society. To a large extent, the military is - 
-

becoming increasingly similar to a large-scale civilian bureaucracy, (i.)

its organizational authorit y patterns are now based on non-traditio nal forms

of manipulation, consensus and persuasion; (2) its organizational skill

requirements are less differentiated from those of the civil society; (3)

its leadership styles are changing from the traditional “heroic-waxTior” model

to the more civilian “managerial-technical” model; (li ) its senior leaders are

now trained to develop a broad professional perspective that includes the

evaluation of social and political factors; and (5) it has developed a

“political’ ethos that involves senior military leaders more active ly in the

national policy process and enhances their judicious appreciation of the

impact of milita ry power in international politics.6~

() 
- The simultaneous convergence of the military’s internal subjective and

objective controls with the larger social system will, hopefully, reorient the

military profession to a fuller understanding of the need to tai lor military

force to the exigencies of political objectives. A new military “constabulary

f orce” could become the instrum ent of a professional military doctrine that

stresses the minimum use of force and the limitations of violence~2 Finally,

because the military establishment is a semi-professional government burcaucracy

C) in which automat ic political responsive ness to tho civilian authorities is

th. sine qua non of effective democratic civil control, the cultivation within

the officers corps of a sense of professional autonomy should be avoided. Such an

autono mous development of objective - internal controls within the military sub—

s~~tea could lead to dangerous organizational pathologies that are highly

destructive of th. external controls established by-the civil society, These

pathologies titherent 
- ~n the military establ ishment are similar to what l~ci-ton

- - - S 1 a  - ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -_ S - mrn - - -
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categorized as “the dysfunctions of bureaucracy” and what Janowit s defines as

“overprofessio nal ization.” i.e. • tra ined inccmpactty,’ displacement of goals ,

syndicalisa • elitism, and opportun ism.63

J anowi ts does not ignore the possibility that the elimination or the

radical, political subordination of the military’s professional autono my

sight , in the long run , be harmful to democratic political control and military

effectivene ss. He suggests that the pragnatic “military manager” will be

able to integrate his subjective values with those of the , civil society and

accept a sore extensive involvement of civilian authoritie s in the establish ment

and evaluatio n of the military’s objective professional standards without

denigrating his professional integrity, According to Jan owitz’s ‘~constabulary”

concept , the professional soldier will share a close, partnership with his

civilian superiors. It will make him “politically sensitive,” but it will not

(2 result in the wholesale sublimation of the soldier’s traditional military

standards and values , -

The professional soldier must develop more si<ills and
orientations common - to civilian administrators, Yet the
effectiveness of the military -establishment depends upon
maintaining a proper balance botwesn military tc~hnologists,
heroic leaders , and military managers.. • The constabulary

- officer performs his duties , which include fi~~ting, because
- ( ) he is a profer~sional with a sense of self—este’~ and moral

worth, .,To deny or destroy the difference between the -

military and the civilian cannot produce similarity, but
() runs the risk of crest iI)~ new forms of tension atd un-

anticipated militarisia, ~~
The convergence pattern which Ja novitz envisages night result in military

leaders who are non—parti san , discrete , politically integrated officers whose

professional orientation reflects a pragwttic, politicn.l.~~tilitary out look ,

Vhtle their objective professional standards would be subordinated to civilian

direction and their subjective nor~~tive values would be integrated with those

of the civilian society, these “cunstabular” officers would conscious ly essay

___________ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -‘-—~~~~~~~~ —, ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -———‘~~~~~~ ~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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• an administratively neutral role in government that would safeguard their

professional integrity while insuring their continued political responsiveness

and functional effectiveness.

Uofortunately, Jsn ositz ’s hopes have riot been realized. The convergence

which has occurred since 1960 baa many of the features of the “conatabujar- -

model”--civiltan political direction of professional military standards, a.

professional military outlook that is highly cognizant of “non-military”

factors , severely restricted professional autonomy, and the “civilianization”

of the military’s subjective values, Janowits’s model of convergenc e has ,

however , lent itself to a distortion inherent in its tendency to discount the

functional necessity of professional military autonomy . The convergence of

the military’s objective internal controls ~profesaiona1iss) with the civil

society’s external political controls has been so extensive that the military

subsystem has lost much of its traditional administrative neutrality and

professional integrity. The political cooption of the military’s objective

- - 
internal controls—the designed reorientation - of military professionalism by -

civil and military elites—-has contributed -to a significant “civilianization”

and “politicalization” of the military! a senior leaders.. To a certain extent ,

this convergence has eroded the senior military leaders’ professional detachment ,

or~~nizat1onal skepticism , unique military expertise and pra~aatic political

objectivity . - - —

The post—1960 pattern of civil—military convergence, characterized in part

by the military officer corps’ sublimation of professional autonomy , has -

increased the railitaxy a political responsiveness to the chief executive ,

decreased its functional effectiveness , and encouraged latent aspects of

“overprofessionalizatton. ”

C Pox example, the concern of senior military officers with the eccia l and

political implications of military policies • particularly their impact on the

-Je3~.
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Psesidont ! s domestic political support , has in recent years became quite

extensive. In the past decade, this over—identification with the President’s

political interests has f requently led the senior military leaders to publicly

indorse administration policies which they had previously opposed within the

executive branch on -the grounds that the proposed policies were unsound in

terms of the military’s objective professional standards and operational

requirements. As professional military advisors to the President and Congress,

the Joimi Chiefe were in an excellent position, and some might add, they bad

an administrative responsibility, - to openly questio n and thereby draw attention

to the muddled military assumptions , the narrow institutt~nal interests, and

the poorly defined objective s that determined many of these ill-advised

governuontal policies. Unfortunately, because they .~~d, to a substantial

extent, been coopted by a form of civil—military convergence that facilitated

political responsiveness at the expense 0.1 professional autonomy , those

military leaders becane apologists and. architects of military policies that

were not viable and which ultimately degraded both their profession and their

country, - -

The documents in the ~~~taq~on Pa~~~~ and the incongruously optimistic

public statements of the military’s senior leaders during the Vietna m War

strongly suggest that ~~cossi’~ convergence between the military profession’s

- () internal objective controls and the external controls imposed by the larger

civil society undermines the minimal degre e of civil-militar y divergence that

is essential for the maintenance of objective professional standa rds within

the milita ry profession.

If the military’s internal subjective controls,are different from and

incompatible with the nocial, moral and political values of the superior civil

(T society , the military is liable to become a discordant ,. unsympathetic pressure 
-

group in the political proce ss. This may cauGe the military to att enpt to

~ 
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play a substa ntive political role and. use its organizational influence to

help establish governmental policy goals which - reflect the militar y’s, not

civil society’s, internal subjective values. Adhering to subjective norms

at odds with the dominant civilian eocio-political values, such a military

subsystem may easily come to believe that its exogenous values are superior

to those of the larger system it serves. It may then attempt to isolate

itself from the “inferior” norm ative values of the civil society as the US Arty

did between 1870 and 1910, or establish itself as the political master and

moral teacher of a “corrupt” civil society as the Greek Colonels did, in 1967,

or Align itself with those civilian political elements which appear to embody its

internal subjective values as the French military did in 1958—1959. Consequentl y.

in the intere sts of maintaining the military s political responsiveness and

partisan neutrality , and in order to forestall the development of political

hostility and dysfunctional tension between the military and its civilian

masters , the military profession ’ s internal subjective values probably should

be integrated with those of the larger sccio—political system it serve è as

~~~~~~~~~ convergence paradigm suggests,

Mowevor , if civil-military convergence should , for the sake of political

stability, eliminate or substantially modify the subjective normative differences

between the two sectors, it does not necessarily follow that the military’s

() objective professional standards should be similarly integrated with or strictly

oriented to the external controls of the civil society it serves, Some

circumscribed sphere of autonomy within which the military may develop its

internal orga nizational expertise and. objective standards may be necessary for

the furtherance of the military subsystem’s continued functional effectiveness,

What the political leaders want is importanti what the objective facts allow

is also isnportant . If th e militar y ckews its intern~il objective controls in

.45.. 
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such a way that the standards of professionalism are subordinated to the

partisan or instit utional political interest of the military’s civilian

superiors , there is a real danger that the military policy will be made in a

vacuum. -

While Ja nowit s recognizes the problem inherent in the civil-military

convergonce paradige he proposes , his emphasis in The Profecsionai~ Soldier on

the need to integra te the milita ry’s internal subjective values with those

- 
of the civil society it serve s leads him to underestimate the difficult y of

maintaining within the military subsystem a salutary degre e of objective

professio nalism. Certainly divergence between the military ’s internal

subjective controls and the normative values of civil society is potentially

one of the gravest threats to functional civil-military relations in any

political system. Yet , in the current America n politica l context , functional

civil-military relations may be threat ened by an excessive convergence between

the milita ry’s objective pro fessionali sm and the civil society ’B external

controls , particu larly the political guidance that the govern ment’ s executive

branch exerci~.es over the military’s professional leaders.

In a recent paper, Janowiti notes that the erosion of the senior military

leaders ’ inde pendent professional jud gment had tragic consequences for America ’s

Vietna m policy. Prior to 1960, many milita ry leaders , rec~embering the bit ter

() frustrations of Korea , were strongly opposed to any deployment of American —

ground combat units to the Asian main land. These military officers , members

of the “never again club ,” initially resisted intervention in Southeast Asia,

However , if the governnent ignored the ir advice and decided to commit US forces

to Indochina , such a military intervention , if it was to ha ve a minimal chance

of success , would require , they declared , a US grourd force of 1,000,000 to

1,200 ,000 cci~bat tr oops. From a military per spective , anything less would not

.46- 
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be practicable, Yet • in 1965, those military leaders whose attitude

C’) to,~.rds a military intervention in Indochina had not changed, quietly vent

along with an administration policy that they had excellent reason to believe

isa militarily unsound.

It remains to be explained why the US military did
not follow its own professional jud gnent, The appro priate
fori of dissent would have been a token resignation of thechief of Staff , particularly the Chief of Staff of the
ground forces , when he was assigned a task that he believed
could obviously not be achieved with the resources placed at
his disposal. The publication o± the ~~~ a~~n Pa~er~ has
probably postponed an analysis of the central issue since
the answer lies not in examination of specific documents ,
but in the ana lysis of the workings of a military bureaucracy
which in effect has become “overprofessj ona1j~ed”-—aore
prepared to follow order3 thar~ to exercise independent pro-
fessional skill and judgnent, °5

Thus, excessive congruency or convergence between the military establish—

sent’s internal objective controls and the external controls imposed, by civil

society may gradually undermine the minimal degree of civil-military divergenc e

that is essential for the cultivation of a salutary sense of political

detachment and professional responsibility in the state’s senior military

leaders, As the following case stud ies suggest , General Ridgway understood

this dilemma and consequently opr~sed the extreme civil-military convergenc e

syndrome; Gen.’ral s MacArthur and ~~ylor, however , did not , and in their
()  

-

opposite ways -nay have facilitated it,

~~~~~~~c) 

-
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Vorld War II once again validated Hamilton’s obsqrvation in the

Federali st Papers that , “It is the nature of war to increase the executive
- . at the expense of legislative authorit y.”1 Unlike the traditional pattern

of events that had occurred in all previous post—war periods—-the reduction 
—

of the military establishment to or near its ante bellum strength , the re-

assertion of congressional influenc e in the national policy process, and a

general weakening of presidential power —the post-World War II period was quite

different. The reason for this difference is attributed to the fact that

America committed itself to the princi ple of international collective security

on a pernanont basis, Shortly therea.fter, - the US became - the political , economic ,

and milita ry leader of the multinational Western Bloc which confronted its

- nemesis, the Soviet Bloc , in an increasingly rigid bipolar international

political system,2 
-

This radical change in the orientation , the objectives, and the methods

of American foreign policy had a massive effect upon the militar y policy process

of the American goverr~ent. In the post—war period it is posited that the

~ ( )  following trends (some of which were not to be altered until the late 1960’s)

characterized the national defense policy processs - .

() i) Presidential influenc e in the defense policy process increased at

the expense of Congre ss’ influenc e, -
2) Congressional control over fore ign and milita ry policy generally

declined,althou gh there were occasional and tempora ry re versals of this

trend (1951, 1958—1960).

— 
- 3) The size and strength of the national militar y establis hment

was greatly increased , yet the substanti ve adm inistrative influenc e of the
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senior military chiefs in both the national and the executive policy process

steadily declined,e.g. • in l95~i , General Ridgway exerted more influence over

administration policy than his counterpart , General Johnson, did in 1965.

4) After an initial decline (l9!~6~1948), the defense budget was

sharply increased~and thereafter, despite periods of retrenchment following

the Kor ean and Vietnam Wars , remained a substant ial portion of the nat ional

budget , frequently exceeding 50% of the total federal budget.’ - From 1954

to 1972 , defense expenditures f luctuated in a narrow range between ~% and 10%

of the American GNP.

5) While both the President and Congress generally supported large

defense budgets, the pre-l9Lf 0 pattern which had found the President and the

military in an alliance against annual. congressional efforts to cut

the military’s budget, i~as occasionally reversed. In 1957, 1959, 1961, 1962 ,

1963 and 1967, Congress voted a larger defense budget than the President had

-- requested.4 - 
-

6) Most public dissents by senior military off teem against administration

policies were trig gered by red .uctions in the military budgets ordered by the
— executive.

?) Attempts by the Joint Chiefs to use their political influence

with Congress to oppose , offset , or modify an atiministration’s military

() 
budget policy met with limited., and as the years progressed, declining success,

8) The rapid unification of the armed services and the centralization

— of administrative authority over the military establishment in - the Office of

the Secretary of Defense (osn) fostered a Jacksonian model of adninistration

within the military profession. It also attenua ted traditional congressional—

military relations and political a11iance~.

C . 
-49-
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9) The national defense policy process bs.~~~~ am t~~~~~~1~~~~ - ii—

circle within the executive branch,

10) Th. politicalization of the senior military officer u.1_ ~~~
undermined their administrative neutrality and ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~ -

If one views the post—19Ze5 pattern of Americes civt~ -~~ L.~ laey ia.e~~~

throu&t the prisim of the Trauma n-MacArthur comtrov~~sy tmat — — --
i 

-

American political system in 1951, many of the dsvs1~~~~~ts .i~~~ a~~v. ~~~~
ludicrous. While they suggest a gradual trend tois~rde a -

~~~~~~~~~~~ f~~~ ~~

presidential - caesarism , the MacArthur episode epitosiast at ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ -

the contrary threat to civil control--praotorianiz~t. Yet Vita ~~~~~~~~~~ M

somewhat deceptive . In the long run MacArthur ~ay t~~vs ineitLt~~~~j .—— -

• the drift towards unbalanced, excessive presidential csstssi at ~~~ si .s~~~,

General Douglas MacArthur was a fierce ly proud mili tz..-~c pzof... -• -.

a soldier in the classic “heroic warrior” mode,5 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •

— “heroic warrior” types such as Patton and. Ha1x~ , Gsnsre.1 P.a~~rI~~~ a

quasi-public partisan politician. For years prior to bAa psb~~c ~~~ja

against the Dcmocratic President Truman, VacArthur ~m.4 teen ta~~~.tt ~~
the Republican Party. Unlike the vast majority of h. s profee.1 i ~~~
peers, he took few pains to minimize his public idc~~~tL~.t tam atti . $ ~~~ %s~~~

political group, An uncontrollable penchant to play a le-.t.~ -~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘~~

() in domestic partisan politiàs propelled th. G.nors.1 tate Li-a fa~~~ ~~~~~~~~~- i  si~

President ¶?runan, His well—known and public ly vocal parti~~& ~~&$~~s ~~~~~_r

his rather disingenuous assertion that the dranitic dia tnt ~~ -

Truman administration’s established foroign pokicy in 195O—l9~l ~~~ ks—i am

strictly non-p olitical , professional military grounds.
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Had he been only a professional soldier untainted by a publicly I 
-

partisan identification—a Patton or a Pershing—or, as he put it so well

and so falsely before Congress in 1951, “...an old soldier who tri ed to do

his duty as God gave him the light to see that duty ,” MacArthur may have had

a sore influential and perhaps beneficia l effect upon the t1~ru5t of American - 
-

civil-militaxy - -relaticns and. the developing administrative patterns that were

slowly undermining the American milita ry officer ’s traditional sense of

professional respon sibility .

MacArthur fails into that curious and relatively impotent group of

professional military officers who lent their support to partisan politIcal

interests , usually to secure for themselves a presidentia’ nominat ion, while

stiU on active duty——Wirifield Scott , George McClellan , Winfield Scott Hancock,

and Leonard Wood.7 They were the generals who failed in their attempt to

~~~ reach the Presidency. Like these officers (with the exception . pf Hancock
- who was a genuine auQmaly), MacArthur’ a fla abeyant antics - flouted the norms of

the military profession and earned him the bitter enmity of a subs tantial and

influentia l segment of the mili ta ry establishment.

Douglas Mact~rthur was a “politica l soldier .” a phonor~enon
comparatively rare in Amcrican experi ence , though by n.o ~cans

- previously unknown.. .!~a cA rthur never had “the Ar iy ” (nuch loss
the Navy or tho t arines ) behind him; h c r ~ever r,~x~ke fcr a
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ even thou ga nany military ~en were to
agree with his pc~sitions. Frorn an early óate he had taken a

C close interest in partisan politics4- he was prepared to use
his prestige as a soldier to influence civil policy decisions,
and the arg uments of nilitary necessity to override the
diplomatic or p~litical objcctives of his civilian superiors,8
j~ mphasis adde~j

When the JCS publicly endorsed Truman’s Korean War policies and his stormy

dismissal of MacArthur in April, 1951, Senator Robert Taft, Ohio (fl) a

staunch but wary supporter of MacArthur (he incorrectly feared that ?.acArthur

might siphon off Taft delegates at the 1952 Republican Presidential Convention),

—51—
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angrily accused the JCS of crass political subserviance to the Truman

Democratic administration ? Whi le there was some truth to this charge

(General Bradley, Chairman of the JCS , gave a number of quasi-partisan

speeches on behalf of the Truman administration) ~~ Taft completely under-

estimated the pro fessional and personal ill—feelings that many senior military

leaders held towards MacArthur, While they respected his erratic military

gentua...(MacLrtliur, like most great captains of history, tased - his military

- - strategy on intuition and an. almost- reckless willingness to take unusual

ri sks , he won big and he lost big; the only anomaly is that his ar mies

suffered surprisingly few casualties), the JCS had suffered throui~h MacArthur’s

insulting insubordi nation for many months , They particularly despised the

ólose-knit “Bataan”- clique which con8tit~te~t - General MacArthur’s surprisingly

small personal/professional network . Within the military establishment,

Truman Joint Chief s (Coll ins , Bradley and Vandenburg at least) bad been

disciples of MacArthur’s professional rival, General George C. Marshall, By

April, 1951, they~were.-uniform1y fed up with MacArthur’s habit of treating them

as junior officers , which of courm e, in coapa rison with Ma cArthur , they were•
When Brad ley, the oldest member of the JCS , was a grammar school student in

( 

Missouri in 1906, Lieutenant MacArthur was serving in Washington, D. C. as

President Theodore Roosevelt’s aide-de—caznp,~1 - . 
-

() Ironica lly, for an individual who had played such a critical role in the

US Army- - since 1918, the vast ma jority of MacArthur’s followers and admirers were

outside the military, frequently to be fcund in the right wing of the Repu blican

Party. MacArthur had. more extensive and influential political contacts with

important civilian elites than any other officer 0±’ his era . In this respect ,

he was reminiscent of the power ful but unlucky General Leonard Wood.12 mt,
his civilian political allies , despite their passionate devotion to his cause
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were never able to accomplish much on MacArthur’s behalf. If the military -

‘

generally rejected MacArthur because of his disdain for professional norms,

the American public, while it enthusiasticall y responded to Ma cArthur’s well.

crafted theatrics and deservedly heroic image, evidently felt that because

he was clearly a vehicle of partisan political interests, he was unsuited for

the presidency. Traditionally, the American electorate has responded favorably

to th. professional military hero’s quest for the presidency so long as he

has, like Taylor, Grant and Eisenhower, displayed no evident inclination for

dose3tJ.c politico prior to his maiden run for the highest office in the land,

MacArthur’s fatal political error was to prematurely shed the exalted aura

of the great general who stands above politics. For all his numerous and long-

standing political connections with influential. Republicans, MacArthur was in

many respects politically naive, While Eisenhower’s adroit , political maneuvering

between l9~e7 and 1952 may have been somewhat disingenuous , it certainly was not
- 

naive, Evident ly, the belief that a professional military leader should avoid

the aura of partisan politics while on active duty is shared by both the

professional off icor corps and the public it serves, 13

The General’s ties with the Republican Party went back many years. His

grandfather had been prominent in the Wisconsin Republican Party. MacArthur’s

• father, an illu3trious professional officer, was an adeirer and favorite of

C President Theodore Roosevelt. He rose to the rank of Lieutenant General

before retiring in 1909, shortly after completing a widely-praised tour of

duty as Comr.anding Officer and Governor General of the Phillipine&)4 During

the two years he served as President Roosevelt ’s aide—de-camp (1906-1908),

Douglas MacArthur learned a great deal about Washingt~on politics and the heroic

style of a popular leader. In his memoirs ho wrotet

(T,
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I greatly admired Theodore Roosevelt, His prophetic

e 

vision of Asian politics marked him a statesman of brilliant
imagination. • .To an unprecedented degree, regardless of

- 
— party, he had the support of the public. His vigor, courage,

abounding vitality , his lack of presidential pomposity , his
familiarity with all manner of men , even his loudness of
action and uttorance, stimulated all to raise themselves

- 

above the ordinary level. 15

He came of age during the opt imistic era of “Peace, Prosperity and

Progress .” Its cocksure values, strengths, and fallacies never left him .

To a large extent this may explain the renarkably favorabl e response of the

public to the returning hero in 1951. In the midst of confusing inter nationa l

and domestic political events that were fr ustrati ng, frightening, and.

fundamental ly at odds with the traditional values , experiences and. public

self—images that many Americans held , MacArthur returned to the US not as a

eaviour on horseback , but as a quintessentially nostalgic figure who recalled

or suggested to millions a golden age of heroic confidence and natural

(Th innocence. It this memory of an unrecoverable past contribut ed to MacArthur’s

public appeal , it also undercut his chances for the Preside ncy. However much

they may have appreciated the old values , few Americans were prepared to return ,

as MacArthur advocated , to the social systems and politica l programs of Teddy

Roosevelt ’s era , MacArthur’s extraordinary popularity, like nostalgia,

depended on distance to weave its effect . On closer examination , i~.acArthur

was far less noble and the “good old days ” far less desirab le,16

C’ The Army is a hybrid organi zat ion--a bureaucracy of pr ofessionals?7

This uneasy alliance of the bureaucratic ana the professional world view

generates constant but functional tensions within the officer corp s. Conflicts

revolving around this basic dichotomy and subs idia ry issues that spin off

from it (alternative strategies , functional roles , te~L%n tcal expertise, branch

specializations) are endemic , 18 The inf ormal structures which chara cterize the

officer corps reflect upon the organizational factions and the key personal

‘.54-
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networks which arise in response to these conflicts . The personal networks

and alliances &L~ critical for they under mine (to the long-run benef it of

the military) tht. homogeneous character at the officer corps, They are one

at the central variables which make up what Janowita calls, “group biography

in an orgenisational setting.”19

Frequently, those officers who rise to the top in the military are , at

one time or another - in their careers , the prote’gé of one or more of the halt- —

dozen senior officers who give the profes sion its characteri stic style and

or~~nizational direction at any particular time. Moreover , the young officers
- 

who will eventuall y become senior generals , the “corners ,” not only tend to

identif y with , certain leading generals, but they often consciously carr y on a

specific “tradition” or factional perspectt’~ce traceable back to the influence

- ‘ of a former senior military leader.2° During World War II , for example, two

network groups developed; the overwhelmingly dominate Marshall faction

concentrated in the European Theater of Operations , and the auth smaller and

less influential network that collected around MacArthur, During the ~ietnaa

era , Generals Lemnitzer , I{ar kins , Wheeler , Westiaoreland , Depuy, Palmer and

Kinnard were either close associates or prot~g~~ of General Maxwell Taylor.21

General Matthew Ridgway and General James Gavin, along with Taylor , constituted

the famous “airborne” network that dominated. the An~y in the fifties and. early

(2) sixties, All three were prot4~~ of Marshall and Eisenhower . - In his auto-

biography, Ridgway discusses the influe nce of personal networks in the officer

corps; - 
-

In all my years in the service , I have never seen
any evidence of an “A m y  clique ,” a srnall ~~oup within
the servic e whose Menbers protect each other and pass
out the top job s aiton~ thea~.eLve5. There is thou~1~,
definitely this rn utual evaluation and assesst~ent of an
officer’s talents and capabilities that goes on through—
out the years of his service. Anct r.any an officer does
get his big opportunitie s because some higher commanding
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officer has known him for years and has confidence in
him, In my own case , certainly, that door of opportunity
opened to me because two magnificent soldiers , Generals
Prank U. McCoy and George C, Marsha ll, had come to know
and have faith in me, 22 

-

Marshall, in turn, had distinguished himself as a brilliant staff officer

in World Var I and became a favorite- of Pershing’s.2’ Mad it not been for

the inter cession of Generals McCoy and Per shing in the 1930’s, it is unlikely

that Franklin Roosevelt would. have chosen Marshall to be Chief of Staff in

l939.2~ Thus, in the “old Army” at least , promotion to the senior military

ranks depended upon the indiv idual’ s demonstrated. merit , his profe ssional

reputation, and his relationship to the factions and personal networks which

structured the officer corps. 
- 

- -

Wha t is striki ng about MacArthur is that in his meteoric, rise he had few ,

if any , important senior - military patrons... On the contrary,. MacArthur was

- 
personally clialikod by many key senior officers , Throughout t)~e first 28

- 
- - years of servj .ce, his unbridled egotism , brilliance and innovative style

amazed and irritated the Army’s Old Guard. A probable exception was General

Leonard Wood , one of Theodore Roosevelt’s inner circle, Army Chief of Staff

from 1910-1914, and an important figure in the Republican Party. MacArthur

()  was hand—picked for Wood’s General Staff i~i 1913 and , evidentl y -, the two got

on very well. There-were 38 officers on the General Staf f in 1913, and

() - 

MacArthur was - the youngest.25 
- 

-

The antipathy between Wood and. Pershing ran deep. Per shing, an austere ,
— 

non—partisan, - professional, believed that Wood. had disgraced hir~self and the

officer corps with his flamboyant attacks upon President Wilson’s military

policies and his unremitting involvement in partisan politics. Wood, had. little

support in the Army’s senior ranks. The leading co~~anders of World War I

agreed with Pershing that Wood was a glory-seeking egomaniac and a dangerously
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insubordinate “political general. ~26 The attitude of Pershing and, his

associates towards Wood , and their role in Wood’s downfall , bears a striking

similarity to the struggle between Truman’s Joint Chiefs and MacArthur in

1950—1951. However , unlike Truman, Wilson , in concert with Pershing, was

able to isolate his potentiall y troublesome political general,

Pershing and other senior officers were not unaware of Ma cArthur’s

connection to Wood. However, MacArthur proved to be an unsurpassed commander

and skillful publicity -seeker in World War I. Whil, he never became close

to P.rshi~g, the A.~ .F. Commander and the Old Guard had a high respect for

MacArthur’s battlefield courage and proven leadership abilities . On the

strengt.h of his remarkable war record and , no doubt , in part due to his budding

political connections and his unmatched flair for publicity, Ma cArthur was

assigned to West Point and became the youngest Superintendent (he was 39) that

the Military Academy has ever had. In his abbreviated tour as Superintendent

(1919-1921), MacArthur introduced a series of sensible rcforas that had a

salutary effect upon many aspects of the cadets ’ acade mic and military

environment. His reforms brought the Milita ry Academy up to - date with the

social, political and educational realities of the Twentietb~ Century. It is

generally acknowledged that MacArthur was the nost progressive and intelligent

Superintendent , the Acadeziy has had to date, notwithstanding the brilliant

~ () 
acoosplishment~ of Thayer , Lee and Taylor.27 In many respects, his tour as

Superintendent was a dress rehersal for his “Overlordship” of Japan , where his

methods and goals were quite the same and sinilarly effec~t &ve. However, the

much—needed refor ms MacArthur forced upon an unrecon3tructed “Old Guard”

faculty and a less-than-enthusiastic Army Staff generated intense opposition.

When the new Mardtn~ administn~ tion decided it~ was necessary , in the

interests of “Normalcy ,” to make sub~tantia1 cuts in the Army budget, Chief of

Staff Porshing advised the President and Congress that this was an unwise rnove

..
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because, “our present combat strength will be insufficient to fulf ill the

functions required by our national defense policy . f 28~~ving registered

his mild protest in an appropria te forum, Pershing then accepted withou t

further dissent the President’s decision . MacArthur , however, in a manner —

uncoafortab]y reminiscent of Wood and Mahan, publicly railed against the cuts

and attempted to use his influence in Congress to get more funds for West Point .

While some of his political friends on Capitol Hill were receptive t.~ his pleas,

MacArthur had unwisely over-reached himself . With the support. . of the War -

Department and the silent applause of many senior generals, Pershing moved

quickly to suppress MacArthur’s outepokeness, In November , 1921, MacArthur ’s

tour of duty as Superintendent was prematurely ended (a normal tour was four

years). Much to his muffled dismay (no mention of this incident is r~ade in

his Reminiscences), HacArthur was exiled to the Phiflipines.

But neither MacArthur’s genius nor his popularity with the rising

politicians in the Republican Party eculd be blocked indefinitely by the Old

Guard’s hostility. During his third tour in the Phillipj .nes (1928—1930) ,

MacArthur became a confidant of President Taft’s last - Secretary of Var, Henry

L. Stimson , who was then serving as Governor-General.29 Stiason’s high regard
~~~~~

- 
‘

~ for MacArthur’s abilities may have been a factor in President Hoover’s surprising

decision to elevate MacArthur to Army Chief of Staff in 1930. In 1929 , the
() popular young general, who had always made excellent press copy, had been —

mentioned fox the Republican presid ential nominati on,30 As Huntington motes,
MacArthur’s ambit ion went well beyond the normal constraint s of his milita ry

profession, “Fro m the start , MacArthur had been a brilliant soldier, but always

something more than a soldiers a controversial , sabitious , transcendent figure,

too able, too assured , too talented to be confined withi n the limits of pro —

C.. fes&iona l function and responsibil ity, ”’1
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Hoover’s decision outraged the Army’s senior officers. Pershing, whose

extraordinary promotions , like MacArthur’s, reflected some partisan political

~~~~
- _  ~~~~~

- — . i ier~cc , &apported General Fox T. Connors, a close associate (who, as

-• - Pcrs~:ing’s Chief of Operations in World War I had been MaxshaU’s immediate

superior) for the post.’2 At the relatively junior age of- 50, MacArth ur was

(and still is) the youngest officer ever appointe d to the position of Army

- C~itef of Staff , -

I~i 1929, convinced that the military budgets were excessive, Hoover

- 
ordered the Army Staff to rake a survey identifying those areas where cuts

• could be made without sacrifi cing essential functions and services~ Zo the

President’s chagrin, the generals reported that their survey indicated ’.

- I substantial increases in the Army’s budget were immediately needed. A year

later, as the deepening Depression generated add itional pressures for cuts in

the military budgets, Hoover decided to shake up tha Ax~y General Staff ar id

awaken them to the economic realitie s that dictated severe reductions in the

Army’s budget. The appo intn~ent of MacArthur had the desired effect. It

began the close political and personal relationship that existed , between

Hoover and . General MacArthur over the next 33 years. With his accession to

( )  Chief of Staff , MacArthur became a member of the Republican Party establishment.

During Hoover ’s Administration , General NacArthur worked closely with

C) Secrc~ta~y of War, Patrick Hur ley, to squelch objections within the Army to

the PresiLcnt ’s budget cuts , It was quite a reversal from his 192]. attitude

towards presidential cuts -in the military budgets

...ha showed on nur~erous occasions that he placed
the nation above the military services , particula rly
in supporting military spending cuts wh...ch appeared
to be in the overall inter est of the cconor~y. Shortly
after his appointment , he offered a ref reshing con—
trast to the arro~~nt Air Corps officers who strenuously
resisted any attempts to limit their funds..,ln late

-59-.
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1930, he testified that the military appropriations
bill , down $100,000,000 f rom the previous year to
$ie~ i. ,20o,0OO , repres ented “the proper balance. , between
the financial structure of the ç~vernment and its
provision for national 4 ,n5e~~~

During the campa ign year of 1932, congressional Democrats led by the

Chairman of the House Military Appropriations Subcommittee , Ross Collins,

Miss. (ti). attem pted to reduce the administration’s Army budget by cutting

the officer corps from 12, 000 to 10,000 and shifting a larger percentage of

the Army budget to the exploitation of technological innovations, i.e., the

ta nk and the airplane. A smaller , more technically intensive Army, it was

argued, could use advanced military weapon~i to offset reductio ns in military

manpower strength. The President , MacArthur. and most of the officer corps ,

• opposed the plan . The Air Corps officers , ‘who had been consistently opposed

by the Chief of Staff in their zealous campaign to increa se funding for the

- Air Corps 1 openly sided with Collins . Although a bill containin g the Democratic 
-

rec ommendation s passed the House, ~Ioover’s threat of a veto and MacArthur’s

skillful lobbying on Capitol Hill led, to the bill’s defeat in the Senate.

MacArthur’s control over his professior.al subordinates was unusuall.y

firm. Unlike their naval Qounterparts, who protested frequently and public ly

against Hoover ’s budget reductions , few Army officers (outside of the Air

corps ) were prepared to challenge both the President and the imperious Chief

C) of Staff . Not until, late 1932 d~d MacArth ur begin to press for an increase

in the Army’s budget and then his complaint s were directed against the

Democratic Congress. The harmony that existed between MacArt hur and Hoover

reflected a convergence of poif tical views just as the stormy relationships

that developed between MacAr thur and Hoover ’s Democratic successors reflected

a sharp difference in politica l beliefs , The partisan clement in MacArthur’s

actions is consistent and strikings

L
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MacArthur’s attitudes durin g the Hoover Admini— 
- - -

stratton do not suggest a progressive , innovative mind , 
- 

- - .

4, but rather a fairl y ~~nservatiy~ mind, well capable of
• subordination to the con~erva Uve civilian leadership.

Loyalty to Hoover precluded over-enthusiastic support
for new Army programs. • .Me served Hoover well as an
administrator, organizer and leader . The degree of his
support for economy within the Army to assist the nation ’s
economic recovery was unusual for a military leader. The
President regarded MacArthur very highly, perhaps in part
because t~~ General was ~~o in tune with his political
ideas. ~e Lemphasts a4de~j

MacArthur’s last three years as Army Chief of Staff under Roosevelt

were bitter and acrimonious, Unlike 1950—1951, however , there was not a strong,

• Republican congressional opposition that MacArthur could appeal to in his

difficultie s with the President . Although the gulf between MacArthur and

Franklin Roosevelt was intensely personal aq4 political, it was also

I • 
- - 

- institutional, For Roosevelt’s plans to cut the Army’s strength went well

beyond Hoover ’s. Aside frcm his obvious partisan oppoaition to Roosevelt , f 
-
,

C’ MacArthur was genuinely concerned with protecting the military’s organizational

interests .’5 Partly in deference to MacArthur’s strenuous objections , the - -

fortuitous decision to use the Army in the CCC program, and rising inter-

-• 
natio nal tensions , Roosevelt reduced the size of the planned cut s, While the

strength of the officer corp s declined slightly , between 1933 ar4 1935 (MacArthur’s

last year as Chief of Staff), overall Army stren gth increased from 136,547 to

1,9,486.36 The Army budget , however, declined from $335,000,000 in 1932, to

$284,000,000 in 1935. .

World War II revived MacArthur’s fading military career and public

- - 

- popularity. It also rekindled his thin ly veiled aspir ations for the Presidency,

To a certain extent , t’tacArthur was sidetracked in a low priority theater of

operations , the Southwest Pacific , by the Roo3evelt ada iniatr ation in order to

deny him the military glory and national publicity he avidly sought. As usual ,
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the General made the very best of an unfavorable situation. Neither defeat

nor grandiose theatrics dimmed MacArthur’s unusual grip on the imagination

of the Amer ican public . Throughout the duration of the four—sided war which

he waged with consummate skill against the Japane se, the US Navy , the War

Department, and the Democratic administration, Mackrt.hur took careful pains

to keep his domestic popularity high and his political connections with the

Republican Party intact. Against the Japanese he uz~d a briliLant “island- —

hopping” strategys against the Democrats, Army Chief of Staff Marshall , and

the Navy he used his nu~erous and artful press conferences, American news-

papers , the majorit y of which were publi shed by Republican sympathizers, were

eager to trumpet the exploits of , -

•,,a general with arch-Republican sympathies while at
• the same time , denigrating the role of the Democratic

Comnander—in-Chief , implying that he could have done
more to win the war and bri ng the boys home quicker.
MacArthur was in touch with Republican interests in the

• States. His political ci .tign was aimed over the heads
of those in Washington...ac. the ultizate power base,
the people. 38

MacArthur continually denounced the administration’s policy of defeatin g

• Hitler first and relegating the Southwest Pacific Theater to a second—level

priority, There was no significant domestic opposition to Roosevelt’s war

policiesj consequently , MacArthur’s well—publicized complaints never

became an effective particafl issue for the Republican Party during the ~&ar,

There was , however , a vague movement in the Republican Party as early as

February, 19~2, to groo~a a MacArthur to pla n McClellan to Roosevelt ’ s Lincoln.’9

Senator Arth ur Vandenberg , Mich, (R) , (who was promotin g MacArthur’s name in

Republican circles), the General, and Franklin Roosevelt wero playing a very

ahrowd political game. - The President fully understood the political throat

( to his own power base that MacArthur represented, It was not only to pl*~aso the

bitter ly anti-Mac A rthur A dmiral s. Nisits and Kin g, that Roosevelt declined to
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unify the Pacific Theater of Operations under MacArthur as Supreme Allied

Commander. -
. Throu~~out the war , Rooseve lt kept his political opponent on a

4,

“short string” as much for political as stra tegic reasons,

While publicly denying his interest in the l9~iJ i presidential race ,

MacArthur was pleased by the increasingly publ ic efforts of Vandenberg . Hoover , f
Representative Hamilton Fish, N .Y. (R) , Representative Claire sooth Luce,

Comm. (R) , the Hearst Press , The Chicago Tribune, and the Scripps—Howard papers

to draft him for the Republican nomination. Despite Army regulations
- I -

. 

prohibiting “political. activities ” by active duty officers , MacArthur ’s stea4y

political correspondence with the President ’s most bitter partisan opponents

frequently “leaked” to- the press.~~ One leak backfired and abruptly dampened

the MacArthur boomlet, It was a prototype oC the infamous 1951 MacArthur-

Martin letter. Congressman A , L. Miller , Neb, (R) , had written a letter to

f 
)lacArthur in which he sta teds “Unless the New Deal can be stopped this time,

our American way of life is forever doomed, ” In his reply NacArthur wrote , -

“I do unreservedly agree with the conpiete wisdQm and states manship of your

commonts.”~~ Henry Stiason, MacArthur’s old patron , and now Roosevelt’ s

• Secretary of War, was outraged at what he regarded to be the General’ s effrontry

to proper military discipline and the national war effort, He publicly
- 

- 
reiterated Army regulations which banned all forms of political activity by

() professional officers,42 This lead to a bitter internal party squabble between
- influe ntial Republicans and caused MacArthur to publicly disavow any intent

to undercut the Presid ent’ s authority dur ing a period of national crisis ,

In l91o8, while MacArthur was occupying Ja pan as the Aiter~can refor ;~ist

Overlord, a second , but batter orga nized , political effort was made by ~t~cArthur ’s

right—wing Repub lican supçorte rs to draft him for the Pre sidency. Again,

MacArthur disobeyed the spirit , at least , of militar y regulations which forbade

I .  
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partisan political activity by Regular Army officers on scti’s ~~~y. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

the immediate post-war years , Truman’s initial conciliatory ~~ ot~~~~s ~~

-. 

Soviets had caused MacArthur , a fanatical anti~Ccmmusist tdso~agi.s (
~. ~~~

convinced that the 1932 Bonus Marchers were attezapting a C ~~.t r.~~iass..

to assume that Truman was a naive, inept leader who was ow r  ~ts -- 1.

presidency and surrounded by a cabal c~” influential appses~~s. Ti~saa s~~
MacArthur sporadically clashed over Japanese occupati . i policy, ~~~~~ t~~~~~~~

increasin g MacArthur’s distrus t of the President , nothiI,~ of a ~~~~~~

t developed.Z13

l9~&8 was again too premature for MacArthur’s right-wing tdr ..o~~~. Is a

campaign dominated by domestic considerations, MacArthur was a tiata ~~. a~~

irrelevant candidate. Moreover , Senator Taf t , Ohio (R) ,  had csri~ r~~ i~~~~~

Republican Party’s right-wing as ho did four years later. Again MacAr~~~~

lent his name to partisan political activities on hi- behalf v~U. ettU

declinin g to retire from the military profession end campaign .ct Ii’sly a. a

private citizen . MacArthur was old-fashioned enough to believe t~*t a

of destin y” should be propelled by popular acclaim into high office; tr~t~ ~e

campaign in aufti at the level of an ordinary political caad têat. was -

I 
~ 

to a man of his historic stature. wisconsin, his “home state,” was to to

jump—off point for a string of successru]. ~residentj aj primaries, ~~~ & —t

C) Stassen , who received the strong support of t~isconsin Senator Jsseçn A . Nc~~ s%’~~,

won the primary . Of 27 possible delegates , MacArthur’s cariidatcs toot a

eight . His candidacy ia~ed.iately collapsed. At the natio nal oonvsnttos ~i.

received a humiliating 11 out of l,O9~1 votes on ~.he fir st ~~llot .~~ is 1~. ,Z.

he vainly attempted to turn his tri umphant return to the US, f.lisiiiag ~ ts

dismissal by Truman , into a vehicle for the Republican no~ir.~tio~., k..~’ier
( much the Republicans were willing to exploit his popularity on beI~&Lr c~1 %‘w~t:
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partisan interests that year. they were not prepared to consider MacArthur

for the presidential -nomination. Me was too old (72). too controversial

(especially after the Senate hearings in the epring of 1951 revealed the extent

to which MacArthur had actively sabotaged the administration’s policy and

disobeyed basic military ord ers) , Taft had totally preempted the conservative
- 

- Republican bloc , and now the Republican s had a genuine war hero whose populari ty

exceeded even that of MacArthur—-Eiscnhower.45 -

Given MacArthur’s long identification as a partisan of the Republican

Party, his abortive effort s to challen ge Preside nt Truman’s Korean policies

are not sur prising . MacArthur’s vituperative dissents which he claimed were

non—p olitical in nature, based solely upon his professional military ju dgment,

and simply pointe d to the fund amental requ ijements of “militar y necessity” ,

were also motivated by his strong partisan prejudices and ideologica l beliefs. - 

-

He was not only questioning and publicly rejecting the instrumental aspects

of the govern ment’ s military policy • but furtheri~iore, he was going far beyond

his administrative duties and professiona l expertise to openly c~aUenge the

administratiort! ~ foreign policy methods and objectives . Ostensibly a subordi nat e

theater commander charged solely with the execution of establishe& policy,

MacArthur was able to assert a substantive policia l role in the national policy

process becaus e of Truman’s domestic political weakness and the hesitant

() supervision of the Joint Chiefs who had fallen into the dangerous habit of

constantly deferring to, the Genera l’s “exporien se , rank , and reputation , to his

intense enotional involvement in the Far East , an involvement they did not share ,

and to his unmeasured but possibly dangerous political potency as a r~an

cultivated and admired by the Republican party leaders,”46

MacArthur’s ca ll for a preventive air-sea war tha t ~culd destory China’s

war-naking potential (he wits consistently opposed to sending any US ground

troops into the Asian mainland) reflected 1e 3s the exigencies of the ~t1itary

-
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struggle in Korea than his long-standing ideological goal of using US

military force in a global crusade to destory Communism. It also ignored
(F-

America’s actual and potential military strength and totally overestimated the

efficacy of US air pcver,h1? Moreover , as one of his many critics , the

strategist, Bernard Brodie, has noted , MacArthur also ,

,,,underrated the abi lity of the forces under his
~~amand to regain the upper hand despite the restriction s

~j~ruman’s decision not to uso military force against the
China mainlan~~thst so irked hiia...he insisted for a
month and a half that these restrictions probably made it
impossible for him to realize even his minimal task of
maintaining a bridgehead in Korea, He was chagrined and
his public coi~ncnts showed it , when Ridgway began to prove
in late January , 1951 that he was able to take the offensive
and succeed in it spectacularly despite those same
restrictions.

The blatant, unscrupulous manner in wl4qh MacArthur registered his

opposition to the President ’s established policies , e.g. , the carefull y pre-

(Th arranged political corresponde nce with House Speaker Martin , Mass, (H) , his - -

partisan—tinged statements to the VFW in September , 1950, and his unprecedented

use of the world press to launch a verbal political barrage against the Truman

• tdministration, violated all. professional military norms.M9 MacArthur was a

zealous, partisan politician who also happened to be a senior military officer.

(J The General was simply using military prestige and. office to advance personal

- 

- 

and partisan interests. As }Luntin~ton points out • such a self-conceived ,

C overt ly partisan , ideological role which MacArthur essayed , separated him from

the mainstream of the milita ry officer corpss

- The MacArthur ideology which evolved in the l920’~
and 1930’s was esscn~ially religious, ay~tica]. and
emotional, contrasted, with the normally practical,
realistic and -ater ialistic approach Of’ the professional
soldier, . • In contrast to the profession~l stress on
military force in being, he e -iohasized tho moral and
spiritual aspects cf war and the isportance of th .~ citizen—
soldier, In ccntrast to th~ tuik 01 th~ oruicer corps ,

I 
- 

MacArthur viewed the threats to the tJ~ as arising irom
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insidious political philosophies, rather than from
other nation states of equal or superior material - -

- strength.. • The professional officer exists in a world
of grays. MacArthur’s universe was one of blacks and
whites and loud and clashing colors. His articulate and
varying views reflected a continuing quest for beliefs
and policies which would satisfy his own ideological
inclinations and at the same time inspire favorable
popular response. 50 -

In his last dissent , MacArthur carried the Whig model of administration

to its ultimate extreme. The subordinate executive official not onl y used

his authori ty to influence and shape governmenta l policy • but further, he
- - 

sought to subvert the policy previously established and replace it with one

more in accord with his own persona l and partisan interests. Such an extreme

exercise of discretionar y authority, while theoretically inherent in the Whig

model, so distorts the concept of the subor4inate administrator’s professional

responsibility that it transforms him from a quasi-independent actor in the

C’ political process into a dangerously partisan combatant. The inevitable

result , as evidenced in MacArthur’s case , is the corruption of professionalism

and the subversion of the political policy process. -

- 

- An extreme version of the Whig model of administration is highly

compatible with a charismatic style of leadership ,51 In both, the personal

authority of the individual is emphasized. Through the successful

amplification of pereorw ltty, the subordinate executivo official’s political -

C) power is blown up out of all pro portion to his functional role. It thus

enables him to transcend the nor sal professional and bureaucratic limits of

his govern mental position, Because MacArthur’s messianic, quasi—mystical

belief in his special historic destiny led him to define honor ar4 duty in

personal rather than professional or bureaucratic terms, he was rerarkably

insensitive to the political limiting factors that circuz~.scribed his

subordinate administrative position in the executive branch,
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Vithin his profession , MacArthur was an authenti c original. His early

career is remarkable for his lack of involvement in the important personal

network s that connected the successive generations of Army officers.52 His

identificatio n with the unluck y Wood should have hurt MacArthur’ s career. It is

a testimon y to his personal brilliance and charisma that it did not. MacArthur

had associates, subordinates • and admirers, but no peers • Unfortunately for

MacArthur and the country, despite the unusual and inordinate broadening of

his role which transformed him into a partisan political actor and undermined
- - his proper professional functions, MacArthur chose to remain in uniform. The

limits of his formal professional-bureaucratic role were too constraining for

the partisan political objectives he essay~ed, The arrogance of certitude so

characteristic of charismatic leaders blincfred him to this obvious fact .

MacArthur established his own personal network in the military, . It was
— 

~
(-. - quite sinilar to the special networks Weber theorized gathered around a

charismatic leader.53 The menbers of the General’ s “Bataan” clique which ,

after 19~il, became his permanent staff , wero united in a dependent , emotional

relationship in which a highly personal notion of loyalty to MacArthur pre-

vailed, The officers who remained in this network were an exceedingly mediocre

lot. MacArthur dema nded and received from his staff such extreme personal

loyalty and obsequious defore nco , that few suporior , independent-minded officers

(those most likely to rise to the top of the profession) could t3ierate the

• stultifying atmosphere of his ‘court.”5~ Most personal networks in the

military transmitted changing professional values and groomed future senior

command ers to carry on the organizational influence of the network’s founder.

In contrast , MacArthur’s network crossed professi onal boundaries to embrace

political and public opinion leaders . Within the military, MacArthur’s network

t~,. 
lacked depth , cultivated unimaginative syncophants , and had virtually no long-run
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effect upon future professional leadership. It is not surprising that within

a few years of MacArthur’s dismissal from active duty , it evaporated. Out

side the mainstream of his profession during most of his career , MacArthur

left little behind to b$ld

MacArthur embraced a radical convergence or NfusionistN concept of civil-

military relations in which the military and political sectors of the -

government and socioty share a common system of values, styles , standards and

in some cases, functions. -

MacArthur vainly attempted to bring about convergence between the military

sector and a minoi~j tr civilian sector—-the political right wing. Throughout

his career , he frequently subordinated professional values to his political
- 

- 

- ideolo~~. He saw nothing objectionable in exploiting his Military office and

prestige in order to further certain partisan interest s and ideological values.

- 
Because there is a gross, superficial sirnilarity between the traditionally

~~- _.V) conservative values, -styles , and beliefs of the - military profession and the

authoritarian right-wing political idaolo~~ MacArthur espoused, it has

frequently and incorrectly been asserted that MacArthur was trying to infuse

the civilian sector with military mores.~
6 As his military peers k~ev only

j  too well , Ma cArthur , the classic organizational maverick had, little support

within the officer corps , at least that segment which counted most. The

() General’s most important allies were the civilians who shared his minority

political views , Upon learning of MacArthur’s dismissal, General Matthew

Ridgway , MacArthur’s subordinate Commander of the 8th Army in Korea , - flew to

Tokyo and assumed the UN Far East Command witho ut comment . Senator Willias

Je i~ner , led.. (a), on the other hand , called i’or the President’s impeachment. 5~
As his service under Hoover and his actions in World War II &nd Korea

- (J ) indicate, MacArthur iiae primarily concerned with the political partisan bias
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of civilian contro l rather than , as he so frequently claimed, the integrity

of the military professiona l’s role in government. Very few of his statements

dealt solely with military poi~cy.58 It was partial ly MacArthur ’s radical

conver gence concept of civil-militar y relations that ult imately led him to

challenge the President’ s authority , subvert the policy pr ocess, and thus

threaten the constitutional balance of civilian control. As the MacArthur ease

demonstrate s, a second dilemma of political-military convergence is, TM To what,

or more significantly , -to whose , political ideas were the officers to adhere,59

For those civilians whose ideas MacArthur expressed in 1951, radical

civil-military convergence was quite proper. The conservative Republicans

focused on the substantive content of MacArthur’s dissent which benefited their

partisan interests. They ignored the unpre sedente d ~anner of his dissent

which subverted the structure of democratic civilian control , the conztitutional

chain of con~and, and the principles of professional responsib&lity.60 The

- 

- liberal Republicans and the Dezocrats, on the other hand, focused on the

threatening manner of MacArthur’s dissent and either ignored or skillfully
- 

- distorted the substantive content of the policy proposals MacArthur advocated

in public opposition to Truman’s policies.61 It is. ironic, if understandable,

that the Trusan Administration 11~ught it necessary (as it was) • to enlist the

political support of senior milit~iry officers in a successful political counter—

() attack to undercut Ma cArthur. The MacArthur Hearings witnessed the then

unusual spectacle of senior military officers publicly erdorsing not only the

military, but also the political soundness of the President’s foreign policies,

If the Trunan Chiefs ’ public advocacy of specific civilian politica l policies

was far more restrained than MacArthur’s politicking, it waa -not completely

devoid of partisan overtones. 62 However , as its primary purpose was to reaffirm

the politica l, wisdom and necessity of rnaintaining constitutional civilian control
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of the military rather than to further the persona l intere sts of the JCS or

pro~tote the partisan advnnta~e of one political ~nrty~ it was justified as

an emtz*ordinary, emergency measure. Unfortunately , -the Truman Chiefs’

political advocacy of the administration’s position during the MacArthur

h earings became a precedent for the assumption of pro-presidential political

advocatory roles by the Joint Chiefs on a routine basis, There is a subtle

implicati on in the quasi-polit icalizat ion of the Truman Chiefs that radical

civil-military convergence is acceptable if the senior military officers

support the politi cally dominant civilian ideology , eschew overt partisan

identifi cation , and subordinate theaselves to the executive chain of dependence.

MacArthur’s version of radical civil-military conver gence was bitterly

opposed and it eventually failed, not so mu~b because ~t violated the pr inciple

of civil-milita ry converge nce, but rather because it rever sed the normative

C direction of conver gence. If radical civil-military , converge nce is to be
- 

- established via non—revol utionary means , the impetus for it must come from

the civilian sector and it ‘ust therefore reflect the dominant civilian ideology,

Milita ry leaders like MacArthur who atte mpt to convert the civilian sector to

a minority civilian viewpoint, rarely succeed unless they resort to successful

forms of political coercion. It WaS not the irresponsible subordination of

his professional military ethic to partisan political interests that led to

() MacArthur’s downfall , but rather the naive and threatening way he went about

it.

After MacArthur, the trend in Az~erican civil-military relations was not

-
- , to depoliticize the military through a reassertion of balanced civilian control.

professional military autonomy, and moderate civil—military convergence.
S

Instead , the military was further politicized in accordance with a radical form

of civil-military convergenc e that integrated senior officers int o the dominan t
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civilian-political outlook, encouraged the JCS to assume non-partisan

political advocatory roles, und ermined the military officer’s sense of

professional responsibility and autono my , and ultimately intensified the

military’s administrative subordination to the political interests of the

President.63
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In his confrontations with presidential policies , General Matthew B.

Ridgway was what MacArthur claimed to be--a responsible military leader

- 
dissenting from presidential policy on professional grounds within the

constitutional boundaries of political decorum. Unlike many of his peers

- on the JCS (Ridgway served as Army Chief of Staff from June, 1953 to June,

1955) and almost all of his successors , Ridgwa y did not believe that it

was the duty of senior militar y officers to tailor their military advice in

support of the partisan political interests of the administration they served.

- 

- 

To do so, he believed , was a disservice to the administration, the military

- 
- - 

- - profession and ultimatel y , the country.

- 

- Durin g his brief tour as Chief of Staff , Ridgvay tried to protect the

(
~. ) organizational interests of the Army , the professional integrity of the officer

corps , and the principles of constitutional civil control. The advice he gave

and the positions he took on proposed defense policies were never based on any

consideration s other than h~s professional military assessment . He did not

( 

- 

ignore the impact of the many non-military factors which , inevitabl y influence

defense policies , nor did he suppose that military requirements alon, should

• determine the policy selected. Ridgway argued , however , - that it was outside

the functiona l competence and the admini strative resp onsibilit y of milita ry

leader s to evaluate economic and political factors in the process of f ormulating

military advice. Until a presidential policy decision effecting the Army was

made, Ridgway did everything he could legitimately do to influence it. Aftsr

that , he swallowed his reservations and loyally carried out the executive ’s

policy decision without further question . Nonetheless , he bitter ly resented

the continuous effort s of his civilian superiors to secure his public endorsement
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of those military policies he had opposed within executive councils.

While on active duty, he studiou sly refrained from initiating public
I’,,

criticism of those governmental policies with 
- 

which he disagreed. This

sublimation of dissent , however, did not extend to the halls of Congress. For

Ridgw*y believed that the appropr iate committees of. Congress had a legitimat e

ri~ tt to hear his professional military opinions and to know , to some limited.

extent , the positions he had taken on policy proposals within the executive

branch. . - His - role , as he conceived it , was that of a professional expert

charged with the effective implementation of milita ry policy and equally

answerable to Congress and the President for his professional advice and

recommendations. The idea then developing , that a senior military officer ’s

dissent from presidential policy should be restricted to the executive councils

of government - was , Ridgway believed , destructive of balanced civilian control.

Moreover , it threatened the prin ciple of professional integrity in that it

- ~~~
- _) 

- 

committed senior milita ry officers to publicly endorse political , often

partisan , interests of the Pre sident , Onc e the mili.tary chief became the

political agent of the President , he would - --probably lose the legitimate
-• professional authori ty he ffljoyed as an expert military advisor to the

I ~~~ 
government’ s elected political leaders . The temptation to slant his professional

advice in support of narrow political interest would be unavoidable . The
- 

() qnality of the military chief ’s professional advice would inevitab ly deteriorate ,

his functional role in government would become legitimate ly suspect , and the

long-run interests of the nation would be seriously threatened .

Ridgway’s efforts to reassert the profes sional indepe ndence and administrative

neutrality of the military expert failed. His willingne ss to inform Congress

about the professional doubts he held with regard to the administration ’s

- 
- ç military policies and the positions he had taken during the executive policy
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process led to his administrative and political isolatio n within the

executive. Nevertheless, on at least two occasions , his candid. , forceful

dissent based upon a rigorous professional military assessment of the

— situation , helped to dissuade President Eisenhower from embarking on an ill— - 
-

conceived policy of military intervention. Despite considerabla political

- pressure from civilian superiors in the executive branch, Ridgway successful ly 
-

maintained a salutary balance between the professional and bureaucratic : 
-

aspects of his military role . - 
-- .. 

- 
-

-
~ As a concession to Senator Taft who had never forgiven Bradley, Collins, -

and Vandenberg for their testimo ny against NacArthur in 1951, and in order to
- symbolize the “ 1,ing changes prop osed for Washington by the new Administra- -

- tion ,” Eisenhower took the then unprecedented step of replacing every member
- of the car ry -over JCS .1 Moreover , the four -year term which had been the norm

- 
for members of the JC$ was to be reduced to two years p i t h  the possibility of

- 
- 

reappointment. In addition to removing the Joint Chiefs from the quicksands

of partisan politics, it soon became evident that,’ under the plans of the new

- administratio n , the JCS were expected to play a relative ly passive role in the -

— defense policy process . Ideally,- they would be ?team meaibers” who willingly

endorsed the President’s “New Look” military po)$c tea . Any misgivings they

- 
- might have concerning the wisdom of the administrat ion’s military policies

- I were not expected to “leak out” of executive circles, Besides • to critici ze -

— the administration ’s milita ry policy was to criti cize General Eisenhower ’s

military judgment and that , it was pointed out , bordered on the ludicrous .

The message to the incoming Joint Chiefs was clear—-they were to assume and

maintain a low profile if they wanted to keep their jobs , for unlike their 1
• 

- predecessors, they would be highly expendable in th: administration.2

( 
- 
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The issue that placed the greatest pressure on the Joint Chiefs was

the contradictory decision of the Eisenhower administration to increase US - - 
-

military commitments abroad through a series of bilateral defense treaties

designed to contain Communism around the globe, while at the same time

reduc ing overa ll US ailit.ary strength. The high priority the administration

gave to reinforci ng and extending the military containment of the Communist

Bloc was matched by its firm commitment to a balanced federal budget. This

apparent imbalance between increased military responsibilities and. decreased

military resources was to be bridged by the New Look military policy.3

The New Look strategy, which was essentially the continuatio n and

implementation of a force restructuring plan that had been formulated in the

last years of the Truman sdj ainistration, was -designed to avoid a Korean type

limited war and substantially reduce the size of the costly, conventional
• - land forces . It placed primary relance for US defense and deterrence upon

the nuclear armed strategic forces of the air and naval services . It also

promised a balanced budget. The traditional balanced force structure according

- 

- to which the Department of Defense (DQD) budget was divided. equal ly among the

three services , gave way to a markedly reduced budget in which the premier

) service in the Eisenhower administration, the Air Force, received the lion’s
- 

- 
- 

share of the military outlays. The strategic substitution of nuclear weapons

() for military manpower resulted in the following budgetary allocations,

- FT 51& fl 55 (in billions of dollars)

Azay 14.2 Army 10.2
Navy U,3 Navy 10.5
Air Force 15.6 Air Force 16,z
Misc, .5 Misc, 

____

TOTAL - 111,6 37.6�.

(F 

-
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Ridgway objected to both the strate gic assumptions of the New Look

policy and th. bud getary allocatio ns it dictated. Certainly Ridgway’s

alarm was, to a substantial degree , based upon his concern with protectin g 
-

the Army’s narrow, or~~nizational interest s. Foflowing the Korean Armistice ,

it was inevitable that the Army , as in all previou s post-war periods, would be

sharply contracted. Moreover , because of the continue d Cold War, Army strength

was maintained at a relatively high peacetime leyel. With the exception of

FT 60, in which an 11,000-man increase was allowed , the Eisenhower adainistra~ -

tion reduced Army manpower each year . Yet , at its lowest level in FT 61, Army

manp ower stood at 858,622 which was roughly 300,000 more soldiers than it had

in the l9~48-l950 period . In his first year as Chief of Staff , Ridgway saw the

Army cut from l,k0~i.,598 to 1,109,296; the second year the President ordered

a further cut to 1,026 ,000. - Consequentl y . Ridgway was confronted with a tota l.

strength cut of roughly 2~% during his two-year tour.~ .
- 

- A second organizational intere st that was threatened by the Preside nt ’s

military policies , was the Army’s mission. In the event a- Korean sty le limited

war broke out , tactical nuclear weapons, DOD suggested, would be quickly

employed by all three services to offset the US’s planned inferiority in

conventional arms . Besides the fact that no one reall y knew how tactical nuclear

- - weapon s would be deployed , or what battlefield effect they would have on

() conventional troops , the Army suspected that it would be the mission of the

naval and air services to handle them , Moreover , spokesmen for the administra-

tion soon began to focus exclusively on the doctrine of ‘massive retaliation”

and the use of strate gic nuclear weapons to counte r even a limited Communi st

-
; 

offensive, 7 Man y officers shared Ridgway’s feelings that under the Eisenhower

administration, the Army was in danger of becoming a superfluous institution.

- (l.I. _ 

-  
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The administrati on’s slogan that now “machines would be subetitvtM f. ,

men” with a substantial savings to the Treasury but r~ decrease is aLliMry

security , struck Ridgway as an illusion that was either naive or 1Ma~~-.s.~~~

Perh aps the New Look was the ultimate military panacea that would fse.stsJA

both general and limited wars , avoid the unhap’y recourse to the ~~~~ay •

combat of the foot soldie r , and thus enable the US to meet its ‘ssi SUI *.r

commitments around the globe with a smaller and less costly force strwfl~vs

To an old and war y infantry man like Ridgway , whose co*bat sxperi . is Ise~d

• 

- • 

War II and Korea had impressed upon him the limitations as sell as

capab ilities of new weapons and new forces • it all seemed too pet • too iii b,

and too uncomfortably familiar ,

As Deput y Chief of Staff for Operationp in January, 1950, Rid sy ~~~
observed Truman’s ambitious Secretary of Defense , Louis Johnson1 aae rt

repeatedly before Congressional committees that the great cuts being ~~ a ta

the defense budget would save the govern ment 1 to 1.5 billion 4 Uars e’~~~~~ ~~~~

without in any way reducing the co~bat effectiveness of American fsross.

President Truman, recalling the troubleso me ‘Adiiral’s ilevolt” ~~ the pr -.vt se

summer , had made it clear that all members of the J CS were to a~df I. t~~ tr

reservations or endorse Secretary Johnson ’s proposed cats in the ir osegrs.sst~~~ .t

testimony. Despite serious misgivings, Army Chief of Staff Collins ~~~~~~~ ~~

() defense reductions which , among other things , led to the sk.lateai.s t~~~ ~~
costat units in Japan ( infant ry re giments were reduced in strength ~~
artillery battalions lost one of their three batterie s,, and medium t~ a~s ~~ r

removed from all regiments and divisions). While Collins admitted U t  U-..

cuts would , contra ry to Johnson ’s belief , have a negative impact on A j  eoo~~t

capabilities , he thought the overall impact could be uiiniaisi4,9 N. ~~a q~~t.

C vrong,
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Despite a sharp increase in the Sovtet-t~oamuntst Chinese military threat ,

and a general deterioration in the political-military situation in Europe ,

China and Southeast Asia, President Tru man had decided that in the critical

election year of 1950, it was politically inexpedient for the Democrats to go

into the campaign on a platfor m of higher taxes necessitated by an increased - 

-

defense budge t. The carefully orchestrate d endorsements of the defense

reductions by the JCS would , it was expected , quiet any fears or charges of

militar y unpreparedness that the Republicans might raise. - - 

-

The loyal acquiescence of the Joint Chiefs to the Presiden t’s political

opportunism and the Defense Secretary’s thoughtless arrog ance resulted in a

dangerous oversimplification of the facts . The Defonse “economies” 
j

constituted a. very serious, calculated risk. - At the- very least , the Truman

administration had a political responsibility to point out to the nation the

risks involved in the defense cuts , Congress , however , evidenced no
-~~~~~ 1 inclination to dig out the truth and the Democrats looked to the fail elections

with more confidence, - -

Ridgway was still at the Pentagon when the first casualty reports of the

Korean War came in a few months later. The thinned-out • under-equipped,

poorly-trained Army units that - - were rushed from Japan to the crumbling Korean

front paid an inordinate price for the Tru man-Johnson defense “economies .”

C A~~inst a Soviet T-3~e tank that was obsolete in 19~44, the most powerful weapon

the American’s could deploy in the retreat to Pusan was a k .2” mortar, Con—

~~~ss.S.ly, asny A merican soldiers died needlessly during the first ~months in

~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ fez .11 his glamour as a tough , demanding paratroop commander ,

~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
-, .Cf Leer, Th. lives of soldiers were never a necessary

__ ~~ ~~~~ were wai~~~ comrsdee, individuala who mattered much

- s. ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ N$* aff tMty f.r , aM his sonee of identification

_ _  . -- - -
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with the individual soldier was manifest throughout Ridgway’s long career,

To a large extent , Ridgway’5 pronounced sense of professIonal integrity was based
(‘-

upon his fundamental commitment to the well—being of the individua l soldiers

whose lives were not to be wasted. In his memoirs publi shed in 1956, he wrotes

To my way of thinking, no great battle commander
- 

- 
in all history has ever reached the heights he might
have reached if he did not feel the love for his men , and

- a profound respect for them , and for the job s they had to
do...Irt my opinion , the commander who in the confusion arid
the excitement of battle forgets that he is dealin g with
men ’s lives , and who thro ugh callous ness or stupidity

- -. sacrifices them needlessly , is more butcher than battle
leader, He is a fool and not a guiltless øne. .,

All lives are equal on the battlefield , and a dead
rifleman is as great a loss, in the sight of God , as a
dead general, The dignity which attaches to the
individual is the basis of Western civilizat ion and that
fact should be remembered by every comiiiander , platoon or

- 
- army.1° -

.

- 

- 

Ridgway did not miss the connection between the politic al logrolling

— - 

(
~~ - over the Jo hnson defense economies and the long casualty lists that

such “economies” led to a few months later , “We were , in short , in a state of

shameful unreadiness when the Korean war broke out , and there was absolute ly

-• 
no excuse for i t .  ,The state of our Army in Japan was inexcusable,”~~ If

- 
Eisenhower was anxious to enjoy the political benefit s of similar defense

C) “economies,” Ridgvay was unwillin g to paper over any gaps that arose between

- - 
- 

- the Army’s assigned mission and its overall militar y effectiveness .

- 
- Neith er the strategic nuclear deterrence nor the combination of air and

naval power had been an adequate or relevant solution to the Korea n Conflict ,

For all the hortatory claims about “surgical strikes and push-button warfare ”

made by defense publi cists , scientists , admirals , and air force generals in the

1945-1950 period , Korea was a dirt y, foot soldier ’s war. Who among them in 1949

would have predicted that in 1951-1953, two large , predominantly infant ry

armi es would lock themselves int o a stal emated war of attrition across the

Korean penninsu~s; a hard , frus tratin g war of trenches and massive artiller y

barrages that was in many ways an unpleasant rot urn to the milita ry conditions

40- 
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that had characterized the Wester n Front in Wor ld War I, While his peers nn

the JCS had been supervising the SAC bombers and the ~ava1 flotillas, Eidgway,

as Commander of the 8th Army in Korea (1951-1952.). had to concern himself with

the humble but critical infantr y patrols that were sent across no man’s land day

- I after day.~~ Intuitio n, born of experience and training, suggested to Ridgway

that the next war would see anoth er involvement of US ground forces. It

was his job to insure tha t they were prepared for their *ission, As for the

technological and nuclear revolutio n in warfare • it seemed probable that combat

under tac tical nuclear condition s , would require more, not fewer , troops.1’

Instead of ana lyzing the uncomfortab le truths of Korea , that limited

conventional war imposed novel, perhaps inescapable , rest ra ints upon the

exercise of milita ry force , the administrati,on and Congress (which accepted

the New Look strateg y without serious debate ) regarded Korea as an aberration

to be ignored, In terms of the old cliche “that those who forget the past are

- - condemned to repeat it ,” a new record ~~~ being set. -

Despite Ridgway’ s prof essional misgivings , he was initially retuctant to

oppose the admini stration ’s military policy. Congress was tired of exhaustive

debates over military policy. Other than making a few scattered cuts in the

(3 executive ’s proposed defens e budget, the legislature simply accepted the
- 

- 
politically popular assumptions embodied in the New Look strategy, Secretary

() of Defense Wilson and Secretary of the Treasury Humphrey had gained Eiserthower s

full support in their plan to achieve a balanced budget through a “bigger

Ln d  cheape~7 bang for the buck .” A war-wea ry public was eager to turn over the

cefense problem to the Air Forces’ Strategic Air Command ( SAC) and it was very

receptive to Eisenhower ’s promises of prosperit y, normalcy and tax cuts , There
S

was also the problem of Eisenhower ’s military reputation. To many , it would

seem ludicrous for any Army general to question a military policy that had the 



endorsement of General of the Army Eisenhower. Nor was Eisenhower hesitant

- 

(uI
\ to counter 4tssenters in uniform with a quick reference to his own professional

experience in militar y matters .

Moreover , within the organizational structure of the Defense Department,

the gradual centralization of power under the OSD tended to undermine what

- 

limited administrative authority a military Chief of Staff had, In June, 1953,

the Chairman of the Join t Chiefs was given appointing power over the Joint

Staff , a 210-man military group that was the administrative arm of the JCS.

The Director of the Jo int Chiefs ’ Staff , a most criti cal and influential

figure, was placed under the perso nal control of the Chairman, He became the

Chairman’s “right-hand man” and enhanced the abilit y- of the Chairman (and thus

• the Secretary of Defense) to dominate the Joint Chief .. Lest the Chairman of

the JCS drift away from the Defense Secretary’s orbit , a provision was inserted

in the reorganization plan of the Joint Staff that made the Director’s appoint—

sent subject to the approval of the Secretary of Defense,~~ Within the JCS

debate s, Chairman Radford , despite his previous reputa tion as an outspoken

- -. militar y dissenter , was an able , articulate , and vigorous advocate o~ the

President’s policies. He was very unhappy with individual Chiefs who expressed
-

, 
their opposition to presidentia l policies , and especially resentful if a

member” aired doubt s outside the executive branch,15

() During the fall of 1953, the Joi nt Chiefs were directed to formulate a

militar y force structure which reflected the fiscal intere sts of the adainistra—

tion . The New Look policy, to which their recommended force structure would,

apply, was to be phased in during a three-year period beginning with the FT 55

budget, After Wilson submitted the J CS ’ s recommendations in December. 1953,

Treasury Secretary Humphrey and other s in the administration who were pushing

( hard for a bala nced budget , convinced Eisenhower that additional defense cuts
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could be made faster than had originally been planned. In response to these

suggestions, Wilson , at the direction of the President , ordered an additional

1C~ reduction in the proposed defense budget which reduced it from $35.9 to

$31.0 billion dollars. While Ridgway had been uneasy with the thrust of the

New Look strate gy, he was prepared to go along with it as a dutiful “teas

Me*ber.N However, much to his chagrin, the additional l(~ cut was to come

primarily out of the Army’s budget, Ridgway incorrectly and perhaps naive ly

presumed that the final force levels would be based upon the strategic

objectives and assumptions of the New Look strategy.16 Initially at least,

Ridgway misunderstood the role and influence of Treasury Secretary Humphrey

in the defense policy process . As he note s in his memoirs, his initiation

into the political rules of the game was abrupt s 
- 

-

The real situation then dawned on me. The military
budget was not based so much on military requirements,
or on what the economy of the country could stand, as on
political considerations, —

The fact that 7~~ 
of the proposed reduction was to be

made in Army funds indicated to me al so that we were in
danger of.again falling into that serious error that had
placed us at such a grave disadvantage against an inferior -

foe in the first few months of the Korean War. We were
subject a gain to the sai~e dangerous delusions, the misty
hope that air power , armed with the fission or fusion - -

( ) - bomb, could save us in time of trouble , 
- 

-

To my mind this country could not adopt a more dang erous
- 

- doctrine1 nor one more likely to lead us down the path
() to war ,]!- -

A month later , - President Eisenhower presented the revised New Look

defense budget to Congress. in his 195k State of the Union message. Although —

Eisenhower, unlike Truman, certainly did not need the public endorse ments of

the JCS, he stated in his message that the JCS had unanimously approved all

• of the provisions of the FT 55 Defense Budget. The President may not have

given much t~~ught to the implications of this purported “unanimous endorsement “ 
-

‘

- -83— -



by the J CS , however , Ridgway did. It appeared to him that the Pre sident was

arbitrarily and unwarrantedly forcing upon a non-concu~Ting member of the

JCS the role of political supporter of presidential policy. Ridgway did not

object to carrying out a policy he though incorrect and Zoolish, but he

resent ed being identified as an enthu siastic supporter of that policy. It

seemed doubtful that the reservations fiidgway held on the New Look policy and

his objec t ions to the additional manpower cuts ordered in December would j

surface outside the exe~utive branch after the President announced to the

country that his policies enjoyed the UnanimoUS support of his military advisors.

Ridgway’s opposition to the cuts in the Army directed by the FT 55

budget was well known in the DOD, Secretary of Defense Wilson had pressured

Ridgway repeatedly. to volunteer additional cut s for the sake of economy and

to maintain publicly that, in light of the New Look policy, such cuts would

nt
~
t alter America ’s milita ry strength. Unsuccessful in forestalling the cuts,

Ridgway adamantly ;efused to public ly endorse them, Moreover, he believed

that the administration’s public assertion that the proposed national defense

budget would not lower US military security was dangerously misleading. It

resembled the ignorant and political ly expedient method~ of Louis Johnson. The

public and Congress were being told what they wanted to hear--that substantial

reductions in military manpower, a sharp cut in the national defense budge t ,

() and lower taxes would improve and actually increase America’s military security. 
-

• Add to this Dulles’ mania for bilateral treaties that 
- 
increased US military

obligations and the potential of direct American military involvement abroad,

and ominous gaps of logic began to appear in the administration’s rationale.

Enowing tha t few In the administration shared his apprehension , Ridgway

was content to make his dissent in-house and then to implement the policy as

best he could, Wilson suggested that Eidgway’ a opinions were disconcert ing and
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disruptive of a proper defense “team spirit. ” In one instance, after he had

failed to gain Ridgway’s concurrence to his suggestion (which he claimed came

directly from Eisenhower) that coaha t divisions be reduced to 8~~ of their j
normal manpower levels (a suggestion which appalled Ridgway who vividly

remembered the skelotonized units that had been hastily committed to Kore a in
- 

Jun., 1950), Wilson blunt ly and pointedly reminded the Army Chief of Staff that

he was putting himself in the ludicrous position of resisting a wise “suggestion”

concerning Army divisions that came from General Eisenhower who had considerable

knowledge in those matters. Such opposition by Ridgway “would not be good”
- 

Wilson concluded , - Ridgway was unimpressed by Wilson’s heavy-handed attempt

to threaten him with Eisenhower ’s illustrious military reputations - - -

- 
- I told Mr . Wilson that I had. profound respect for
• the President’s military judgment, And I would hope

that my views on military matters would always be in
accord with his. However, I added , if my deep con—

1~
’

~~~~
’ victions led so to take an opposite view , I would, 

-

\~ J - adhere to that jud gment until purely military arguments
proved me wrong. I would not be swayed by arguments - - -

- that what I advocated would be politically unacceptable,
or that its cost was greater than the administration
felt we, could afford, ~~

-• 
Although he never spok e directl y to Eisenhower on the subject , Ridgway

— presumed that Wilson had conveyed his object ions to the Pre8ident, Even if

he had not , Eisenhower would certainly have been made aware of the Army’s

• disgruntlement over the New Look through his old service contacts , Consequently, -

when the President announced that the JCS had unanimously endorse d the proposed

defense cuts for the FT 55 budget , Ridgway was outraged. Eisenhower’s state— -

cent made Ridgway a public party to a policy that he opposed and which he

felt conveyed, intentionally or not, false impressions to the public for the

sake of narrow, domestic political considerations, It appeared to Ridgway

that civilian leaders in the executive were willfully jeopardizing his
- - - professional ir’tegrity. 

- 
- 

-

~~~~~~~~~ - 
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As a combat soldier I have been shot at from
ambush, and bombed by planes which I thought to be(

~ 
friendly , both of which are experiences that are
lomentarily unsettling. I do not recall ,- however ,

• that I ever felt a greater sense of surprise and shock
than when I read L~he President’s 1954 State of the Union
Nessag~7,,.AL3 one member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

• who ‘ost emphatically had not concurred in the 1955
military program as it was pre sented to the people ,
I was nonplused by this stateaent .~ 9

When the above statement appeared in .pri rt . for the first time in a series

of articles in the SaturdaY Evening Post in January, 1956 criticizin g the

Eisenhow er military poUcies, it caused a minor furor. Angered and embarrassed

by R idgway’s charges (Ridgway had retired the previous summer) ~isonhower

stated in a press conference that the 195k State of the Union Message had been

• sent to each executive department to be checked out prior to its delivery. It

• 

- was an unconvincing explanation and did little to rebut Ridgway’s claim that

the admi nist ra tion had tr ied to use the JCS for its own partisan purposes.

C) Hansen Baldwin, military correspondent of the New York Times , was privy to the

details of the flaps

All the fact s available to newspapermen thou ghout
this period suggest that in thi s contention General
Ridgway is right, Certai nly he objected time and
again privately and in congressional testimony (after
the publi cation of the 195k State of the Union J4essagoJ
to the reductio ns in the Army.

• He made the point repeatedly that the Army’s commitments
had been increased, while its capabilities of carrying out
these commitment s had been reduced. In other words ,
General Rid gway feels that the ‘55 budget and subsequent
budgets were not based on the new strategic concepts of
the “New Look” which he apparently did endorse, but as
he says, on economic and politi cal considerations ,20

It was necessary, so the administration believed , to depict Rtdgway as an

enthus iastic supporter of pres idential policy , or at the very least , restrict

• - his airing of professional dissents to executive councils lest partisan

adversaries of the President use Ridgway’s dissents to attack and possibly
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discredit executive policy.21 Thus • the strictly non—partisan tenet of

Ridgway’s professional creed which impelled him to evaluate a proposed policy

on the basis of its validity from a professional military viewpoint , injected

Ridgway into the institutional political process that structures congressional—

presidential relations. However embarrassing to “efficient” executive

administration , and however agonizin g to an officer like Ridgway who risks

the accusation of “disloyalty” by questioning the validity of his superior’s

military policy, this conflict between an officer ’s professional and bureaucratic

responsibilities can be beneficial to the government as a whole. As Gene

Lyons has noted in this regard, ‘ ,,.it is very often the military who put

defense policy to the test of political accountability by exposing the basis

for decisions to Congressional and public inquiry, ~22

Ridgway was vainly trying to retain a traditional element of professional

discretion for the Chief of Staff in a Defense Department that was increasingly

- - 

- 
- 

intolerant of anything less than a wholehearted public endorsement of the

President’s policies , Eisenhower , like his successors , wanted only yea—men on

the JCS .23 If the - military chiefs were to be uniformed cheerleaders of

administration policy, their roles had to be restructure d so that primary

emphasis would be placed on their bureaucratic responsibilities. That this

- - 
sight necessitate a more malleable sense of professional integ rity was overlooked

() by those who urged a greater degree of unification in the DOD. As the JCS

reoriented their administrative role and professional advice to White House

specifications, their value to the government as a whole declined .

There were many sound reasons for increasing the centralization of

• authorit y and the unification of functions in the Defense Department s the

complexity of modern war , technological innovation in weaponry , the sheer

size of the contemporary defense establishment , the need to realize budget

-8?—
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savings and reduce wasteful, service duplications, and the exploitation of

so~~rn managerial methods. Every amendment to the 19k? Defense Act furthered j -

the trez4 towards organizational unification and centralization of administra-

tive aut hority in the 0SD.2~1 The ease with which the executive ’s proposals

to advance defense centralization cleared Congress in the fifties and sixties

seems remarkable when contrasted with the stubborn opposition and -

judiciou s caution that characterized - congressional response to presidential

bills for defense unification and centralization in the late fortie s. Once

- 

- 

the initial , limited concept of armed services unification became a reality,

it developed an increasing momentum.

With all the obvious practical advanta ges to be gained fro!1 extensive

Defense unification , - few considered the more subtle political coats involved.

The idea of a senior admiral or general critici zing an administration policy

- 

or the programs of a sister service before a congressional committee irritated

the advocates of defense centralization , It violated the principles of sound

managerial science, it was awkward and embarrassing for civilian political

app ointees who were inevitably caught in the crossfire , and it always seemed so

unnecessary, That service rivalry viewed from another perspective might be a

healthy. form of pluralism and a valuable information pipeline for congressional

committees was not mentioned . As one critic of the defense unifiers noted ,

() It is at least curious that a politiq ue which goes
— 

- to some length—-some think not far enough-—to preserve
competition among organizations which are doing the same
thing (such as General Motors , Ford and Chrysler) holds

- similarly parallel activities in the Department of Defense
as rivalry and duplication. 25 

- 
- :

In the rush for logistical efficiency and bureaucratic clar ity in the DOD, the

problem of increasing the ju diciousness of policy decisions got swept aside.

- 
- 
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As the Secreta ry of Defense increased his authorit y over the Joint Chiefs

and gradually restricted the per missible limits of their professional

autonom y , the value of the military perspective that the JC S introduced into

policy deliberations was weakened. Over time the emphasis switched from an

attitude which stressed the necessity of telling their civilian superiors what

the milita ry facts indicated , to an attitude which stressed the wisdom of

telling their superior s - what they wanted to hear , A cautious • skept ical ,

detached outlook came to be replaced by an optimistic , vacuous “can-do”

mentality. As the political environ ment of the executive branch moved the

military chiefs into an advocator y polit ical role , they tende d to adjus t their

professional military views too quickly to anticipated civilian objectives

anct desires.26 - 
- - - - .  - - 

-

The independent perspe ctive and professional experienc e that the militar y

chiefs ought to bring to the councils of government can improve the quality of

policy decisions by causing relevant , if impolitic , facts to be raised , AU

governmental policies involve some partisan consideration and there is an

inevitable danger that the policy process will be corrupted and certain un-

pleasant facts ignored or discounted by the pressures of misplaced partisanship.

Obviously, the corollary danger is that the militar y advisors may skew their

data and advice in order to safeguard narrow service interests and obstruct

C) policy proposals that are not unwise but only threaten these interests. How—

ever , if the policyaak~~can discount that advice which is self-serving while

heeding that which is honest and accurate , his perception of reality may be

I mproved. -

In a may, the senior leader ’s professio nal ad’~ice should hold the policy—

maker ’s feet to the fire , i.e., compel him to consider the probable costs awl

impolitic facts that may restrain misguided thinking. It is a problem of 
- 

S
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presenting unpleasant realities to political leaders who are often pressed

to the wall by diver se, unrelenting political pressures and who , in their

moments of anger and desperation are dangerously susceptible to the

delusionary allures of the !quick fix ,” the facile solution that, in the long—

run, only aggrevates their dilemma, While the bearers of unpleasant , contrary

advice constitute an invaluable bureaucratic “loyal opposition,” they are

/ often castigated by their hassled. superiors as narrow-minded bureaucrats or

disloyal , recalcitrant subordinates who do not understand what it is to be a

“team player.” Yet , skeptical , independent-minded advisors who are not

intimidated by the unpleasantness which often follows the presentation of an

unvarnished and unsympathetic professional opinion , are the most valuable

“team members” a policymaker can have, Stach advisors 
- 

are an essent ial ballast

in any governments it is a sign of political maturity and wisdom if the

organizational environment is conducive to their cultivation.27

While the politica lization of the military chiefs, within an increasingly

rigid bureaucratic pyramid reduced the quality and range of’ their professional

contributions to executive policy, it also threatened to abrog ate Congress’

legitimate access to uncompromised , professional military advice , Throughout

L (3 the fifties and the sixties, the extension of the author ity of the Secretary

of Defense over the military , the conversion of the JCS from professional

C) advisors to political advocates , and the failure of Congress to effectively

resist these trend s, predicta bly dimin ished the influence which Congress

exercised over the military . - -

In comparison with the executive branch • Congress. had a relatively

passive , negative role in the formu lation of military policy, It had neithe r

the staff resources , the political inclination, nor the organizational consensus

to mount its own military policy alter natives , At best , it could play a

-90.
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judicious balancing role in the formulation of a national defense policy.

Congress needed the assistance of professional military experts who could

provide the legislators with the countervailing professional opinion s and

information tha t could be used to open up militar y poli~cy debates to greater
- 

- 

public scrutin y. - 
By drawing the President out on these matters, and f orcing ; -

~

him to explain and defend in detail his militar y policies and strategi es,

Congress was able to expose some of the subt le contradictions and, false

assumptions that frequently lay hidden within these policies.

Inter service rivalry, the bane of’ those presidential agents who wished

to restrict milita ry policy debates within the confines of a symmetrical and 
- -

immaculate model of executive decision-making, was an invaluable source of

military information for congressional critics , “What we need ,” said one

congressman , “is more inter service squabbling . When the military falls out ,

then and only the n can the Congress find out.” Another voiced a similar

- -J appraisa l of the informative value of “service rivalry,” to congressional

observers , “ ,,, it. seems to me that if everything goes smoothly , nobody ever

knows what’ s goin~ on,neither Congress nor anybody. - But when some one of the

forces gets into trouble or- gets riled up, then we hear about it and learn

a lot ,”28 - 
-

- In the 19Ze9 M~tional Security Act wnich elevated the Secretary of Defense

(2) from the role of mediator between the President and the services to undisputed

political boss of the new Def ense Department , Congress, recognizing the

potential threat the Secretary now posed to its unfettered access to the

military chiefs, wrote in a provision that was designed to safeguard Congress ’

independent rol e In civil—military relations , According to Section 202(-)’6)

of the Act , a member of the JCS was permitted to present to Congress “on his

f’ own initiativ e , after first informing the Secretary of Defense , any recommends—

tions relating to the Depart ment of Defense that he may deem proper. “29
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To a limited extent , this provision made the JCS the militar y advisors

of Congress as well as the Pre sident. It certainly gave the —Lltta rj ohid s

legal loophole that allowed him to criti cize any presidential policy b~~or,

a congressional committee , The act did not , however , safeguard the JCS f~ss

the political power of the executive. Consequently, those military diaaemtar.

who availed them selves of this congressionally-mandated opportunity t•

express their professional opinions , did so at the risk of their careers.

Followin g the dismissal of a dissentin g milita ry chief by an outxaj ed Pr.stg.mt,
- - Congress might pass an angry counter-resolution , as they did after Admira l

Denfield’s precipitate retirement, warning the President against f~~ther

political “int imidations” of military witnesses, But such resolutions bad

little permanent effect , The Joint Chiefs yould get the messa~~, They cou ld

— 

- - 

testify, but in the end, the President had the trump card and their ~~re.re in

his hand , Congress’ demonstrated inabilit y to defend the Chiefs against

- - presidential anger negated much of the intended effect of Section 202.

Congressional inquisitox s were usuall y sensitive to the exposed positions

the Joint Chiefs placed themselve s in when testifyi ng before congressionsi

committees and , consequently , they were reluctant to draw-out or press a

military leader who intimated some displeasure with presidential polic ies.
- 

- 

For many milita ry chiefs , their annual appearance before Congress constituted

() something of a psychic crisis .30 They could criticize an administra tion

policy , but only within circumscri bed limits . Throughout the fifties and

sixties, tn~ 1imits of acceptable criticism were increasingly narrowed as the

President successfully sought to rein in his military advisors .

There was, unt~1 1972 , no fixed tour of duty for members of the JCS.

In that year , over the strenuous objections of Pres ident Nixon , Congress sit

the tour of duty at four years . This gave the JCS a much-needed degr e. of
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stability and made it less susceptible to period ic presidential purges.

In l95~l , Eisenhower introduced the unofficial idea of a two-year tori for

JCS members with the possibility of extension.31 As Table 1 indicates ,

the average tour for service Chiefs of Staff was 3,3 years. The Chairmen of

the Joint Chiefs , who served an average of 5.7 years on the JCS overall,

averaged 3.6 years in their tours. Admiral Radf9rd was the only Chairman who

had not previously served as a service Chief of Staff . With the exception of

those Chiefs who died on active duty (Sherman and Abrams), all members of the

Joint Chiefs who served a single two-year tour and were not reappointed

(Fechteler , Ridgway , Carney , Decker and Anderson) were virtually “fired” by

the President. White and LeMay, two outspoken Air Force Chiefs whose S&C

credentials -helped them to develop unusual .congress tonal support , were re-

appointed despite presidential misgivings. Overall, however, the service

chiefs increasingly towed the presidential line and were rewarded with longer

tours. a

The most turbulent periods were 1953, 1955 , and 1961—1963. The 1953-1963

decade saw the most widespread criticisms of presidential policies by dissentir.g

military chiefs. Ridgway , Carney , Th.ylor , Burke , White, LeMay and Anderson

were, in varying degrees, openly opposed to different presidential policies.

Often their most vigorous and valuable criticisms were directed at their sister

services. Their testimony sparked some of Congress’ *ost informative

• investi~~tions into defense policy. Although American military leaders are

not in the habit of retiring or resigning on a matter of principle, during

these stormy years when major segments of the officer corps were still.

resisting the erosion of its profossional autonomy, & couple of service

chiefs came very close to retiring on an issue of principle. Ridgway was

4 one. While he “won wide public and professional admiration for having

l’etired on principle,” Ridgwa y’s example did not , unfortunately establish a
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• traditi on settin g precedent. ’2 If anything, Ridgvay’s “dismissal” only served

to remind his peers of their vulnerabilit y. While some were prepared to cross

swords with the admini stration over military policy, few were willing to press

the issue to an open break with their Commander-in-Chief or terminate their

careers on a matter of professional integrity.

From 1963 on, the military chiefs assumed art increasingly quiescent

attitude towards presidential policies. Open dissent in congressional forums

became increasingly rare and their public testimony was overwhelmingly

support ive of the presidential party line. There were a lot of reasons for.

Vietnam;- this was one of them.

During the congressional hearings on the administration ’s FY 55 New Look

• budget held in the spri ng of 1954, Ridgway . voiced his first public opposition

to the proposed cuts in the Army’s strength . The Repbu ].ican-contr olled Congress

was not intere sted in criticizin g a Republican President ’s budget , and the

• 
- Democrats were not eager to challenge executive policies that offered the

lure of tax cuts during an election year. Only a handful , of congressmen

• were prepared to use Ridgway’ s testimony to reveal the tenuou s assumptions

underlyin g the New Look strateg y. While Ridgway stressed in his testimon y that

~ ( ) he accepted the proposed budget cuts , he declined to support Secretary Wilson’s

assertion that the New Look would improve the militar y’s capabilities . In a

() hearing on the budget conduäted before the Hou se Subcommittee on Ar my Appropria-

tions , the following exchange took place (Representative Sikes , Florida (D),

was a Reserve Army General and an early and perceptive critic of the New Look

str ategy)s

Rei. Sikes s Do you feel under the budget that you
have presented , whore it proposed to reduce the number
of men in the Milita ry Establishment , that the Army
will be able to maintain or to increase combat effect—
iveness above the present level?

• 
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• Con. Rldgways No , sir, I would not think we canr increase cou~bat effectivenes s. I think all the
• improvements that are going on all, the time will

increase the relative combat effectiveness unit—for—
unit , but a reduction in the order of magnitude that
we are making will. certainly , when completed , leave us
less combat effectiveness tha n we had when we started.3’

By denying , as he did in his test imony, that tactical nuclear weapons were a.

valid and acceptable substitut ion for manpower , Ridgway was challenging a

pet administration thesi s. fiidgway had set up a special research and develop-

ment team to analyze the parameters of atomic warfare and project Army

requirements for the 1960-1970 period . One of their studies indicated that

the introduction of tactical nuclear weapons to the battlefield would require

• widely dispersed and highly mobile ground units, The concentrated striking

power of tactical . nuclear weapons would ex eersd the *Hth and the depth of the

nuclear battlefield. World War II battle zones averag ed 25 miles in depth ;

tactical nuclear weapons were expected to increase this figure to 200 miles,

• In addition , the complex logistical system that would be required to support

such sophisticated , costly weapons and their atomic ammunition would place an

additional strain on manpower resources . These factor s convinced Ridgway

that tactical nuclear weapons, rather than being a facile , cheap substitute

J for manpower would, ironicaUy,require higher manpo 4er levels in the Army of

the future ,’4

C) As the senior American commander of airborne units in World War II,

Rtd gway understood the capabilitie s and limitations of this revolutionary new

weapon. One of his most persistent proble ms was dissuading superiors from their

tendency to ignore the airborne ’s limitations , 35 Now the “magic key” was

tactical nuclear weapons , and Ridgway felt equa lly pbliged to peint. out their un.

pleasant drawbacks and long-run costs to superiors who were looking fur

defense savings and strategi c short—c uts . Neither Eisenh ower nor Wilson were

.1 95 ..
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• • pleased by Ridgway’ 5 suggestion that tactical nuclear weapons would

• complicat e ra ther than simplify milita ry manp ower problems.

~~~tng the Senate hearings on the Defense A pp~~pria tto ns Bill, Rid~~~y

• 

• 

reiterat ed his acceptan ce of the admini stration prog ram. Senator Maybank,

S C ,  (ri), asked Ridgway . if he had not joined a unanimous J CS in recommending

• to the Pre sident the New Look proposals contained in the admini stration ’s

budget. The reference to Eisenhower ’s State of the Union Message was obvious .

Ridgway was prepared to inform the Senate of the basic differen ces that existed

between the Army’s position and the adainis trat ion~e, however , he did not want
- 

his remark s construed as a direct attack on the Pre sident’ s statement , nor was

• he anxious to sake headlines as a public dissenter . from a supposedly “unanimous

• JCS” recosmendstion. He reminde d the Senator that he -accepted the administra-

tion budget, but that he would be glad to expand his remarks in executive

(‘ session, The Senator , however , not wishin g to challenge Eisenhower ’s military

reputation or the polit ically attractive benefits of the New Look policy,

• declined Ridgvay’s suggestion for an executive session and the matter was

• dropped .’6

A few months lat er , Ridgway opposed a proposal to “test” the New Look

• strategy in Indochina. - In the course of a very effective dissent that helped

• dissuade President Eisenhower from interveni ng unilaterally in Indochina ,

• () Ridgway undercut a number of the central New Look arguments and revealed the

dangerous , foolish illusions that the strategy was based on, Admiral Radfor’d,

Chairman of the Join . Chiefs of Staff , a f ervent anti -Communist , and a stron g

• bsliever in the efficacy of air power , had been one of the- chief architects

and advocate s of the New Look strate gy and the doctrine of massive retaliation .

He was a very opinionated , outspoke n Chairman who tried and failed to dominate

the Joint Cht efs~ Unlike Ridgway , who essayed a more autono nous professional
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role, ~~dford felt that his prima ry resp onsibilit y was to act as the President ’s

I (“v) agent and ~eU his policies to Congress and the militar y establishment.’7

I~dford was the prototype of the senior military leader as presidential bureau-

• crat. A strong ally of Secretary Wilson , l~ dford att empted to convert the JCS

to his belief that the ir military opinion s and recommendati ons should be

trimmed and tailored in such a way that they reflected the administration ’s

economic and political priorities . A few of the chiefs (Twining, Burke , and

to a lesser extent , Carney) adapted themselves to this “guidance.” To Ridgway,

however , such a line of reasoning was anathema for he believed it violated the

basic - tenets of. professional milita ry integ rity and undermined the proper

relationship that should aicist betwe en the soldier and his civilian superior .

As he relates in his memoirs, Ridgwa y exprepsed his. viewpoints on this sensitive

• subject durin g his swearing in as Chief of Staff in 1953. Once the civilian

leaders have stated the mission , i.e., the national policy to be i*plement ed,

it is the responsibilit y of the milita ry chief to analyze that policy and

determine what military resources will be required to carry it out s

• ,,,the professional soldier should never pull his punches,
• •- 

should never let himself for one moment be dissuaded from
stati ng the honest estimates his own military experience

• and jud gment tell him will be needed to do the job required
of him, No factor of Dolitica l motivation could excuse,

• no reason of “party” or political expediency could explain
such an action.

• () If the objective the statesman wishes to achieve is a
• costly ore , that is not the soldier ’s business , If it

is greater than the political, leaders wIsh to support or
think the economy of the country can boar , that is not his

• I • business . It is the constitutiona l responsibility of the
civilian authority to decide these questions,..5he military• mar17 should scrup ulously eschew any opinion as to whether
th~ cost is beyond the reach of the national purse or not .
He is without competence in that field , If civilian

• authority finds the cost to be greater than the country
can boar , then either the objective s the!4selves should
be modified , or the responsibility for the risks involved
should be forthr l 4itly accepted . Un~ter no circu msta nces,

/ ue.~i~iess of Dres~ ur~~Airo~ whatever !curco or ~otivo,
~~pulct tho uro o i ~d ~iiit~ry ran yIuir I or co~ promise

• his Ju’i~~t~nt for othe r tkv~n conv 1ncing~~~jj ta~~ rca~ons,
~~~ do oth~rwj~e wuui~ be to du~ trcy his uaefulness. 3d

phasis &~ddedJ
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Ridgusy’ s experiences in World War II convinced him that senior leaders

• ha ve a natural tendenc y to underestimate the risks and protm.ble costs involved

in military operations. Capitalizing on its speed, mobility , and the element

• of surprise , the airborne division was a powerful strike force. However, its

lack of artillery and armor support ma de it a peculiarly vulnerable unit.

When airborne operations succeeded, they did so in a spectacular fashion; when

they failed , casualties were unusually high, .Conscquontly, a successf ul air-

• borne commander had to be able to assess the risks and costs involved in

a planned operation with a high degree of accuracy. lie simply did not have

the margin of safety available to other combat commanders. When R idgway was

• convinced that his immediate superiors had underestimated the probable costs of

• an airborne operation , and if he was unable to persuade them to reconsider or

cancel the operation , he did not hesitate to take action that was designed to

C’ - 
reveal the true costs of the operation in more accurat e detail, At sopie risk

• to his care er , and in one instanc e almost to the point of resisting orders ,

• Ridgway worked to dispell the delusions that often marred his superiors ’

F concept of airborne operations . -

In one harrowing case which foreshadowed his actions during the 19511 Indo-

china crises~ Ridgway became convinced that a planned airborne assaul t upon

- Rome was doomed to failure. The plan called for the 82nd Airborne Division

C) to be dropped in the vicinity of Rome which was surrounded by six German

divisions , Until the Allied Army , push ing from the south , linked-up with

• the 82nd in Rome--an operation that was expected to take five days—the pars —

troopezs would be depende nt upon the support that the Italians, under Marshall

Badoglio, had promised, Conversations with Ita lian military representatives
• in Sicily persuaded Ridgway that their fear of the Germans might , at the

( critical aoment , be more influential than their promised commitments to the Allies.
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He also doubted that the ground forces would be able to. close on Rose in a

i ) period of five days given the sizable German forces in the area.

• Unable to get the operation cancelled , Ridgway wrangled permission from

7ie]d Marshall Alexander to send two off.cers on a secret mission to
• 

• 
rendezvous with the Italians in Rome and make a first-hand assessment of the

situation. One of these officers was Ridgway’ a trusted lieutenant, Colonel

Maxwell ‘I~ylor. Badog].io’ a evasive answers to his queries and the Italians’

• obvious fear that if they assisted the Allies, the German’s would level their

• beloved Rome, convinced Taylor that the Italians would be unable to furnish

the required support. The 82r4’s 12,000 men were loaded aboard transport

• planes all set for take-off when the word was flashed that the operation was

scrubbed, As for the ground forces, the “five day” push to Rome eventually

took seven months and thousands of casualties.39 The aborted Rome operation

made a lasting impression on Ridgway. He derived more satisfac tion , he said .

from the lives he saved by opposing that operation than from the aauy honors

that came h-is way for victory in battle . Moreo ver , as he notes in his memoirs ,

the sort of decisions that were involved in the Rome operation are the most

difficult and important a military officer must face,

,., the hard decisions are not the ones you make in
• 

• the heat of battle. Far harder to make are thos e
- 

• involved in speaking your i~ind about some hare-
brained scheme whtch proposes to commit troops to

•~ ~~~ action under conditions where failure is almost
• certain and the only result will be the needless

sacrifice of pr iceless lives. When all is said and
done , the most precious asset any nation has is its
youth, and for a battle commander ever to condor.o the
needless sacrifice of his men is absolutely inexcusable.
In any action, you must balance the inevitable cost in
lives age.inst the objectives you seek to obtain, Unless,
beyond any rea~onab1e doubt • the results reasonably to• be expected can jus tify the estimated loss of life the
action involves , then for my part I war t none of it,40
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• In his memoirs, Genera l Taylor , who risked his life to get Ridgway

the critical infor mation that saved so many GI ’s, reveals a different attitude

towerds the aborted Rome operations “So our trip to Rome was not wasted,

althou gh a mistake avoided brings none of the satisfaction of a feat achieved, ”~1

Ridgway and Radford were profe ssional opposites and within the councils

of the executive branch frequent adver saries , Thus, in the spri ng of l95~ ,

when I~ dford was bULiely advocating a dra matic aerial “surgical strike ” to

rescue the beleaguered French garrison at Dienbienphu, Ridgway , who had not

forgotten the lir~iited effectiveness of air power in Korea , suspected that he

was facing another Rome operation , i.e., a hare-brained scheme based on un-

warranted optimi sm and gossamer delusions of omnipotence, Radford, a Cold

War ideologue who was extreme Ly eager t ’ halt the spread of Communism and

validate the “inexpensive” but “effective” new Look stra~egy, claimed (after

a most cursory review of the situation) that through air povet. alone , the US
- 

coul d rout the Vietiainh and save the hapless French without running the un-

acceptable political risk of becoming involved in another lar4 war in Asia.
• Vice President Nixon seconded Radford’ s ambitious proposal, Secretary of State

• Dulles was sympathetic . The other mez~oers of the JCS, C~arney a~d Twining,

endorsed the p]an.’~2

Ridgway was not insensitive to the g~iU*nt defense the French were putting

() up, but as he noted, it was the me~ cenaries of the Foreign Legion , not drafted

sons of France, who were opposing the Vietminh, Unlike Carney , Twinth g and

1~ dforu , Ridgway was an old -fashioned soldier wh~ did not measure US interests

in terms of an open-ended ideologi cal crusade against global. Communism. In

1950, when he was serving as Deputy Chief of Staff ~or Operations , he had

• opposed a State Department eff ort to persuade the Pentagon to increase the

level of milita ry aid being sent to the French forces in Indochina. It was,

• 
- 
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he thought, a stupid waste of money and against the secur ity interests of the

• US to support the French in what was , for all practi cal purposes , a peripheral

colonial war , Moreover ,,  he doubted that the communists would be able to

extend their control over all the diverse nationaliti es that made up the

Indo china Penninsula. It was a perce pt ive assessment. Ridgway was one of

a handful of senior govern ment leaders of the period who never exchanged their

professional skepticis m t or the inflexibilities of a Cold War mentalit y.

Not even his illustrious and much bett er known successor , General Maxwell

~~ylor , the reputed military intellectua l of his age, could make such a claim,43

In this respect , Ridgway reflected a tr aditional professiona l military

• outlook which , accordin g to Huntington , stresses “the restriction of commit—

- 
mer its and the avoidenc e of war”s 

S -

• • The military man 5deallyJ has no concern with the
desirability or undesirability of political gcals as

r such. He is, however , concerned with the relation s
• between political goals and military means sinc e this

• directly affects the security of the state, The politician
must beware of overco mmitt ing the nation beyond the strength
of its militar y capabilities , Grand political designs and

• sweeping political goals are to be avoided , not because
they are undesirable , but because they are impractical .
The military security of the state must capte first . Moral

• aims and ideological ends should not be pursued at the
expense of sscurity. . .The statesman furnishes the dynamic ,
purp osive element to state policy. The military nan
represents the passive , instrumental means. It is his

- 
function to warn the state2ma n when his purposes are
beyond his means,~44

• Ridgway thou ght that Radford’ s aeria l “surgical strikes ” would eventually

• backf ire and. involve the US in a costly ground war against the Vietminh and

their Chinese allies . Such an intervention as Radford. proposed would be quite

risky and perhaps wrong irs terms of US security interests, but it certainly

would not be cheap— ’.Korea , as all foot soldier s- kn:w , had proved that. At

• 
( 

the very least , Ridgwa y felt , he had a professional responsibility to inform

the President what the true costs of an Indochina intervention would involve .
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It was evident that none of the presidential advisors who were eager for

• military intervention had considered this questi*. :’ irs detail. Radford , for
- example , did not explain what would happen if the air strikes failed to halt

the Vietminh.

- 
Eisenhower was receptive to Radtord’s plan for the use of carrier based

• US ?~ vy planes to rescue • the French garrison at Dienbienphu, but he did not

want to act without substantial domestic and international political backing.

• Dulles’ efforts to secure the support of the British failed and Congress,

after some delicate political maneuverin g, declined to give the President a

bipartisan resolution endorsing us military intervention.45 In early April ,

• during the JCS deliberations over the plan for. a naval air strike , Ridgway

- 

vigorously opposed the majority view which supported Radfo~d, I{is “split

paper,” reflecti ng the only non-concur ring opinion on the JCS to the air

strike, was forwarded to Eisenhower . At about the same time, the President

received the negative replies to his request for support from the British

government and the US Congress . The proposal for an air strike was turned

down by the Preside nt in mid-April. •

On May 8, 19511 , the day after the fall of Dienbienphu, the French
• signed an abrupt armistice agreement with the Vietminh representatives at

- Geneva, The sudden collapse of the French shocked the Pentagon and the

pressures fo~ a.unilateral US milita ry intervention to overturn the Communist

• successes built up again. . A contingency proposal to land US forces on the

Red River delta and . quickly seize Hanoi before the Communists moved in was

• circulated. Again as in April, RadfOrd pushed hard for some form of milita ry

• intervention , 
-

• 
- Unlike Badford , Ridgway was a cautious officer who was not given toc’ making cursory assessments of serious situations . Eisenhower ’s hesitation

afforded him the time ho needed to gather some first-hand , current information
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-. - Admiral Radford was emphatically in favor of landing
• 

- 

‘“~ a force in the Haiphong-Hanol area, even if it meant
riskin g war with Red China . In this he was fully
supported by the Chief of Staff of the Air Force and
the Chief of Naval Operations. In my opinion, such an

- I. operation meant a great risk of war , Just southeast of
• }(aiphong harbor is the island of Hainan , which is pe rt of

Red China. The Navy was unwilling to risk their ships in
- I the Haiphong area without first invading ar .d capturin g the

-• island . Admiral Radford and the Chiefs of the Navy and
the Air Force felt that , faced with our overwhelming power,
the Red Chinese would not react to this violation of their
sovereignity. General Ridgway and I had grave doubts
about the validity of this reasoning.4?

Once the Army report was in, however , it was a difficult document to

- ignore. Nor was it easy for the advocates of intervention to challenge

Ridgway’s interpretations of the probable costs of intervention . Against

their theories he stacked his combat experience as a Korean War field

commander, first-hand data on the Indochina parameters, and a thoroughly
• 

• 
- 

researched professional estimate of the probable long-run military costs of

(
~. intervention, Moreover, if the US intervened with the expectation of gaining

a quick and cbo~)~4ijbt bry in accordanc e with the principl es of the New Look

strategy and failed, and it the Ridgway Report then “leaked ,” the domestic

political situation of the administration would be very difficult, Ridgway

- 

was holding everybody’s feet to the fire and it was a painful experience for

• many, After briefing the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of Defense

C
on his survey team’s report , Ridgway briefed the President on May II , 19511.

• As an expert milita ry logiaticia n, Eisenhower clearly understood the implications

and evident ly appreciated the accuracy of the report. Intervention became a

dead issue for the time being. The costs as laid out in detail by Ridgwa y were

simply too high.

• Within the counci ls of the executive branch , Ridgway’s unflinching,

unordered ana lysis of the real military costs of intervention proved decisive

in dispelling the self —serving illusions that were corrupting the govern ment ’s
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policy process. While other military advisors were keeping a low profile

- or concentratin g on the political and partisan issues at stake, Rid.gway

limited himself to a straightforward, untailored military assessment of the

situation. In doing so, he gave the count ry and the President “a base of

expertise and old-fashioned integrity ” that served them we1l.~~ Ridgway’s

actions in the 1954 Indochi na Crisis validated his fundamental belief that a

military advisor serves his country best when he essays a strictly professional

role and adheres to an independent milita ry , judgment in the councils of

• government. • • -

• I view the military advisory role of a. member of
the JCS as follows: He should give his coapetent

• professional advice on the military aspects of the
- problem referred to him, based on,his fearleas, honest,

objective estimate of the national interes f~, and
• 

- regardless of administration policy at any particular
time, He should confine his advice to the essentially

• military aspects.49

C This interpretation of the military advisor’s role became increasingly

suspect and eventually untenable, -

A few months after exposing Redford’s vacuous plans for a “surgical strike”

in Indochina , Ridgway again was the odd man out on a JCS proposal that urged

US military intervention in suppo rt of the Nationalist Chtneso who were occupy—

• ing the offshore islands of Quemoy and Matsu against an expected Communist
.
C) 

assault . Again Admiral Radford , Admiral Carney and General Twining claimed

that air and sea power would be sufficient to halt any cosmunist military

offensive , The US, Rad.tord, argued, had a political and moral obligat ion to

safeguard the harrassed Nationalists from Communist aggression, Ridgway was

unimpressed , Looking at the proble m from a military perspective , he pointed
out that Quemoy and Matsu wore within artillery ranG: of the mainland, they

had no military value for they were too close to the mainland to be used as
offensive based for an invasion of China, they contributed nothing to the
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military defense of Taiwan and the Pescadores (which he felt the US should

defend ) , that in all probability the so-called offensive provocations of the

Communists , i.e. • their shelling of the islands, was designed to forestall

any possible invasion of the mainland that the Nationali sts were contemp lating,

and finally , from the available intel ligence reports , there was no indication

that the Communist s were massing gmand forces opposite the islands which

they would have to do prior to an attempted invasion of Quemoy and Ziatsu,

He also disbelieved Ra dford ’ s confident claim that the US could defeat

• 

• an invasion of the offshore Islands with air and sea power alone . At a

minimum, Ridgway said, the defense of these islands against an amphibious

invasion from the mainland would require the US to commit a divison to Quemoy

and a reinforced regimental combat team to’Matsu,50. As for ftidford’s latent

argument that it was ±n the long—run interest of the US to use the shelling

of Quemoy and Matsu as a pretext to begin a war that would enable the Americans
• • and. their Nationalist Allies to defeat Couuaunist China while she was still

relatively weak and vulnerable, Ridgway -thought it was naive, The Army Chief

• of Staff did not doubt that the US could conquer China if it was willing to

pay the terrible pri ce requ ired. But , he speculated , where would that leave

US interests :

But I challenge any thesis that destroying the military

O 
might of Red China would be in our own long-range interest,
We could create there , by military means, a great power

• • • vacuum, Then we would have to go in there with hundreds of
• thousands of men to fill that vacuum——which would bring us

face to face with Russia along a seven thousand-mile frontier,
If we failed to go in , then Russia herself would fill, it , and
the~ threat to our own security would not have abated one iota, 54

• Re also rejected as dangerously provocative a Radford-Twining-Carney

proposal that the US should assist the Nationalists’ in bombing the mainland

• ( 
in retaliation for the Communist shelling, For a second time, Eisenhower
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bought Ridgway’s minority viewpoint, However, Ridgway had made his anti-

!~ dford brief not only with in the executive branch debates, but also before

the Armed Services Committee of Congress in September, 195k, This may account

for Eisenhower ’s rather petulant account in his memoirs of Ridgway’s dissent

on the Quemoy-Matus issues -

Though the majority of the JCS concluded that the
offshore islands were not militarily necessary to the
defense of Formosa • all but one recognized the over-
riding fac t that the islands’ loss woulct have had
possibly disasterous psychological effects , Therefo re
they believed we should defend them. Only General
Ridgway, then Army Chief of Staff , refused to conc ur ;

- - the US , he said, should not commit any forces to hold
the island. The Joint Chiefs , he went on , should not
take upon themselves the non-military job of judging
the islands’ political and psychological value. What

• he was setting aside was the effect of their possible
• loss on the morale of Chiang’s aafn forces,52

• His last dissent and the one which finally convinced Eisenhower that

- 
- 

~~~

—. Ridgway should not be reappointed to the Joint Chiefs , concerned the F! ~6

budget, Despite the fact that foreign policy developments in 1954 had

• negated many of the assumptions upon which the New Look policy was based,

Eisenhower decided to speed up the phased reduction in the defense budget
• and to accelerate the planned cuts in military manpower, In December , 1954,

Eisenhower met with the JCS and advised them that the long-term security

• interests of the US required a balanced budget as well as a stro ng military

() establishment. For FT 56, military expenditures were to be set at $35.8 billion ,

a less than one percent increase over the previous year’s budget, The Air

Force and Navy budgets would receive a slight increase, but the Army budget

was to be cut by approximately $200 million , Moreover, the Army, whose man-

power strength had been reduced by 100,000 the previ ous year , would lose an

• additional 225,000 men in the planned force levels for F! 56, Ridgway strongly

objected to the size of the Army cut (he had been led to believe it would be
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• in the neighborhood of a 25,000 man reduction). H. told Eisenhower that if
• the US hoped to deter a Soviet conventional offensive in Europe, or in the

• .v.nt of war support the five US divisions stationed in Germany , a minimum

force of ten divisions should be deployed in the US , ready and equipped to 
-

•

move on a moment ’s notice, In any major future war, conventional or nuclear ,

he stated, 
- 

the only forces that would be decisive would be those in being at

- 
the outbreak of combat . There simply would not be time for the US to rely

upon its reserves and mobilization plans to make up initial shortfalls , That

being the case, the presently deployed Army strength in the US was inadequate

and should be built up or, at the very least stabilized, not reduced , by

another 225.000 as the administration proposed.

Eisenhower quickly rejected Ridgway’ a plea telling him that if the

Soviets attacked in Europe, ‘the US would immediately respond with a SAC nuclear

attack on the USSR. Moreover , he went on , Ridgway’s suggestion that the US

keep 10 divisions fully manned and. deployed on American soil would constitute

a temptation to become embroiled in future Korean—style conflicts and it

would turn the US into an armed camp.~~

• During the congressional hearings held on the administration’s defense

budget in the spring of 1955, the Democrats who now controlled Congress were
• 

• attentive to possible. weaknesses in the New Look policy. Some of the more

() skeptical members who feared that Eisenhower was cutting the conventional

• forces beyond a level that was prudent in light of the Soviet buildup of

• ground forces in Europe during 1954-1955 • suspected that the driving force

behind the new military budget was not the desire to streamline military

forces and improve their effectiveness , but rather Treasury Secretary Humphrey’s

desire for a balanced budget. Therefore , when Rid gway voiced his roservations
• r about the depth of the cuts and tho harmful effect he thought they would have on

national security, he received a sympathetic hearing in Congress.
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~~~ In Aiiril. Ri dgway appeared before the Senate Appropriations Coa*ittee,

Subcommittee on DOD Appropriations. Under Secretary of the Army Fincune had

defended the planned strength cut in the Army- that would reduce it from

1,270,000 to 1,027,000 men by June , 1956. Such a force level, he said,

would be quite adequate for any brush fire war, it satisfied budgetary

requirements, and it reflected the force strength levels endorsed by the JCS

• and the National Security Council (NSC). Senator Smith , Me, (R) , wanted to know

• who in the Department of the Army supported the cuts. Fincune replied that

he did not recall them by name, but he supposed that it was only natural
- 

for any military man to be opposed to cuts in his own organization, Senator

Symington , Mo. (I)) , noted that the Army’s budget had been reduced from $12.8

billion in FY 54 to a proposed $7.1 billio n in FT 56. In view of the Soviet

buildup to nuclear parity (an assumption which was widely believed in 1955 ,

but wholly inaccurate), he thought the cuts in the Army budget went too far ,

• After presenti ng his prepared statement in which he detailed the Army’s

programs and structure for the coming years , Ridgway opened his testimony by

assuring the Senators that , “in spite of this reduction , in streng th , the

Ar my continue s to take every possible measure to maintain the maximum combat

• potential with the forces available,”54 Senator Chavez, N.M . (D), tried to

draw Ridgway out , He asked him if the Army should have more forces , At first

() Ridgvay demurred and told Chavez that inasmuch as the budget had received a
- careful, thorough analysis within the executive branc h and because the

President and his civilian advisors had made their dec isions on what the force

structure ought to be , it would be inappropriate for him to “reiterate views

• which I did present at the time this decision was in the making.’55

chavez backed off and Ridgway went on to expound his thes is that in

r • future wars advanced weapons technology would require more , not less men in
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ground combat operations. This gave Chave z a conveniezot openin g and he
• steered Ridgway cack to the subject of the administration ’s manpower cuta s S

• . Ve would like to know from you as a military man
whether or not in view of the fact that futur e wars will
require more men , not less men , that the recommended
reduction is sound, ~6

Ridgway now revealed his critic ism of the administration ’s budget and the

• position he had taken on the cuts in December. There was a real danger that

the Democrats would use his “dissent ” in their attack on Eisenhower ’s budget
- when it reached the floor of the Senate. Yet Ridgway did have a constitutional

and professional obligation to give Congress his straight -forward opinion

on military matters no ratter how potentially embarrassing it was to the

administration ’s partisan interest, • • -

• 
- When the decision was in the making , when it was

• perfectly proper and in fact a duty to express my
views, I strongly recommended a very substantially

• higher figure than that included in the presen t budget •
sir.57

• 
• Senator Thye , Minn, (R) , a staunch supporter of President Eisenhower,

came to the administration’s defense, He advised Ridgway that both the JCS

and the NSC had , as Mr. Fincune pointed out , appro ved the force levels. But ,

he went on, if he was incorrect in that supposition , then certainly Ridgway
‘ —5 ’ should so inform him . Moreover, if Ridgway the Army Chief of Staff , the

• man “that is responsible for our strength in foot soldiers” felt that the

numbers advocated by the administration for the Army were inadequate for the

dangers faced, -that be had a responsibility to say so,5~ Ridgway replied to

Senator Thye’s charge and invitations

S I feel impelled to make two comment s. Twice, I
think you have said that this represente d the wisdom

- of several agencies, including the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, These figures were not approved by the JCS.
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• And the other observation I will make is that
~~~ at the time when this decision was in the making

I expressed my opinion that a substantially higher
figure should be the one approved.. -.

~efl. Th yes Then am I to understand that the JCS
did not concur in this manpower strength?

Cen,j~idgwayz These. figures were not recommended by
• 

S the JCS , sir.

Sen. Thyes , , But did they concur? When the final
decision came to a focal point , did they concur?

Qen. AUdp~wayz When a decision is announced by civil
• authorit y , sir , authority superior to the JCS , that

question never arises , It is accepted with wholehearted -
loyalty, and we do our utmost to carry it out.59

After establishi ng who in the administration had ori gina lly supp orted the

force cuts , Thye told Ridgway that it appeared to him that although the

• - military accept ed the President’ s cuts , they evidently were uneasy and

perhaps uncertain about the reductions , Again Ridgway explain ed the basis

I of his dissent s

,,.My recommendations , submitted when this was in the
- debate stage, were of cours e, made from the military point

of view. They were mado from the stan dpoint of conscientious
5 reasoned ju dgeent at that time , and I hope and pray God that
• they will all be so, as I assure you that they will.

p .  I will never make a recommendation from any other basis.
I recognize fully that the civil authorities of our
government who make the final decisions have many factors

• besides the military to equate , to coordi nate , and to
• evaluate , and it was their judgment which produced the figures

you have before you.60

Senator Stennis asked Ridgway exactly what figure he had recommended and was

told 1,3 million men , He then asked Ridgway if the international conditions

had deteriorated in the four months that had lapsed since ftidgway recommended

an Army force level , of 1.3 million, R idgway agreed,that they had deteriorat ed

and that he had no professional reason to alter his Decee~ber estimate of the

(

5

) 
4ray’s needs,61
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- ~~~ Eisenhower wanted “team players,” military advinors who factored into

their recommendations the economic and political perspectives which governed.

administration policy. Such men, he believed, were free of the petty “parochial

biases” that lessened the value of a military chief and justifiably neutralized

the influence of the JCS as a corporate body . In his two years as Chief of

Staff , Ridgway had earned the unenviable reputation as the “principal split

• paper man” on the JCS, i.e., the service chief who most frequently challenged

the administration’s policy proposals. While Ridgway’s dissents were -

statistically few in number, they were politically and professionally

significant. He voiced his reservations with considerable restraint and

• always justified them on well—researched professional grounds.

He may have over-estimated the risks the country ran by cutting the

S Army down to a million men and relying primarily on the S~C for its defense ,

(
~~ 

But his misgivings about the efficacy of “massive retaliation” to deter
• 

- conventional threats to US interests proved prophetic . As the Soviets

increased thei r nuclear military strength, and as a rough nuclear “baThnce of

terror” led to a military stalemate between the two superpowers , the US

discovered that its atrophied conventional forces constituted a. serious

~ 
) handicap to America’s international f lexibility. If today , in the hindsight

of the Vietnam War, arguments on behalf of convent ional forces and “flexible

response” appear to be invitations to disaster , one should consider the • 
•

beneficial limiting role played by conventional forces in the Korean War , the

• Arab—Israeli Wars, the 1961 Berlin Crisis , the 1962 Missile Crisis , and the

l9’/O Jordanian Crisis , That conventional forces and a strategy of “flexible
S response” can be misused and misapplied does not invalidate their inherent

worth, In the exhaustion of the post-Korean War period , when many wero looking

for easy panaceas to the complex problems of national security, and when many
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• senior government officials glossed over the tenuous assumptions that Jay

behind their policies with catchy but vacuous slogana-—”the great equation ,”

“massive retaliation,” a “bigger bang for the buck”--Ridgway retained his

professio nal skepticism and thus constituted an important belancin~ force in

the councils of government , especially in the JCS.
5 

•

General Ridgway tri ed to maintain the legitimate professional autono my

- of the military sector in governsent. For this reason , he opposed the

• radical concept of political-military convergence advocated by Eadford and.

• Eisenhower. As he would not use his military office, personal prestige, or

professional views to support the partisan interests of the President ’s

• political foes, neither would he’ tailor his governmental, role or professional
• S opinions to conform to the partisan interests of the White House. Once the

- 
executive had made a final policy decision, Ridgway scrupulously carried it

out without question or complaint . But his sense of professional int~~rity
s-1

• compelled him to refuse to appear before ~he publi c as the author of policies

which he had opposed in the councils of government or in which he had little

professional confide nce. He believed , that if the civilian leaders ever
- 

succeeded in their attempts. to force a senior officer to make his reasoned

milita ry judgment conform to a political “party line ,” they would destory

the integrity and the value of that officer’s professional opinions. In the

S long run, such Ltlitary advisors would inevitably and unavoidably mislead

their civilian superiors.

S Ridgway ’s routinized-charismatic leadership style was compatible with

the moderate Whig model of administration he essayed. As a famous battlefied.

Commander of World War II and Korea , Ridgway had developed considerable personal

prestige, However, he carefully constrained this heroic image by accepting the

(
-

- 
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S ~~~ pragmatic , rout inized, limiting conditions of his profession. His authority
S 

S 62
• was derived from both a personal and organizational base. Althoug h he was S

innovative and displayed a atrong].~ independent mind in the councils of

government, his dissents were not designed to advance his personal interests,

The realistic, pragmatic approach that he took to his duties was enhanced by

a simplicity and straighfowardness of personal manner that had an uncommonly

- dramatic effect upon his subordinates. To a significant extent, his leadership

• style combined the d.iverese characteristics of the “military manager” and the

• “heroic warrior” leader, As Janowits has noted, ‘Ridgway epitomized the

fighter spirit and sought to keep it alive for organizational ends, rather

S than for personal honor, ~ 63

- 
Within the military -profession, Ridgw~y was greatly admired. His interest

S - 
and concern for the individual soldier was obvious and unpretentious. As

J (Th Commander of the 8th Array and later as Chief of Staff , his sincere personal
) 

- S

S - interest in the soldiers’ fears, difficulties and probleras were easily and

widely communicated . In both instances Ridgway’ s courageous and. concerned,

leadership lifted a depressed and tr oubled military organization out of its

despair and left it with the beginnings of a confident sense of morale. One

) Korean War correspondent who observed Ridgway’s efforts to resurrect the

- 
- 

fighting spirit and the morale of the 8th Army following its retreat from

:~f - 

North Korea in the winter of 1951. described him as,
- 

,,,a warm, direct, plausible person with human eraotions
as well as a soldier’s view. There is no purple in his
talk, The plight of the Korean refuge~is has visibly
affected him as have the conditions under which the GIs
fight, and just as he is no thadown to the men he leads ,
so he gives you the feeling that each ono g4 his men-—
officers and GIs--are supremely importan~

Because of his acute recognition of the human costs of war , Ridgway

C resisted those policies that he believed either overestimated the capabilities

- 
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of military force to effect a cheap, easy solution to complex international

S problems, or underestimated the underlying, long-run military expenses involved

S in ground combat operations. If the civilian leaders were going to alter

the composition of the count ry’s military forces, or if they planned to commit

- 
US forces to war, they should at the very least, Ridgway believed,- be fully

aware of the probable risks and the eventual military costs involved in their

S actions. It was the professional responsibility of the military chief to

analyze and explain these military risks and costs as he saw them , no matter 
S

S 
how impolitic his information might be,

Prior to his retirement in June, 1955, Ridgway wrote a long, detailed

• letter to Secretary Wilson in which he set forth his concept of the role of -
S

- - the military advisor in government , defended his obligation to maintain the

- 
military’s professional autonom y , reiterated his reservations about the

administration’s military policies , and stated what he thou ght the Army’s

needs in manpower and equipment were . It was the summation of his profe ssional

dissent from the administration’s policies. Before sending the letter to
• Wilson, he had it reviewed by the Arm y Staff to insure that it contained no

- 

classified Information. Secretary Vilson returned the letter without comment

and ordered that it be classifed “top secret,” Fifteen days after Ridgway’s

• retirement a junior officer on the Army General Staff “leaked’ a copy of the

S letter to the New York TImes,6~

It was a harsh critique of the government’s defense policy coming from an

officer whose reputation for integrity and non-partisanship was widely known S

in Washington, Eisenhower and Wilson were visibly angered, Shortly t~hereaft er ,

the President publicly castigated Ridgway as a nari~w-ainded officer who had

S 

- 
an exceedingly parochial view of the nation’s military requirements. Wilson

(.. released his copy of the letter to the press and advised them that it was
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not very important.” The publication of the letter boosted the morale of

many military officers who were dismayed by Eisenhower’s apparent indifference

- 
to the plight of the Army. It also gave the Democrats some political ammunition

in their lethargic opposition to the New Look policy.

sorry to see Ridgway depart. Hanson Baldwin considered him to
S 

have been the best Army Chief of Staff since Marshall and, while he acknowledged S

- the youth, attractiveness, bz~illiance and abilit y of his successor , General S

• Maxwell Taylor, Baldwin thought that Taylor would, “find it hard to fill—in
S the morale sphere--General Ridgway’s shoes.”~~ As events would indicate ,

Baldwin was quite right.

. 5  5
.

. 5

• .
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the President’ s defense policy. Throughout his four—year tour as Army Chief

of Staff (1955-1959), Taylor sporadically fought a losing battly within
S executive councils to prevent a further attrition of the Army’s manpower and

conventional stren gth, At times, no doubt , the relations between the President ,

who was bored and irritated by the continued complaints that he was weakening

the Army, and Taylor, who was the author of many of these complaints, was

strained and towar ds the end it was clearly cool. But if Taylor was a dis-

appoint ment to Eisenhower , he was never the threat to the President ’s political

interests that Eisenhower evidently believed Ridgway was,

A seri ous problem that confronted the new Army Chief of Staff in his

first year was the so-called “Colonel’ s Revolt .” Little has been written

about this internal bureaucratic struggle içLthin the Army General Staff , yet

it may have had very important long-range effects upon the professio nal

attitudes of the senior officers who led the Army duri ng the Vietna m Era,2 As

noted above , Rid gway had set up an informal ‘think-tank” of young colonels on

the General Staff to evaluate the future needs of the Army . By the time he left

the governnent , it had evolved into a more formal organization known as the

Coordi nating Group, In 1955 , in addition to analyzing future Army problems,

( this staff element evaluated the future needs and missions of the Navy and

Air Force , Ostensibly , the expanded functions of the CoordinatMg Group were

necessitated by the requirement , in an era of complex interdependent military

roles , to “coordinate ” the Army ’s future plans and operations with those of its

sister services , Additio nally, the evaluation of t~avy and Air Force plans

would give the Army an Inc • Into the errors , weaknesses and gaps in these

• proposals, This was valuaL-~ Information which the Army could use to safeguard

its mission interests and discredit the more vulnera~1e Z~avy and Air Force

propocals--especially those that threatened to expropriate traditional Army

functions such as anti-aircraft defense.
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The colonels of the Coordinating Group were convinced that the Eisenhower

administration’s policy of “massive retaliation” ignored the high probability

that , given the inevitable “nuclear balance -of terror ,” the Communists would

find it convenient to nibble away at US nationa l interests through limited

or “brush fire” wars. Eisenhower ’s continuing program to reduce the military’s

conventional capabilities and his suggestion that further reductions in the

Army’ a budget and manpower would be required in FT 56 and FT 5?, alarmed many

of the colonels, It appeared that the Army was losing an important part of

its mission to a service, the Air Force , which would not be able to effectively

counter the Communists in a limited war situation . -. Moreover , the - ongoing

reductions in the Army ’s budget were having such a debilitating effect on the

• Army’s morale and operational capabilities that it was doubtful whether the

Army would be able to perform effectively if it was committed to combat, Many

of these officers had served in Korea and , like RH~way, they vIvidly rc~~1la~) 
the hapless condition of the Army units that were chewed up by North Koreans

• armed with obsolete Soviet weapons in the first few months of the war,

In the summer of 1955, the colonels began to put position papers together

outlining their apprehensions, their case for a change in military strateg y,

and the need to reori ent the nation ’s milita ry in such a way that conventional

capabilities were given a highter priority and more of the budg etary resources

that were being lavished on- - nuclear strategic forces. These astute , polemical S

* papers were circulated throu ghout the Army Staff. Younger staff officers

(majors, lieutenant colonels and colonels) generally agreed with the thesis of

the Coordinatin group and felt that their argum ents should be made to the

President, Congress and the public . On the other hand , the senior officers ,

although they agreed with the thrust of the colonels’ complaints , were reluc tant
to

to support a full-scale challengo/adininistra tion defense policies. Few of the

isnerals were ready to follow Ridgway into retirem ent over a policy dispute
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• with President Eisenhowex. - - -  -

However, one general, one of the Army’s brightest stare and Ridgwa.y’s

favorite protege, the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans , Lieutenant General

James Gavin, “listened to them, encouraged them, and served in an unofficial

way as their advisor , using them as his own sounding ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Gavin, Taylor, and

• S Ridgway formed a complex and interesting elite military triumvirate, During

World War II the ir daring, innovative leadership of the Army’s new airborne

nits had made them famous battle heroes and earned them considerable renown

within the military. They became the core of the post—war “Airborne clique”
that figured promine ntly in the Army ’s senior leadership circles, 

-

S All three were West Pointers (Ridgway--c].ass of 1917, Taylor--class of

1922 , and Gavin——class of 1927). In the 1950s, whil~e serving at the highest
levels of the Army , they opposed many of Eisenhower ’s military policies on the
grounds that they violat ed profes sinn*l ~IlI~.~ry ~tar.~ards, beea.keued natlonaj .

S security, and unwisely downgraded the Army’s conventional. capabi lities ,

Eventually, each retired in frustration. and anger at the President ’s contin ued
refusal to change his defense policies. Following the ir return to private life,
each general published a book in which he bitterly criticized the Kiserth ower

administration for its obsession with the de].usionary military strategy of

“massive retaliation ” and its corollary—-small Army budgets, Their celebrated
“dissents” received a favorable hearing from ambitious Democratic congressmen,
like LyndOn Johnso n and John Kennedy, who were syrnpathetic to the Army’s
plight , highly critical of Eisenh ower ’s military policies , and, looking for a
viable campaign issue to use against the Republicans (when Kennedy and then
Johnson took contro l of the executive in the 1960s , tu~ey based a great deal of
their adminis trat ions’ military policies upon the Ridgway-Cavin-Tay lor critiques
that they had used with such good eff e~ in the Senate to attack Eisenchower ’s
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military policies and promote their own political interests in the late fifties.)

Thylor and Gavin were often viewed as the linear descendants of Ridgway.

However, Gavin was considerably closer to Ridgway than Taylor was (in his

autobiography Ridgway mentions Taylor with respect; he is effusive about

Gavin’s abilities). Between Taylor and Gavi n there was a long-standing

professional and intensely personal rivalry . During Taylor’s second tour as

Chief of Staff (1957—1959), his relationship with Gavin became increasingly

strained . Years later during the Vietn am War , Taylor and Gavin were on
S opposite sides of a bitter debate over the conduct of the war , Ridgway publicly

S S endorsed Gavin ’s “dovish” position in 1966 and criticized those ‘hawks in the

Johns on administration , who , in pressing for an increase in the bombing campaign

against North Vietnam (NVN) , ignored the mQral factor . in military planning and I 
-

pursued the panacea of achieving a 1OO,~ air interdiction of the enemy’s logistical I -

S network--a military will o’ the wisp that the Korea n War had thoroughly d~-r bunked!1

In 1968 when he was called to the White House as a member of a prestig ious

group of elder statesmen who were invited to advise President Johnson on what

he should do in the aftermath of the Tet Offens ive, Ridgway, much to Taylor ’s
S 

dismay (Taylor , as always , was pushing for increased bombing) , sided with those

who advised Johnson to cut his losses and get out ,5 When Kenne dy recruited

Gavin and Taylor to his administrat ion in 1961 (Gavin br ifely served as Ambassador
• to Franc e ), he may have been una ware of the antipathy that existed between

the two , According to Halbersta m,

Kennedy also assumed that all good generals liked one
another , and thus that General J an es Gavin, similarly
a good general, a romantic Airborne figure who had
written books and also shortene d a brillja~it career in
protest over Ike ’s policies, an~ who had supp orted
Kenne dy against Nixon--a prime test for a good general--

C must be a friend o±~ Taylor ’s, “Jim , Jim ,” Ke nnedy had
once yelled to a departi ng Gavin in the Whit e Hous e ,• “Max is here ! , Max is hero !” , imaginging that the two were 

S
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close frienr but drawing from Gavin the coldest look
imaginable, S 

-

Taylor had been thinking along the same lines as the colonels in the

Coordinating Group. Observing Ridgway’s struggles at a distance (he was the

US Commander of Far Eastern Forces before he became Chief of Staff), Taylor

had drawn up his own brief for a “flexible response strategy” and a military

policy that would start a crash program to improve America’s deteriorating

conventional military forces , He entitled his paper “A National Military

Policy, ” later it became the basis for his 1960 book , The Uncertain Trum,~~~
When Taylor met with the colonels and showed them his paper and . expressed his

support for their efforts, it appeared that he was prepared to take up their

and Ridgvay’s struggle , More pape rs were written and additional policy

meetings were held in the Pentagon to map out the Army’s bureaucra tic strategy

for the upcoming debates on the FY 57 defense budget .

In December , 1955 , the Eisenhower administration ordered a complete

reassessment of nati onal defense policy in order to create a military program
S that would carry the govern ment through FY 60. It seemed an opportune time 

S

for Taylor to present his suggestions for a new Army progra m to the administra-
S 

tton~ Early in 1956, at the urging of the colonels , Taylor passed his paper

to the other members of the JCS for comment , Their reaction was decidely
negative, Taylor evidently had expected some supp ort from his peers for what
he felt was an honest and objective program , but the other Chiefs saw it as S

a threat to their portion of the budget. About the same time , Ridgway, new
in retirement , began publishing exerpts from his forthcoming memoirs in a
six-part series that appeared in the ~~tuurday ~~n P ~st , The firs t article 

S

was entitle d “Keep the Milita ry out of Politics,”~ This was more fuel for

S 
the Army ’s in-house campaign to change the administration’s defense policies.
However , it was politically embarrassing to the President when Democrats in
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Congress took up the se-me cause. S

At the same time the Air Force and Navy Chiefs began to press Wilson for

more funds for their services . Both Ridgway and Taylor, in test imony before 
S

the )LA SC, called for a sizeable increase in the active Army, the modernization

of conventional combat equip ment , the acceleration of a program that would

develop guided missiles for tactical use , a radical . improvenemnt in the Air

S 
Force ’s tactical air support oriented towards the Army’s needs , and an -

intensive effort on the part of the Air Force and Navy to enhance the airlift

and sealift support they provide d the Army.8 The admini stration , fearing that

the reassessment of defense policy might get out of hand , lead to fiscal

overruns in an important election year , and also give the Democrats the

initiative on the issue of nationa l security in the fall presidential

election , quickly began to backpedal.

A special meeting between the JC S and Secretary Wilson was held in March.

the outcome of which was an agreement by the Joint Chiefs , “that no increase

in military personnel was necessary and that no substantial shift in emphasis

among militar y programs was destre able, ”9 In return for their public endorse-
— ment of the administration position , Wi lson advised the JCS that it was

inevitable that their budgets would. be increased to some extent , Shortly

thereafter, Taylor ’s request to publish his plan for “A Nationa l Milita ry

Policy” as an article in F!~oreign Affai.x~ ~as turned, down after the State and

Defense Departments registered their objeâtions with the President .1° When

the administration ’s budget was finalized, most of the original Army requests

for improveneants in its conventional capabilities were turned down. At

this point , “The Army did not join the issue .”t1
S .

However , in April 1956, Senator Symington , Mo, (D), Chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee (s&sC), Subcommittee on the Air Force, opened hearings

entitled “A Study of A irpower .” Retired Air Force Chief of Staff Carl Spaatz
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and the SAC Commanding General I. May denounded the President ’s FY 57 budget

(
~ 

as wholly inadequate to the needs of the Air Force, Le May went far out on a
~~- limb and stated that the austere budget limits imposed by the administration were

seriously ~~apering SAC operations. While the Air Force warhorses

dominated the hearing, Taylor did appear at one session to sake a further plea

for Congress to enlarge the reduced Army budget . The hearings turned into

something of a partisan circus, but they did reveal the deep splits that

existed between the administrati on and the Join t Chiefs , Admiral. Radford and

Secreta ry Wilson testified against the ‘parochial’ views of the milita ry chiefs

5 - and reiterated the administrat ion view that the US could not afford to support 
S

military forces for all contingencies , that strategic air power was paramount,

and that if Congress increased the defense budget it would be making a

dan gerous , foolish sacrific e of economic strength for an unn eeded increase in

military forces 12 
~Ihile Congress increased the Air Force budget , it declined

) to add anything to the Army’s.

Impressed by the effectiveness of Air Force ’s budget campaign and disir.aye~
S 

st the continued failure of the Army to secure additiona l funds, the colonels

of the Coordinating Group , went to Taylor during the course of the Sysington

(
~~ 

hearings and told him that something drastic should be done to convince Congress
“ / that Eisenhower’s military budget was inadequate for the country’s long—range

national security needs. They proposed a plan which imitated the methods and
• techniques of the 1949 “Admiral’s Revolt” , Army staff papers, critica l of the

President’ s defence policies and advocating an increased military budget 
S

designed to improve the nation’s conventional military capabilities , would
be “leaked” to the press and friend ly congressional contacts, Senator Henry

S J *ckson would be approached and urg ed to conduct hearings on the status of the
ground forces and the proble m of limited wars , Various members of the Coordinatir g

S 

Group would travel around the country making speeches on behalf of the Army’s
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new program before sympathetic audienc es, It would be an extensive ,

C- - carefully orchestrated campaign designed to inform the press, the public S

and Congress of the Army ’s desperate pli~ it and thereby bring political

pressure on the President or Congress to reexamine national military policy

and hopefully increase the Army budget ,

1~iylor was interested in the plan, had a memo drawn up on Sit e signed it , 
S

and thus committ ed himself to a dangerous public dissent from the administration’s S

- defense policies. Brigadier General Lyal Metheny , head of the Coordinating

Group, or the secretariat as it was also known, worked closely with Brigadier

General William C, Weetmoreland , the Secretary of the Army General Staff (and

a prominent Taylor protege), in setting up the colonels ’ speaking schedule

and other details of the program . One of the colonçls in the secretariat ,
• Colonel William Depuy, was unhappy with the plan for a public dissent because

S he thought (quite correctly) that it would bring down the wrath nf Ef senho’er
) and Wilson on the Army Staff)3

In late April and early May, 1956, the Army’s campaign beg~n. Articles

were written and circu lated throug hout the Penta gon and Washington, Speakers 
S

from the Arm y General Staff began to spread the message before influential
S ( Army audiences at service schools and Army posts throughout the country. A

critical press contact was Anthony Leviero , the Pentagon correspondent of the

New York Times, who had been an important conduit of information for the Navy
S 

admirals in l949.~~ Donovan Yeuell , an outspoken leader of the “Colonel’ s S

Revolt,” was the brother-in-law of Wal lace Carroll , news editor of the ~~~
York Tim~~ Wa shingt on Bureau, C~rroll advised Yeuell that the Times would not

push the colonels ’ story unless it was sure that the Army leaks had the backing

of the Army high command . That meant the support of genera l officers , A

series of meetings were then set up in which a handful of genera ls from the
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Army Staff assured the representatives of the ~i~~s that the program to
S inform the public of the Army’s needs had the full backing of the Army high

command).5 -

Sbortb thereafter, staff papers detailing the Army ’s case were passed to

~~rroll, Prom these “leaked documents” and interviews with “Pentagon sources ,”

Leviero wrote a series of art icles on the inter-service rivalry that was

breaking out in the Defense Department over the administration’s budget cuts,

The articles , which were given front—page treatment, came out at a time when

the Eisenhower Administration was scrambling to c~fend itself from the political

charges of defense mismanagement and military weakness that were being ra ised - S

daily in the explosive Symington hearings. -

II) certain sections of the Army Gene~al Staff,” Leviero wrote, “there
• exists a strong but repressed undercurrent of resentment over the subordination

-~~ of grou nd forces to air power . Me then went on to detai l the Army ’s

many grievances. On May 19, Leviero reported that the inter-se rvices disputes

reflected not just the usual inter—service bickerings over the - budget , but

rather serious doctri nal problems about fundamental strategic concepts , service

missions , and weaponry, The Symington hearings had surfaced some of these
(

_ _
“.

- problems,
S but the polite , careful ly—hedged public stateme nts the

service chiefs7 are Ofli~~ superficia l manifestations of pro-
found conflicts., .The Arm y is vigorously opposing primary
reliance on nuclear airpower although this concept is

S national policy, It is understood that the Army ‘will
insist on a reappraisa l before the main a~t1ir~es of the
New Look Defense program for 58, 59 and 60 are crystallized
this fall , l?

- 
Leviero then quote d in full an Army staff paper entitled , ‘A Great New

— Debate-—Problems of National Secur ity.” After point~.ng out numerous weaknesses
in the strategies of the Navy and the Air Force , and the thesis of “Massive S
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Retaliation,” the paper concluded with a sharp but accurate criticism of

the administration’s military policies,

What this all means is that the . US is grossly Un—
prepared to deal with the communist threat, We have
violated the first princi ple of strate gy by failing S

to shape our military stre ngth to meet the likely
S - dangers . S

Unless there is an immediate revision of our
- military strategy , it is probable that the inter—

nation al position of the US may disintegrate to a S

S point where we shall be forced into either total war
or subj ugation .18

Another staff paper which predicted that future wars would be limited and S

S local in nature appeared a few days later . In retal iation , the Air Force

began to release their “staff papers” to Leviero and their side of the story S

turned up on the front pages of the New York Timers,, Al]. in all, the pub lic,
• to the dismay of the President , was being treated to one of the most

intensive , infor mative , but political ly explosive .nublic debate s over nat1cz~al
military policy that it had witnesse d since the late forties ,

S 

- 
The Secretary of Defense , Charles Wilson , was outraged by the public S

S airing of a policy disput e between the Air Force and the Army that the
administratio n had teen trying, with limited success , to keep “in—hous e, ” On
flay 20 ho termed the Leviero revelations , “a most unfortun ate business ” and S

promised the reporters that he would personally look into the matte r , The
S services , he said, “don’t have to try their differences in public and in the

press on a propaganda basis. ,they don ’t have to practice psychological war-
fare on each other , ,. There ’s a bunch of eager beavers down in the Army Staff ,
and if they stick their necks out again , I’ll chop them off,’19

— Congressional views on the Army-Air Force disp~te were divided. Senator
Chavez , Chairman of the Senate Subconmittee on Defense Approp riations , was

S 

• angered . The services , he said , “ought to qui t being prima donnas and work
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for our common purpose--the defense of the country,” (which was precisely 
S

what the colonels thought they were doing), Senator Henry Jackson, Washington
S (D) , criticized Wilson for not settling the inter—services’ differences on

an equitable basis and said the administration had imposed unreasonable

S 
ceilings on the military budgets, Senator Francis Case, South Deicota (R) ,

however, did not feel that the public airing of service differences was such

a bad thing for the country, “It doesn’t worry me because a certain amount of

S such rivalry is healthy, If we don’t have pride and competition , the boys

might get a bit sloppy, It helps to keep them on their toes,”2° Senator

Kefauver, Tenn. (D), argued that the dispute pointed out the need for a proper

balance beteen the priorities and funds allocated, to the three services,

Representative George Mahon, Tex. (D), Chairman of the powerful House Military

Appropriations Subcommittee, stated that the conflict , “has been brewing under — 

S

the surface and it’s now out in the open; it should have been here before~ it S

should be kept here until the issue is resolved,”21 S

S On the 22nd of May Secretary Wilson called an unexpected news conferenc e

at the Pentagon . The assembled J CS flanked Wilson , sitting glumly by as he

S read an opening statement (a couple of the officers , Taylor among them, were

( wearing their dress white——they had. been attending a White House function

when Wilson preemptorily ordered them to the Pentagon for the press briefing).

The problem was, Wilson began, that , S

S 

Army, Navy and Air Force differences over weapons,
money and missiles had taken on an exaggerated ir,portar.ce
when “eager beaver” service partisans slipted confidential
staff papers to the press...Thore will always ~o sornediffere nce of opinion within and between the services in
connection with military operations . Honest differe nces
and reasonable compotition ...are healthy ~nd will result
in a stronger defense establishment,

It is not good for the country , however , to have these S

differences , scm~ of wh~~i are set forth in conf ~ren~e papers ,
aired on the basis of service partitan~hip withQut giving theproper responsible officers j3.e., the JCSj tha opportunity to S

weigh all the factors involved, 22 -
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Wilson then gave each of the military leaders an opportunity to recant the 
S

They respon ded appropriately and gave a deter mined impression of unity, dis-

avowing any intention to slight the contributio n of their sister services.

On his turn at this public “mea culpa ,” Taylor said he wanted to nai l down

one vital point , “There is no mutiny or revolt in the Army.” He then dis—

avowed as representing “the views of the Army” one of the Army documents

published by the. Tines which had suggested that the inordinate emphasis on

air power would lead. to national disaster, However , a few minutes later , he

reversed himself by saying, “1 don’t disavow anything that has been published,”

Taylor was a meticulous man who always did his homework and was usually

prepared. But in this instance he was caught off-guard and he fumbled ,

Reporters General Taylo r , since, there seems to be so much —

harmony and only some few ruffles of dissent , can you
explain, sir , wny zone of your colonels——I have good reason
to believe that they were in that category ——saw lIt last
week to disseminate documents which tnev Tu r i 4 .~~4 tc ~e
official documents rei resenting ~rmy vtew~ thich are con— S

trary to the accepted views of the J oint Chiefs of Staff . - 
-

VilsOfli I will take a little flip at it first, I think the
eager beavers are gnawing down some of the wrong trees,

Taylor, First, I would like to know who the colonels are.
Reporter, Lcho was ready to shield the colonels if theirf )  boss was no~’ I aon’t know , sir ,

Taylor, Number two, let me make a very sharp distinction
between the views you can get in the hails of the Pentagon.
You can probably get 1,000 views, They are not offic~ai,They are not the views of the Army unless I recommend themS 

and the Secretary approves them, Hence, I could say ~:ith onlya cursory glance at the r~.pers I have been reading, that I
disavow they are the views of the Army.

To a later question concerning the adequacy of the Army’s air support ,
S 

Taylor replied that he thought it could be improved ,~ but that he supported
the present budget which disallowed such increases,23

t 
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A few days before the Wilson press conferences, major changes had

occurred in the Army’s staff , The colonels’ Coordinating Group was die— S

‘anded, their files burned, and they were ordered to take a. vacation, A number

of in-hou se “investigations” were conducted to put an end to the leaks and ’

appease Wilson, Z’tany of the officers were quietly transferred out of the 
S

Pentagon, According to Halberstam, Westmore].and acted as Taylor ’s agent s

“Within the Army command , the colonels were told that Weetmoreland, who was

halfway in and halfway out of the cabal, had assured Taylor that he would

take care of the colonels for him and. clean it all ~~~~~~ ~~ those involved S

in the “Colonels’ Revolt,” only the names of Taylor, Westmoreland and Depuy

are familiar--they’ survived and went on to other matters in the Vietnam War,
S Taylor’s instinct for survival had saved him from Ridgvay’s and Denfield’s

fate, but the cost was high. His initial decision to support the colonel’s

ill-advised public relations campaign wa. poorly thought out , As Ridgway

had demonstrat ed in his tour as Army Chief of Staff , a senior officer had

sufficient congressional and executive forums in which to make his professional

case, if in doing so, he was willing to put his career on the line. However,

once having given the colonels the green light , to have repudiated them under

f” political pressure as Taylor did was a terri ble blow to the officer corp s’ sense

of professional integrity and morale . 25 The message was clear—-an officer ’s

public statements were to reflect his support of administration policies,
S The controversy bad flared out in part because of the inordinate, self—

serving desire of the administration for quiescent “teamwork” among the

military services, Gradually, the value of “going along” with the political

party line and repressing troubl esome professional doubt s would assert itself
S

in the outlook of most senior off icers. As James Reston noted in a prophetic

I column on the controversy, “tea mwork ” and “going along” do not necessarily lead

to sound policy decisions ,
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increasingly guarded , mute , or oblique. The negotive
reaction of Congress and the President probably convinced
his it was a useless exercise to keep pressing for
weapons they weren ’t going to get.27

S Gavi n was disturbed by Taylor’s apparent acceptance of the statu s quo.
- In December, 1957, in testimony before the Senate Preparedness Sub~oasittee,

C~vin urged that the Joint Chiefs of Staff be abolished and replaced by a

“competent career staff of top-notch military officers to provide the S

Secretary of Defense better military advice,” “At present ,” he went on , “the

Secretary of Defense is getting inadequate professional military advice.”
- 

Although his comments were a veiled criticis m of Taylor’s conduct as Ar my Chief

of Staff (Gavin believed that his rival bad “caved-in” to political pressure
S from the executive and was therefore not pressing the Army’s case with

sufficient vigor), he emphasized in subseq~ent ques~~oning that he did not

mean to reflect on any present or past milita ry leaders 28

S 
Th~tee weeks later, on January 5, 1y58, Gavin abruptly announced his I

S retirement, Eisenhower and a number of Gavin’s peers felt that his retirement

was a self -serving ploy to ~~rner a fourth star, Gavin’s supporters feared S

that his retirement was being forced because of his repeated refusal to rein
in his outspoken criticism of administration policies, During the initial

( reaction to Gavin ’s decision to retire , Taylor stayed in the background, He

did not want to give any credence to the false rumor then circulating that

- 
he had engineered Gavin’s departure. S

Gavin was a peculiar maverick with a stubborn sense of professi onal

inte~~ity~ however, he lacked Taylor’s charm, polish , and suaveness, A

driven, intense officer, his passionate convictions often l ead him to overstate

hii case. While Taylor was no doubt relieved to se~ Gavin depart , he realized S

full well the adverse effect Gavin’s resigna tion would have on Army morale,
:(
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sspeciall.y among those officers who felt that Taylor was too such of a

“politician.” There is no evidence whatsoever to indicate that Taylor was

responsible for Gavin’s early retirement, although it i. protable that Taylor

was a factor in Gavin’s decision. Most likely the Army Staff was just too

email for their competing egos. Befor. he loft , however , Gavin vented his -:

spleen and directed some sharp wordz at his superiors. They reveal the

internal strains and pressures that were troubling the Army Staff and creating

morale problems for Taylor.

In announcing his retirement, Gavin reemphasized his concern over

the steady deterioration in the Army and the indifference of the administration

to the Army’s problem. The frustration he felt over the inability of the

Army to achieve adequate funding was genex~ated in par t by his fear that the

USSR was in a position to Surpass the US in the development of ICBI4s (at

S the time the Army and the Air Force shared the US guided missile program). A

Soviet superiority in these weapons,Gavin stated, would probably encourage the

eommunists to risk peripheral limited wars,

Senator Lyndon Johnson asked Gavin to reappear as a witness before his

Subcommittee on Nilitary Preparedness, It was an unusual request , and it proved

- ( highly embarrassing to the administration, In the course of quest ioning,

Gavin told the Subcommittee that he was retiring because he was, “no longer
S 

being considered for promotion and assignment to a more responsible position.”

In the current atmosphere pervading the Pentagon , Gavin claimed, it “did not

S help a man ’s career to be ‘frank and straightforward’ in testimony to Congress,”29

The next day Secretary of the Army Brucker publicly offered Gavin a

fourth star and command of the 7th Army in Germany . It was a remarkable and
.

unprecedented form of polit ical bargaining. Gavin was surprised by the offer

and told the Secretary ho would reconsider his decision to retire, However,
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when he appeared before Johnson’s committee to testify a second day, he

informed the Senators that his decision to retire was finel and that it had
S nbthing to do with a desire for promotion . Gavin had excellent prospects of

employment in the civilian community, The assignment offered was very similar

to the one he had requested and been turned down for in the fall, Brucker’s

offer may have been a shrewd ploy designed to discredit Gavin and undercut S

the political impact of his anti—administration testimony before the Preparedness

Subcommittee. Throughout the weeks his name was in the headlines, Gavin

was under intense psychological pressure and reporters noted that he appeared

to be emotionally exhausted.

During the hearings, Gavin said that he had been severely taken to task

by his superiors (whom he left unident ified) for his testimony before Congress

which bluntl y criticized the administration’s failure to arrest the

S ~~~~~ deteriorating condition of the Army.

I didn’t want to go through another session of Congress
if I couldn’t testify freely... I would not go throug h
another session arid be silent listening to inaccurate
testimony..,I was taught a~ a cadet that a soldier’s duty
is to seek out danger,,,I did that in the war, and I was
determined I was going to do it in Washington,30

Following his retirement , Gavin wrote a harsh cri tique of Esienhower ’s

- 
S 

military policies in a book entitled War and Peace in the S~ace Age. It was ~
sweeping indict ment of President Eisenhower ’s technologic al shortsig htedness

and obsession with fiscal “restraint , ’ He stated that in future limited

wars , mobility would be the key to success and theref ore the Army should begin

an intensive deve1op~ent of the helicopter for a new “sky cavalry” concept .

Many of the technological and tac tical ideas delineated in the book were

realized in the Vietnam War,31

Gavin’s bitter exit eliminated one of the most sigeificant links to the

Ridgway years, In the last year of his tour , Taylor , looking forward to
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retirement and realizing that he would not , after all, become Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs, went public with his dissent, He received considerable

S 

- 

~~ encouragement and political support from Senators Johnson and Kennedy and

other Democratic congressmen who were fastening on to “flexible response,”
the “missile gep,” and “military preparedness” as issues for the upcoming 1960

S - presidential race, Taylor’s outspokenness in 1958-1959 rose with the tide

of congressional criticism that the Democrats orchestrated against Eise ihower ’s
military policies. In March, 1959, testifyi ng on the Fl 60 Army budget before
Johnson’s Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee, Taylor said flatly that

the Army was unprepared to confront the Communists in a conventiona l war , 32
S That same month the three service chiefs sent a critical, memo to Senator -

Johnson in which they detail ed their objectj~ons to the administration’ & FT 60
S 

defense budget, As the powerful Senate Maj ority Leade r , Johnson ’s patronage

of the Joint Chiefs encouraged an unusu al outspoke nness on their r~trt , frenicajj ~ ,
the informal John son—JCS alliance against the President’ s Fl 60 budget soon
fell apart , In their testimony before Johnson ’s committee , the military chiefs
spent more time criticizing each other ’s strat egic programs than they did
objecting to the fiscal limits imposed by Eisenhower. The focus of Johnson ’s
preparedness campaign was dissipated, Oth er congress men began to voice their
concern over the lack of unanimity among the JC S. 33 Congressman Mahon’ s
complaint was typical s

Upon whom can we rely? There is no one to whoa - 

Sthe Congress can turn with co~ipiete assurance that
we can got the right story.)~’

In vain Taylor sought to convince the criti cal legislators that unanimity
S amongst the JCS was not an inherent goods 

S

I think it is a mistake to ju dge effectiveness by
unanimity of opin ion,,, I think these fuc~Ltr~ental
questions~~~f military policy ari J strate~~J must be
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~~ought out , the pros and cons , and a vigor ous
analysis made 80 any broad-minded and inte lligent

(~~ man at the level of Secretary of Defense can see where
-
~~ the right course of act ion lies.

In other words, many times it ià not unaisimity
of Opinion but rathe r a clear , accurate definition

• of the issue which is the greatest contribution these
chiefs can make, 35 5

It was an interesti ng . consent in part because it Contr adicted Taylor ’s long-

standing argument for a. single military chief for all the services who would

be able to bring a harmony and unity to the Joint Chiefs ’ conflicting views,
S Whether Taylor realized it or not , it was a. short step from JCS unanimity to

a single “military party line” that would certainly weaken inter—service

competition , stiff le indp endent professional ju dgments, and encourage a

bureaucracy of military yes-men,

By the time Taylor was -finally elevated to Chairman of the Joi nt Chiefs
of Staff in Octobe r , 1962, the JCS were well on the ir way to being t r r ~’ied
into presidential agents . While Kennedy as a congressman had praised military

- dissent.~rs, as President he was quick to deman d that the Chiefs subordinate
their professio nal opinions to administration guidelines , ~~ Kennedy was

determined that the milita ry chiefs should not use the press or Congressional

p forums as a sounding board for milita ry opinions or recommendat ions that
- conflicted with administrati on policies or provided his partisan foes with

political issues, Kennedy solved one potentia l motivati on to military
dissent by greatly enlarging the defense budget pie and insuring that the

three services received relatively equal shares , In a period of economic
plenty , the Joint Chiefs found it relatively easy to harmonize their differences
with each other and the executive, A second factor that lowered the volume

- 

I and level of the military chief’s dissents and thei r influence was the

ç “McNamaxa Revolution ” in which computers , systems analys is, and a brilliant ,

‘
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aggressive, and arrogant Secretary of Defense steam-r olled old-fashioned

military judgeent.’7 IfcNamara’s managerial and political innovations in the

Department of Defense helped eliminate unnecessary waste, costly duplications,

professional skepticism, and political wisdom, Professional military

intuition gave way before the certainties of calculated rationalism, After

a shaky start , the “NaNamara Revolution” worked brilliantly, achieving one

smooth success after another until it all, came apart under the pr essures of

-
- Vietna m—-a problem it bad not predicted and could not quantify .

Final ly, with the exception of Curtis LeMay , the officers promoted to

the senior officer levels represented a new breed of milita ry pro fessionals ,

They had reached the top by following a standard , prescribed career pattern,

Unable to claim that special distinction and, personal autho rity which is
S 

- the hallmark ot a great battlefield commander , they almost had. to be 
-

“organization men~’ who dutiful ly reflected the dominant values and characte r—

S 
istics of the military esta blishment they were running, It was an increasingly

unified and centralized system that stresse d technical , administrativ e

competence and devotion to the will of the President and his chief civilian

advisor , the Secretary of Defense, The concepts that Ridgway and his

(

5-

~~~~~ 

generation of officers bad stressed--professi onal responsibility, the public S

interest , and a sense of duty to one’s subordinates as well as one’s superiors-—

were still present but no longer para mount . Senior military officers who

were traditionally susceptib le to the mystiqu e of the “Commander—in—Chief ”
became incrc asing].y dominated by it. Where once they had been professional

experts jea loualy guarding their political independenc e and professiona l

autonomy, they now were forced to become (by circu mstanc es and systemic changes

in their own military institutions ) politica l agents and advocates of

presidential policies.

-
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The senior Lt].ita.cy leaders end, ironically, the civilian superiors

who advocated changes in the military advisor’s role, werc both victims of a

subtle form of politicalizat.ton, These modifications , which led to greater
S - 

conver gence between the executive’s external controls and, the military ’s
S 

professional standards, were expected to enhance civilian contro l. and improve

the defense policy process. While they facilitated increased presidential

control of the military at the expense of congressional access to independent

professional militar y views and inter —service policy debates , they also saddled

the President with military policies that were tailored to his prejudices but

which ignored political and professiona l milita ry realities,

There were a handful of senior officers (Ridgway, Gavin, Shoup, Taylor,

Burke) whom Kennedy admired for the ir personal qualities or because they

impressed him as unusually imaginative represen tatives of thei r profession .

But by and large, he thought the “brass” were a ra t)’.~r dull s nrr ’—~i~dc~
group who would give him many political headaches if they were not carefully

S guided. After the Bay of Pigs, his skepticism turned into a thinly veiled

distrust. 39 At the time , the Chai rman of the JCS was General Lemnitzer , a
careful, earnest, but essentially bland staff officer . He had replaced Taylor

S as Army Chief of Staff in 1959, He got on relatively well with Eisenhowe r ,
authored no books nor ventured any public dissent against administration

policies, In one year he made it to Chairman, The Kennedy teas was totally
unimp~?essed with Lemnitzer ’ s cauti ous , passive manner. In the after math of
the Ba~ of Pigs he and the rest of the JCS were treated , in a rather shabby

fashion , 3imply put, the administration used them as convenient scapegoats,~ °

The military chiefs retaliated with their own leaks and were criticized in the 
S

Senate by Symington as “sneaks in uniform,” Senator Core, Tenn , ( D) , called
for the JCS ’s replacement by “new , wiser and abler
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Kennedy was also irritated by the advice of the JCS during the Apri l,

1961 debate over a possible US military intervention in Laos, Some of the

President ’s civilian advisors thou ght Laos would be a splendid place to

demonstrate the new administration ’s toughness in the face of Communist

aggre ssion, There was ta lk of a “surgical strike ” (against what no one said) ,

an airborne landing, or bombing. Decker , Army Chief of Staff , and Lemnitzer ,

with their memorie s of Korea still fresh , advised caution , or if the US did

go in, to go in with everything a].]. at once——tactica l nuclear weapons, a 250,000

invasion force , and strate gic nuclear bombing if the Chinese came in, When

asked about the feasibility of a smaller airborne landing, Leinnitmer said, 
S

“Ye can get them in there , all ri ght , it’ s getting theta out that worries ae. M~2

The price the Chiefs suggested was too high’ and Kennedy’s political instincts

lead him to believe that a Laos intervention was untenable,

( “ i 
Kenned y decid!d +.h ’tt !~e could r~ tong~r trul5t the JCS’s p ofession’J

judgment or their political loyalty to his admini stra tion(the only exception S

was the Marine Corps Cor.mandant, General David Shoup , who did reta in the

President ’s confidence). McNamara’s political authorit y over the J CS was

increased and their role as presid ential. advisors was informally downgraded,

C ) “The President’s relations with other professiona l milita ry m~n / itside of

Taylor and Cavi~ 7 remained at best cool , distant and wary, For practical

purposes , Kenned y received military advice only as it filtered to him through

the civilian Secretar y of Defense, 1 1*3 It was decided that the four carry-over

• Chiefs (Lemnit ser , Decker , White and Burke ) would have to be replaced as soon

as it was politically feasible, In the interim , Maxwell Taylor was recalled

from retirement and installed in the White House as, the President ’s special
S milita ry advisor, Until Kenne dy fina lly eased Lctanitzer out and rep laced him

as Chairman with Taylor , Taylor acted as a de facto single Defense Chief .
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One way the JCS could be made more compatible with the President’s thinking,

his White S House aides told Kennedy, was to persuade the Joint Chiefs to

“broaden” their perspective. At Taylor’s suggestion, Kennedy met with the

Chiefs in May, 1961 and informed them that they were not simply military

S specialists , that they were or should aspire to be “soldier-statesmen” whose

advice must reflect much more than a narrow military perspective. Henceforth

Kennedy said , he expected the Chiefs to structure their military advic e in

such a way that tt incorporated a judicious evaluation of broadgauged economic

and political factors . Kennedy was advising the Chiefs that they could no

longer fall back upon Rid gway ’s concept of military professionalism as an

excuse for giving military advice and opinions that were not in line with

administrat ion thinking. S~ - -

The Kenn edy defense group rejected both the Eisenhower
- 

- view of perm itting the milita ry to set down its requirements S
within stated budgetary h its and Rid~~ay ’s conception
of military proiessionalism that demanded excnption from
the task of having to con3idcr economic and political factors

S 

- 
in deciding military policy.’4~’

The broad conceptualization of the JCS’ s advisory role that Kennedy

deman ded had profound political implications . As the JCS came to accept this

presidential directiv e , their professional autonomy declined . Those who

resisted this principle of extreme civil—military convergence were accused of

advocating the discredited MacArthur doctrine that purely military considera-

tiona should deter mine national securit y policy. Althou gh this charge mis—
S 

represented MacArthur’s true views ,~~ it was a clever strawman that effectively

distorted the traditiona l position of those military officers who continu ed

S to believe that , althou gh the military man should be fully cognizant of the

• political and economic factor s utfocting national security, it was beyond

his cuapetence to evaluate theme that this was the special administrative
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responsibility of his ~ivilian superiors; and that if the senior milita ry

chief modified his professional opinions in the light of non-military facto rs ,

the objective military risks and costs involved in a proposed defense policy

would be obscuied.1~~ A political breadth of view , they feared , would replace

a professional depth of knowledge, If the Joint Chiefs took the “broad view”

they would, be far less likely to dissent from administration policy on

objective professiona l grounds. • -

When Admiral Burke and Air Force Chief of Staff White retire d in 1961,

they were replaced by Admiral Anderson and General LeMay. Both were outspoken ,

independent officers who fiercely rejec ted Kennc’dy’s concept of the JCS role

in government . As witnesses before congressional committees , they did not

hesitate to oppose administ ra tion policy. Unfortunately, both officers were

sealous cold—war ideologues, particularly LeNay, and their “dissents ” were

often marred by partisan prejudices . LeMay continu ed to enjoy the strong

political support of the congressional “Air Force Lobby ” and Kennedy found it

easier to handle LeMay by simply impounding Air Force funds appropria ted by
Congress which he considered excessive, rather than by silencing or replacing
the irr ascible Air Force hero,47 S

Anderson , however , did not have LeMay’ a political contacts or his
prestige. He oppoeed McNa mara ’s ti ght centralization of the Defense Department ,
and he bit terly resented the increasi ng tendency of civilian Defense off icials
to intervene in the details of military operations , The Admiral also con-
plained that the administrat ion ignore d the professional opinions and down-
graded the professional expertise of their military leaders, Althoug h he
consta ntly sought congressi onal support for his dissents, Anderson felt that
Coi~gresa was becoming “the forgotten partner in Civilian contr ol” and that
therefore, military chiefs who publicly opposed administra tion policies would
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be subject to increasingly severe political reprisals by the executive,1~
8

He was quite right. After a stormy two-year tour, Anderson was abruptly

dropped from the JCS in 1963. He was sent off to Portugal as Ambassador

in the hope that his continued association with the administration would

muffle his criticisms, However, he continued to make speeches in which

he warned that the overcentralization of authority in the OSD the

pernicious tendency of the executive “to discredit the voices of military

dissent ” threatened the constitutional system of checks and ba]ances.4~
With the app ointmen t of Wheeler as Army Chief of Staff , and Taylor as

Chairman in October , 1962, Kennedy had two military advisors who fully accepted
his concept of executive civil—military relations. NcNamara continued, his
centralization program, establishing functipnal and .geographic unified

S 
- military commands and DOD level intelligence, supply, and audit agencies

which reported d irectly to the Office of the Secretary of Defena. , The

organizational autho rity of the service chiefs was undercut and circumvented
while the relationship between the milita ry and Congress was weakened.5°

McNamara ’~ ~~~~ was to resolve all policy disputes within the councils of
the execut i~ ~~anch before they reached Congress and ~~ve administration

critics political ammunition to use a~~.inst th ’ President’s policies. Con—
flicting views between the services were allowed, and in some instances,
encoura ged as long as they did not surface in congressio~a1 hearings,

S Representative Carl Vinson , Georgia (D) , Chairman of the House Arme d
Services Committee (HASc) was convinced that ftcNaaara’s policies were threaten—
ing the independe nce of the milita ry services and eroding Congress’ authori ty
over the defense establishment. In August , 1962 ,one of the subcommittees of
the HASC released a report which cri ticized the overcentralization of authority
In the OSD, It warned that as more and more defense decisions were taken ovi r
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by the Defense Secretary and his numerous civilian ~.ssistants, and as

professional military advice was downgraded in the policy process, “lower S

echelods will develop a no-decision or indecisive philosophy.”51

As Chairman of the JCS, Taylor proved to be a valuable ally for McNamara 
- •

/and the President. He: and his protege, General Wheeler , became a major source

of political support for administration policies within the military establish-

sent. Taylor had a considerable influence over the direction Of the government’s

Vietnam policy, Accepting without rescrvation the crubious thesis that the 
S

US must, for the sake of its national urestige, “win” a counterinsurgency war

against the Communists in Indochina, he quickly 1~ecame an unrelenting and

optimistic “hawk” on Vietnam, In November, 1961, Kennedy sent Taylor to

South Vietnam (SiN) to make a political—ail.itary assessment of the situation,

Taylor evidently assumed that the President had conmitted the US to a policy

designed to prevent——at a low co3t +0 the US--a Communist takeover of SVV.

He was aware of the President’s anger at the “minimal price ” tag the JCS had
S placed on a previous administration proposal to intervene in Laos——250,000

troops and tactical nuclear weapons, Taylor was a shrewd administrator who

realized that if ne noped to retaii~i his inf luence in White Rouse circles , his
—5 recommendations should reflect the President’s disinclintation to interven e

with US military forces on a lar ge scale and his enthusiasm for low profile

counterinsurgency measures that would, hopefully, handle the military problem

in SVN at a minimal cost to the US, In contrast, Generals Lemnjtzer and

Decker were slow to comprehend. Kennedy’s impatience with military advice based,

upon -the “never again club” thesis that the US should avoid any military
S intervention with ground forces on the Asian mainland, but if it did inter —

vane, it should do so in a major , overwhelming manner, This had been the

thrust of Ridgway ’s recommendations in 1954 on Indoc hina and. Lemnitmer’s in 1961
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on laos, Both had opposed as militarily untenable counter -recommendat ions

for a very limited, pieceaeaX commitment of US ground forces to the Asian

ai inland, In setting the minimal c3sta of a limited US intervention at such a

re1tt~vely high level, they say have overstated the military risks involved

(althou gh in light of subsequent events in SVN this does not appear to be

the came), but at least they could not be accused of leading their civilian

5 superiors down a primrose path. The politically detached and stark military
- prescriptions of the “never again club” constituted a salutary , cautious

restraint on ill-considered policies that threatened to overcoamit the US to

-. peripheral conflicts irrelevant to American national security interests ,

Taylor’s 1961 report on Vietnam, however, ~as designed to stress those

actions which he thought politically compatible with the President’s thinking

on the subject——keep the military costs low, the US involvement to a minimum ,

and prevent a Communist takeover in SVN. He avoided the mistake the JCS had 
S

made in April when they boldly advised Kennedy to either stay completely out

of laos or intervene with a large 250,000 man invasion force backed up by S

overwhelming air support and tactical nuclear weapons if necessary.52 Taylor

advocated a a convenient gradual, piecemeal approach which avoided confronting

(Th the President with unpleasant and impolitic alternatives suggested by the -

objective political and military realities, i.e., in SVN the US was faced with

a rapidly deteriorating political-military situation that could be reversed

only by a substantial military intervention with ground forces on a scale that

was probably out of all proportion to the American strategic interests involved,

Thus, Kennedy and Taylor were faced with the difficult dilemma that eisenhower

and Ridgway had confronted in the 195k Indochina crisis, The US could avoid 
S

a political defeat onl y by committing itself to a ma jor , if limited, ground war

( 
‘. In Southeast Asia, a war , whose military and political costs were certain to be
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high--potentially higher than the ‘sly. ~ t~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~ 
-

Fortunately Eisenhower had lidgisy’s ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~
‘V

of the military price of interventios sad the ts- -t~ - s~ IIe~~ -~~~~~~~ -~

accept the lesser of the two evils--the ssta~3~-’i g- 1 ~~~~~ a 
— 

-

North Vietnam, Kennedy however tad a aiatscmi. s~~~%~~s~ ,. ~~
- 

— and the ever-confident Max tell Tayler as his ~~~~~ ~~~~~ .tmr• .-~

- I was not asked to revies the eb3~~tt~.s ~~~~ 
-

but only the t~eans being ~~~~usc for ~~~~~~~
- a’ ~-- -‘

question was how to chsnes a icaitig y ‘~~~~ “ ~~~~
- -

not how to call it offf ,))

Taylor ’s report to the President rsc — - - -  a -

S American aid effort. It also urged the ‘ liii, ~~~~~~~~~ %m~~~ ~~~ 
-
~~~

troops (and gradually more as needed) to W.vt~e os ~~~~

the South Vietnamese Army (ABYN) and to asrie as a -

S determination to help the South Vietnea.~e o~~rees.~ ~~~~~t -  • a. - - -

While he noted in passing the danger s involv.~ ir ~~~~~~~~~~ a •~~- - ~~~~~~~~

— 
S - intervention (a weakening of the US stra t.~ic ~~~~~~

S peripheral area , an increased commitment o £ z i ~~~ ~~~~ P

ally, the initiation of a possibly open-eni~ d m~~ ~ary ‘~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- __

-

possible Increase in tensions in Southeast k~1a k~~~taq ~~
Taylor carefully played them dc wn and 5tssd the ~~~s ~~, . ~~
intervention,

The size of the US force introduced ~~~ ~~ ~ 1~~

provide the military pre&en~€ r.ec~~sa.a -y t. • - -

desired effect on rat icna i acral - .r ~~ . 3?a~ . - -
S opinion .,.

As an area for the operations r~f ~~
S an excessively dIff~c’~1t or Wit.L C~~I*fl L ~~~~~~~ 

-

The risks of bace~ing into a ~.ajst Asic..~ - -

SVN are present b~.at n~,t. i’~pren~ivv~. ~~~ ~ *yulnerable to corricnt ~r~l ai~~~ ’, a ~~~~~~~~
be exploited dipi at~ca i.ly ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ a~e- .~~

SVN. Both the ~~ L• -~ rth vjetr s .F~j  ta~ — - - -

, , face severe logistical dif ~~~~~ In t ry . -
a strong force in the field ir. ~~~~~~~~~~ - -

~~- . S
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fearing a ma~s onslaught of Communist manpower into SVN
and its neighboring states , particularly if our airpower is
allowed a free hand against logistical targets. Finally,
the starvation cond.itions in Cnina should discourage
Communist leaders there from becoming ailitari ~y venture-
some for some time to come,SS J mphaais adde4/

Taylor’s optimistic, self-confident assessment provides a sharp constrast with

the wary , skeptical attitude that characterized a similar report on a proposal

for US military intervention in Indochina made by Ridgisy in 1954, Notwith-

standing the many different contextual variations in the two situations, one

cannot ignore the tragic myopia of Taylor , the renowned “soldier-statesman ,”

or fail to appreciate the sound judgment of Ridgway, who limited himself to

stra ight forward military evaluationsi “When Ridgway in 195k in~restigated the

S possibility of US troops in Indechina, he maximized the risks and minimized

tha benefitsi now Taylor was maximizing the benefi~s and minimizing the
S 

risks,~
6

Aside from the gross errors in the political eva Luations he included in

his report, what is curiously odd , considering his brilliant military

reputation, are the flaws in Taylor ’s military judgment, The Korean War

vividly revealed the serious limitations of air power as the decisive weapon

in an infant ry war against an elusive Asian peasant army.5’
~’ Certainly air

power was helpful, but it was not a practical substitute for very large

numbers of US ground forces and concentrated artillery fire. In retrospect it

seems incredulous that Taylor, the last commander of the 8th Army in the

S Korean War, believed that the Communist forces in Indochina were “extremely

vulnerable” to conventional bombing. Coming from an Air Force general , such

ignorance, while deplorable, might be excusable, In Taylor’s case it is not,

Kennedy was alarmed at Taylor ’s proposal for P~dest intervention with

__  US comba t troops and quickl y bur led that portion of the report while carefull y

circulating thoso recommendations which addressed the social and political S

S —3Ae6—
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aspects of the Vietnam problem,58 Taylor ’s prescriptions echoed the revised

views of the JCS who had belatedly come to realize that a new military party

line which stressed counterinsurgency, the piecemea l commitment of US military - 

S

advisors to SYN. and carefully orchestrated forms of military escalation ,

was now in vogue. The candid , realistic military assessment of “the never

-. again club” were politically out of tune in an administration which took great 
S

pride in its ability to “fine tune” military force requirements to the most

ill-defined political objectives . From the fall of 1961 on, senior military 
S

leaders became increasingly receptive to Taylor’s delusionary thesis that the

US could and should defeat the Communist rebels in SVN through a relatively

restricted , limited and politically inexpensive commitment of US ground and

air forces . The relative ly few milita ry d?ubters who, thoug ht the old concepts

of “the never a~~in club” still made professional sense were accused of failing

to consider the non-military factors that structured the situation, S

) In addition to the personal respect he enjoyed in executive councils

as the most sophisticated military officer of his gonera tion, Taylor ’s influence

over the government’s Vietnam policy was also enhanced by the personal

military network he was rapidly building up. Even before he became Chairman

S of the JC S, Taylor’s associates and former proteges began to receive the key

assignments in the military buroau~racy, especially that portion oriented to

S 

the Vietna m problem. In 1962 , a few months after Taylor recommended a re-

organization of the US Military Mission in Vietnam , Lieutenant General Paul

Markins , a trusted friend of Taylor ’ s , was assigned to Saigon as Chief of the S

new US military mission. Rarkins had a undistinguished reputation as a

capable , “diplomatic” staff officer . He and Taylor had been cadets together
S

at West Point and their careers had often crossed in later years. When Taylor

I
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was Superintendent of the Military Academy, Harkins was his Commandant of

Cadets; during the Korean War he served with the 8th Army as Taylor’s Chief

S of Staff , Harkins, with no special qualifications for the difficult task

ahead other than him personal loyalty to Taylor , went off to Vietnam and

served there for two disasterous years without developing any appreciation of

-- the complex factors involved in the

Before Harkins was chosen , there had been some speculation that ~ acr e

innovative unconventional officer like General William Yarborough or Colonel

Ray Price, both of whom had considerable experience in the type of political-

military warfa re developing in SVN would be sent to Saigon. These men , how—

-ever , were not rart of the Taylor team and, unlike Harkins , they may not have
- p arroted Taylor’s optimistic views on Vietrz~a, If )~ark ins served Taylor

- well, he served the military profession and his country poorly ,

S His two main distinc tions during his years of service
in vietnam wouid. be , rirst, that his reporting consistently

- aisled the President of the United States , and second that - 
-

it brought him to a point of strug gle with a vast nu~ccr of 
Shis field officers who tried to f’ile realistic (hence

pessimistic ) reports, But even here the fault wa.s not
5 necessarily Harkinz ’, In all those years he felt that he

was only doing what Nax Taylor wanteo., and there was con-
siderable evidence that this was true, that his optimism

S reflected back-channel directives from Taylor ,59

Others, such as Wheele~,, Weetmoreland , and Coodpaster, benefited from

Taylor ’s influence and, rose to pree minent positions in the milita ry dur ing

S the Vietnam War, Like their patron , they discounte d any professio nal military

doubts they had and became optimistic political advocates of ill-defined 
—

milita ry policies.

Personal newtworls in the military profess ion are not , per Se , undersirable.
— In the past , marty have been quite beneficial , both for the count ry and the

profession, e.g., Pershing’s, Marshall’s, Ridgway’s. They have cultivated and

passed on a tradition of imaginative , innovative and judicious military 1eadarship.

S 
- S
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What is most unforturate about Taylor’s network is that it was made up of

fl mediocre, vacuous conformista~ They were f or  th. most part military officers

who . followed narrowly-prescribed career patterns and accepted without question

the faddish military and political ideas of the times, Their minds were set

in the ideologicaL concrete . ot the Cold War. Like MacArthur, Taylor had a

strong penchant for subordinates who were loyal , su~~issive and remarkably

inept.

S Taylor and his proteges helped build a military bur eaucracy whose cardinal

rule was to anticipate the prediliction of the President and then to give him

the advice he desired, Conformity became the hallmark of the Taylor network,

At a critical time when the government desperately needed, the counsel of

independent-minded military professional~, - ~it was saddled with a bland

collection of milita ry bureaucrats who were psychologically incapable of
making the detached , critical , eva1t~att on! ~o o sontial to j~ Lt~luus military

- 

- 
policies,

-

. As Chairman of the JCS (1962-19611), Taylor adopted the advocatory

administrative style of his old nemisis, Admiral Radford, Acting as the chief
military agent of presidential policies, Taylor urged, and in some cases
pressured , the Joint Chiefs to adapt the ir professional views to the

S perspectives of administration policies, He also came to believe that only
those senior officers who were compatible with the President’s way of thinking S

and acting should be appointed to the JCS and, that, if necessary, a new
President should gradually purge the JCS of those members who continued to
be unsympathetic to adminis tration policy objectiv es, It was clear that, an
informal “military party line” was being laid down 

~‘2~ that Taylor was to be
chief enforcer within the military establishment, Those oilicers , like Anderson , S

who resisted White House guidance and carried thei r dissents to Congress would
be quietly eased out, Taylor, the celebrated “dissenter” of the I~jsen,’hower
Chiefs who had, according to the New Frontier’s incorrect account , resigned
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his office on a matter of professional principle in order to carry his fight

(b
e~ to the pab1i’~ now became President Kennedy’s military “whip.” For all the

criticisms that Taylor and Kennedy had made in the 1950’s of Eisenhower’s

“intolerance” of military chiefs who declined to endorse presential policies

they believed were militarily unsound ,60 it turned out that Taylor and

Kennedy also wanted yes-men on their JCS . Unlike their predecessors , how-

ever , Kennedy and Taylor eventually succeeded in getting a co*parativ~1y

quiescent JCS.

Describing his apparently changed concept of the JCS ’s proper role in

government, Taylor writes in hiSS 1972 autobiography,

With the opportunity to observe the problems of the
President at closer range , I have come to understand the
importance of an int imate , easy relati onship, born of
friendship and mutua l regard, between the Pr esident and
the chiefs, The Chairrian should be a true believer in
the foreign policy and military strategy of the adininistra —
tion which he serves or , at least , feel that he ann Ms
co1lea~ue~ are assured an attentive hearing on those 

6S matters for which the Joint Chiefs have a responsibility, 1.

Althou gh Taylor’s 1960 book, The Unc~rtain rj~r~t, received favorable
attention as a valuable if harsh critiq ue of Eisenhower’s military policies
and, while it certainly enhanced Taylor’s reputation as a military chief who
had risked his career to make a much-nee ded “dissent” on a matt er of pro-

S 

fessional principles, this senior military “dissenter,” unlike his predecesso r ,
Ridgway, was not unsympathetic to the idea that tho Jo int Chiefs , or at least
the Cha xman, should tailor professio nal judgments to the administration’s
official line t

- 
A Secretary o~’ Defense needs a str ong Chairman to direct.

the work of the Chiefs , to keep their noses to the grindstone,and to extract from them timely advice and recommendations—-preferably of a kind which can be accepted and avproved with-out embarrassment, Advice can be unt.~].atiblo and unwajccme• particularly if it. rur.a afoul o± political ar.d economic con—cideratioxts which the adnthist.ratjon t~olds In i reat store,
A Secretary will look to the Chairman to prevent this kind of
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advice and to bring forth harmonious views on appropriate
subjects which can be used in support of the Department’s
prograss,62 S •

~~i the surface , it was an odd view coming from an officer who had

bitterly crit icized the Eisenhower Administration for its insistence on a monistic

“‘tiltary party line.” It is also indicative of the paradoxical nature of

this complex officer’s character. It may be that Kennedy was not unaware of

Taylor’s views on the proper role of the Chairman--views which were distinctly

different from those of Ridgwa.y and Gavin, That be! ‘~ the case, it is doubt-

ful that Kenned y was under anj misapprehension that •~ getting Taylor to

join his administration, he was getting another kidgway , Independent military

skeptics like Ridgway, Gavin and Shoup were admired-- at a distance—by Kennedy, S

Like most pr esidenta , he overemphasi zed the potential threat they posed to

his polit~csl interests and undervalued the judicious contributions they could

make to the policy process , 
S

C Thoughout his tour as Chair man, Taylor kept the Joint Chiefs’ dissents
• 

- 
to a minimum, His testimony on Capitol Hill blunted much of the military’s -~

criticism that did surface in Congress . As one observo r has noted, during

Taylor’s tour and thereafter ,

,,,only those senior milita ry officers who kept their
differences “in-house ” and accepted the concept of reach—
ing decisions via military—political-ec onomic integration
got promoted, 63

At least Kennedy realized that he and Taylor were emasculating the JCS ,

S for he usually treated their advice with the heavy skepticis m it deserved, His

successor , Lyndon John son , followed Kennedy’s example and surrounded himself

with military sycophants recrui ted by Taylor . John son , however , made the

mistake of th ating the J oint Chiefs’ policy advice as if it carried the weight

of professional detachment , Ultimately the military professi onals failed the
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count ry and the President in Vietna m because they had been guided by an
55 assortment of promotion policies, political pressures, institutional

,, ~ constraints , and prescri bed career patterns, to support , without reservation,
administration poucies and to sublimate any inclination to make a critical,

independent evaluation of such policies on professional military grounds,

ithen , as was usually the case in Vietnam, the milita ry forces authorized by

the President were incommensurate with or inappropriate to the ambiguous policy

objectives established , there was no senior military officer in the government

who was motivated by a sense of professional responsibility to point out to
S 

- the emperor that he was not wearing any clothes . 
S

The military’s senior officers became, like their civilian superiors
and. counterparts, primarily concerned with maintain ing the approval of their
administrative superiors and organizational peers rather than with developing a
critical insight to the problems at hand. In catering to Johr~ on ’ s mania for

(
~) policy consensus and group cohesiveness, the Joint Chiefs consciously discounted

and unwisely censored their professional doubts.

Taylor ]eft the Joint Chiefs in l96~e to become the American Ambassador
to SYN and after a frustrating year returned to Washington to serve out the rest

5 

- (
~ 

at Johnson’s term as a special advisor to the President. He spent a good deal
S 

of his last years in government defending the administration ’s crumbling Vietna*
policy before congressional and public audiences . His reputatio n as a br illiant
soldier—statesman and judicious military advisor was ravaged, Towards the end ,
he began to sound like a Democratic NacArthur——railing agaInst the “indecisive
use of military power ,” “unheroic images,” “selective and slanted reporting”
which “spread defeatism among the tenderminded. at home1” and, the need, to “silence

-

~~ future critics of war by executive order,”64

r
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Ironically , what Taylor thought was an importc.nt personal asset prove d

to be his undoing on the subject of Vietna m. In discussing his 196k assign.
ment to Saigon as Aa~assador , Taylor viewed himself as a missionary who

understood the task at hand and. believed in it,

It was an enormous advantage for a missionary to be 
S

a true believer and I was. Unhappily , during the Johnson
Administration , there were many supporters of the President
in key positions related to Vietnam policy who were not 

SS true believers , and both the individuals and the policy
S suffered from the fact,65

When Maxwell Taylor retired for the first time in 1959 , William S. White
in an article entitled “The End of the Old Army,” viewed Taylor’s departure
as a radical changing of the guard that would result in “profound, alterations
not only in the Army, but eventually in the very way the country feels and
thinics about its military establishment,~~ 

S

The “changing of the guard” ~as indeed an important watershed in the S

Army’s or~~nizatioral history, It mar~ced a transition from the quasi-
independent leadership style of the military professional to the more
dependent leadership style of the milita ry bureaucrat, Taylor ’s leaders hip

• style combine d elements from both the profess iona l and bureaucratic types
althoug h he clearly leaned towards the latter, Therefore , Ridgway’s

C’ retirement in 1955 , or perhaps Gavin’s in 1958, marks the break between
the “old” and the “new” Army, Seoond],y, the “profound alterations ” in the
Army , specifically the radical change in senior leadership models, is more
properly attributed to Taylor’s actions rather than his departure, In fact ,
Taylor is the true architect of the “new” Army , Taylor is an enigmatic and
difficult officer to assess , primarily because he was the transitiona l figure
between two opposite military leadership styles, He symbolized many of the
professional traditions of the “Old Army” in which, “men were capable of free

( will , and theri~fore of a sense of sin , remorse , and compass ion ,” a profession
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“made up of generalists and., curiously, a staggering number of individualis ts,

It valued peace sore than any other service--a nd more than nearly arycivilian--

because it really understood what war was. Yet at the same time he was

cultivating the antithetical characteristics of the military bureaucrat—

ad*inb~ative identification with the President , ideological commitment,

political advocacy of executive policies, the acceptanc e of extre me S

military convergenc e, the subl imation of professional judgments, and. careful

deference to the values of monocratic-hierarch al loyalty .

A. a member o-f the President ’s inner circ le of’ advisors during tLe 1960’s,

Taylor became politically and personally committed to administration pt~ .~.cies

and the men he served . No dcubt he enjoyed the special political prestige

that accrues to White House intimates, Within his profession , Taylor’s

remarkable reputation as an innovative administrator , heroic battlefield

commander, and military intellectual earned hIm widespread respc~ct and ~rcat

C influence, However, his personal style, which was austere, reserved , and

somewhat professional, set him apart from his colleagues, His relationship,

with subordinates ladei the emotive sense of comradeship traditionally

characteristic of senior general officers (and frequently feigned). This

cool , analytic , neticulous general was rarely described as a “soldier’s soldier,” 
S

He got on particularly well with the urbane, sophisticated, ‘action—

intellectuals” that made up the New Frontier set in part because he seemed so

unlike the traditional Army general, It may be that Taylor was more at home

in the senior civilian political circles he gravitated to in the sixties than

he had been in the ranks of the military elite, However , Taylor’s actions in

the 1960’s, particularly his efforts to broaden the perspectives of his
military subordinates , should not be written off as the cyni~~l conduct of an
overly ambitious senior ofTical who found it personally expedient to exchange
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professional for political authority, Bather, Ta~y1oD’ a behavior , and one 
S

might add, his errors, can be attributed to the fact that in embracing the

personalities, the goals, and the proble ms of the presidents he served so
• faithfully and at such a great personal cost, Taylor abandoned, perhaps un-’

consciously, the professional soldier’s traditional sense of detachment and

skepticism, Although he was often publicly identified with the tradition of

professional autonom y and political detachment epitomized by Ridgway , Taylor

ultimately rejected it and was instrumental in replacing this traditional
- SI

orientation with a more dependent, bureaucratic one,

General Taylor was reputed to be a very sophisticated officer who understood

the subtleties and interre lation~thips of the most complex political—military

problems, However, his performance in both the Cuban Missile Crisis and the

Vietnam War are distinguished by a noticeable lack of foresight.~~ In both

cases he displayed the inflexible attitude of’ the Co).d War Ideologuc and the
( ) zealous confide nce of the hawkish advisor who is out to vindicate treasured

but ill-considered hypotheses of action , For a military pr ofessional , he had a

surprisingly mypoic understanding of the iS’s long-r ange strategic interests .

He never advanced the argument that what happ ened in Southeast Asia was irrelevant

to America ’s global military posture, or that if the US committed itself

without reservation to the defense of SVN (as Taylor advised) such an involve- —

sent might lead to a dangerous misallocation of US military power and thereby

• indirectly threaten Aater~ca’a strateg ic interests , If he harbored. such doubts,
his pri mary concer n with the political and psychological aspects of the Vietnam

conflict caused him to discount them,

While he did sake a valuable arid critical tilitjry evaluation of the

inherent illusions that flawed Eisenhower’s “massive retaliation” strategy, he
was incautiously sanguine about the effectiveness of a “flexible response
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strategy,” conventional bombing, counterinsurgency operations, or limited war

to bring about desired complex political objectives. In abort , Maxwell Taylor

was an articulate, knowledgeable, but essentially injudicious military advisor.

Unfortunately, there is a certai n amount of truth in Averel l Harriman’s

acerbic description of General Taylor,”He is a very ha ndsome man , and a very

impressive one , and he is always wrong. “~~~~~ -

In the bureaucratized officer corps that Taylor helped fashion , there was

no roos for potential Ridgways , Gavins , or Shoups, Consequently, there S

S were no senior level military dissents against the foolish , deceptive policies

that plunged the US into the Vietna m debac le and kept it there for eight
- - -ruinous years , The officers Taylor boosted were a hard -working group of

self-effacing functionaries who ended up being held, responsible for a gradual 
S

military eácalation and piecemeal ~ar of attrition that they never believed

in and which they privately thought was Professionall y s~~~i lese,’1° Ho .evcr , S

because they had been trained to give “compatible advice” and to keep their

professional doubts “in—house ” , the Joint Chief s did. not challenge the

fundamental validity of these policies or reveal, to Congress the full extent

of their professiona l misgivings . -

S 

They managed the longest war in US history and for the most part their -:

names are unknown, Their jud geents and predict ions were politica lly compromised

S and abysma lly Inaccura te, Yet in light of the desire to bureaucratize the
— 

- military officer corps and adapt it to an extre me model of civil -military

convergence , this is prec isely the sort of professional military advice the
civilia n leaders in the executive deserv ed, As Ridgway warned , the self-
eutordination of the senior military, advisor ’s professional judgme nt to
Specified politica l-econonje guidance and the corolla ry politica l requirecent
that service chiefs publicly indorse milita ry policies althoug h they believe

V them to be pro fessionally unsound , inevitably leads to a sterile form of
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of administrative cant ormity. Part of the tragedy of the Vietnam period is

- that the senior military leaders’ excessive administrative conformity and 
S

lack of professional autono my was self-induced, Had they held. President

Johnson’s feet to the fire in 1965 - by forcing upon him and Congress an

independent , detailed , professional analysis of what a military intervention

in Southeast Asia would realistcaUy cost , they might have , as Ridgway did

- in 1954, demolished the narrow, self —serving illusions that so often pave

- • the way to political disaster . They did not of course , and for that collective

failure Taylor is indirectly respons ible . 
-
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Th~ JOI NT C}LIEFS AS MILITA RY BUREAUCMTS

0 -

4 ~ Thylor’s legacy to the military chiefs was revealed in the fateful

decision the Johnson administration made in the spring of 1965 to ~~gin a
• gradual introduction of US combat troops into Vietnam, General Earl Wheeler,

a long-time staff officer and Taylor protegI, was the Chairman of the JCS ,

He had replaced Taylor the previous summer,

Wheeler had made his reputation in key staff assignments in the late

fifties--Chief of Army Strategic Planning, Assistant Chief Of Staff for

Operations, and in 1960 , Director of the Joint Staff, He was described, as a

skillful but relatively unknown officer who was on Taylor ’s “wave length” and

who had impressed McNamara as an unusually intelligent milita ry officer “with

- 
a feeling for facts as well as tra ditio n, ”1 

-

S

Since the Tonkin Gulf incident in August 19611, the Joint Chiefs anr~
Ambassador Taylor had been urging Johnson to expand the US military presence

in Indochina and begin a major bombing campaign against NVN, The critical

question of what the US should do if the bombing failed to reverse the

Communists’ increasing political and military successes, was studiously

(Th avoided, The gradual escalation program the US was following in SVN was based
on a series of circumspect , low-profile military measures that many senior
American officeia]. were certain would lead to the defeat of the Communist

insurgents in the near future, In fact , these convenient , inexpensive , military
panaceas (the advisory effort, the strategic hamlet program, and the celebrated
counterinsurgency operations) were remarkably ineffective , The impolitic - 

S

truth remained unsaid——they were irrelevant to the objective political and
S S

military realities of the Indochina War, Their prinary effect was to temporarily
delay the deterioration of/ :dministration’s Vietnam policy. These measures

- 

spared the President from having to face the harsh bet inevitable political

-~~ - -
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decision of choosing between two n,4s~irab1. .is*a~, Ut —

either letting North Vietnam establish hs~~~~~ s’~~r ~~~ -- —

the US to a major limited war comps*sbl. in ~~~ s~~ - ~~

in an uncertain effort to shore up the Sssth ViM&... o~~ mmj i.- —

- - — destroy the major portion of the Co’~~~its’ att’t.ary ~~~~~~~~~~~~

The carefully restricted bombing ~~ psi~ i 1 t  ~~~~~~~~
-- 

~~~~~~~~~~

February 1965 , was designed to be another lss.-hey • ~~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~ 
-
~~~~~~~ 

- -.

that would, the Johnson administration hu~sd. ~~~~~ ~~ *a ~~~~~~~~ - -

had failed. Again, however, the allocated militery a—— 
~~~~~~

-

surate with the ambiguous and aabitiowo politica’ .t~~~~ t

_demonstrate the American politica l cowaitnesi t. (~~~~~~me ~~~- - -

to halt its infiltration of troops into the Sssth to -
~~~~~

both North and South, to accept a secure non-Com .met

other words, the American governaent ism oremarud ta ~~~~~‘ ~~~~~~~~

•J price in order to pressure the North Vi•tr~a... tea. ~~~~~~~~ a ~~~~~~~~~~~~

defeat,

This “slow squeeze”, piecemeal ‘ass ~~ sir po~~i , ief~~~eø. ~m..

confused and equivocal appr cach to the war, It vts~~t~~ ~~~~~~~ ‘ -~

assessment of what tempo of air strikes wo~ild bo r~~*tr~~ re — -

have a meaningful military effect, and it did mmt dine mee ~~~~~~~~~~
militarily, the North from its determin ed cowaitassi em ~~~r

Communist regime, However, it did reflect Pr..j~~~t ~~~~~~
his partisan interests by keeping the ‘n—sat ie poi1U~~,. -; — -

at a minimu m, The J CS , realizing th. futility .( s~~~~s ~~~~~~~~~~
bombing, pressed for less restrict ed air op.rsti.ea. 

• 
~~~~~~ —

not to suggest that the President’s policy M t  bo

( both a military and political perspective. £
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When John son’s “Working Group ’ had drawn up the plans for the proposed
•eusfained reprisal” bombing campaign , Wheeler had reminded, the civilian

- 
(P advisors that US troops would, be needed in SYN to provide lase security for

American aircraft. Significantly , this admonition was excluded from the
final draft of the position paper that V. Bundy drew up for the President,3

Now with the bombing campaign under way and failing to do anything but solidify
the political will of the North and caus e them to increase the rate of NVA
infiltration into SYN , the Joint Chiefs declined to raise the unpleasant ,

S taboo subject of the US ground troops that would shortly be needed to pr otec t
US air tases in SVN.

As for the men who should have known better—- that onestep might lead to the other , that there was a Rub icon
S and that with the bombing they h$ to assume that they

were crossing it—-men like Taylor and the Chiefs , they
were in no hurry to bring it up and make the President - 

Slive with it .,.The entire bombing decision was coaplete
and full as far as bornbing went, an~ ~ j ’~o’~t t:t.~.I1y un--
realistic as far as the true implications went, theimplications of getting into a real. war, There was an
unofficial decision on the part of the principals not tolook at the rea l ~iarkness to protect the President from
what might be considered ur~pleasant realitie5, not ~toask the hard questions,4

A secret decision was made in March and April 1965, to introduce US
coatat troops Into SVN in order to forestall an imminent Communist military
victory in the South , The JCS had reason to believe that the slow pace of the
buildup, the piecemeal character of the deployment , and the re lative ly limited
numbers involved,wou]4 dissipate the overal l military effectiveness of the
US action, Yet , they quietly settled for what the President would allow
and carefully kept their campaign for more troops in-house. Although the fund-
amental nature of the US Commitment -and the militar1r’s ground mission in SVN
had been radically altered by the President’s decision, the Joint Chiefs

~~

, 

,

— dutifully parroted the deceptive administrat ion line that America’s Vietnam

16o- 
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policy remained unmh~flgid. There is no indication that the

C~
) senior military leades, the elite of a profession which prided itself

on its special code of honor and non-partisan concept of duty to country,

felt obliged by a sense of profeslional responsibility to advise either

Congress or the public of the radically new character of US military operations

--in SVN , and the pro bable implication s that this change would have for the

American people.

With the gradual intervention of US ground forces , the Joint Chiefs

expected that the bombing campaign would be substantially expanded. However ,

Johnson was reluctant to app ly US conventional air power to its full extent,

He was also deeply worried that the combination of American troop interventions

and increased bombing would give undue pub lic prominence , domestic and inter-

national , to the stepped-up pace of American military action in Indochina,

Cons~quent1y , he refused to expan d the bo~bIn . AgaIn tho J CS refrainad from y~4zi~ -

ing out to the President the illogical nature of his decision which had

the contradicto ry effect of increasing the American military commitment while

dissipating its effective strength. Only two senior government officials S

suggested the ominious truth-—that J ohnson ’s equivocal , confused policy of

(‘\ escalation would lead to disaster .

McCone , Director of Central Intelligence, expressed the view that it was

inconsistent for the US to commit its ground troops to SVN without substantially 5

increasing the tempo of the air campaign being carried out against NVN. If

US combat troop s hoped to defeat enemy forces in SVN , then the North , which

CIA reports clearly indicated had not suffered appreciable damage from the

level of bombing that had been authorized to date , ~hould be subjected to

a bombing campaign carried out with minimum restraint . Unless this was done ,

McCone wrote, the enemy would simply escalate its infiltration rate and increase

the milita ry pressure on US forces in South Vietna m with the result that ,
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we will find ourselves mired down in coa~at in the -

3ungle in a military effort that we cannot win , and -

II
~ 

from which we will have extreme difficulty in extract-
ing ourselvess .. -

- II we are unwillin g to take it this kind of a decision
now, we must not take the actions concerning the mission
of our ground forces for the reasons I have mentioned,.,5

George Ball, on the other hand, urged the President to recognize that

in Vietna m, the “US was pouring its resources down the drain in the wrong

place ” and therefore should cut its losses and get out ,6

Pros the start of the US troop buildup , the Joint Chiefs based their plans

- - on what they thought they could cajole out of the President , not on what

their professional judgment indicated the military situation req uired . More-

over , the military feared that if the objective situa tion required a US military

-: - response that exceeded the adzinistratton’~ policy guidelines , the President

might follow Ball’ s advice and throw in the towel or worse—-ac cuse his military

advisors of overest3n~it ing the ~ilIt.tr ~’ dan ors for tho~,r ,...ra p~ro.hial
S organizational interests, Consequently, there was a concer ted effort by the

milita ry bureaucracy to make the facts coming out of Vietnam confor m to the

administration ’s indicated policy. When it became clear that the President

was prepared to send some troops to SVN, Vestaoreland’s military intelligence 
S

staff in Saigon initiated a detailed study of the North Vietna mese’s reinforce —

sent capa bility . Logically , if the US was to intervene with ground troops, the

number of American troops sent over would be based , in part, on the expected

number of enemy troops that were expected to be encounter ed, The conclus ions S

of the intelligence estimate app alled the staff ot’ficers , After everything

was doublechecked, it still turned out that NVN had an unusually large Army

and an unexpectedly stro ng capability of reinforcing its forces in the South,

To counter these stunningly high levels of enemy troops , the U~ would need to

C’ send far more soldiers than the President ’s gudelines contemplated. The problem

was solved by simply scaling down the intelligence study’s figures.7 On paper
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at least , this made the NVA’ s reinforcement capac~ ty and capability more

C) compati ble with Washington’s thinking on the subject . Throughout the Vietnam

War, the military bureaucracy was addicted to the convenient , if fallacious,

• solutions made possible by the prostitution of its own intelligence reports —

and professional recommendations, Both were frequently tailored to the known

- prejudices of administrative superiors, A speculation from the Pentagon P~pers

seems uncomfortably accurate s

It can be hypothesized , that from the outset of the
American buildup, scw military men feit that winning
a meaningful victory in Vietnam would require something
on the order of one million men,

Knowing that this would be unacceptable politically,
it may have seemed a better bargaining strategy to ask
for increased deployments incrementally, , . it would indicate
that MA CV’s plan of what to do was derived from what would
be available rather than the requirement for manpower

5 derived from any clearly thought out military plan.a S

Despite the military intervention that was slowly escalating in the spri ng

C’ - of 1965, and. the oiainious jump in the weekly casualty rates, it was very

important for Lyndon Johnso n to maintain the political illusion that the US

was not going to war in Southe ast Asia . If the public prof ile and the budgetary

costs of the military involvement became too high , congressmen unsympathetic

to the President ’s Great Society Program would be able to use the war issue as
- - a political rallying point . The financial and human costs of the war would

then be used as an effective political excuse to vote down expensive social
S legislation , -,

I - 

For this and other political reasons --fear of alarming the electorate ,

a desire to avoid the impression that the military was dominating the policy

process , and apprehension over the possible reactions of Russia and China—-

Johnson refused to call up the Reserve s or mobilize the National Guard for
Vietna m duty . The announcement of this negative decision in July shocked the

-

) 

Jo f~~ Chiefs. In a . conversation with the President in June , Wheeler had

.16,-
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informed Johnson that the number of US troop. needed in Vietna m would depend

(‘) on what the administration wanted to , e • g. • 750,000-1,000,000 men in combat

for seven years to drive the enemy out of SYN, Johnson quickly made it clear

that this was not a politically expedient figure or one that he wanted his

advisors to conside r . Therefore Wheeler carefully scaled down the costs by

advising the President that everything could be fine-tuned to the “different

gradations and different levels” that the administration had in mind,9 Never—

theless , by July 1965 , three divisions were in or on their way to Vietnam, which

was swallowing up the milita ry’s resources at an unexpectedly rapid rate , in

part because the North Vietnamese , as predicted but not reported , were

escalating at a faster rate than were the US-ARVN forces ,

The JCS had asked the President to issue an executive order declaring

• a state of national emergency and to follow it up with a request to Congress

to approve a joint resolution authorizi ng the induction of the org~nimed Reserve.

McNamara suggested a figure of 235,000 men, Without a call—up, the Army knew

-~ it would eventually have to cannibalize the 7th Army in Germany and the National

Strategic Reserve in order to meet its milita ry requi rements in Vietnam, which ,

from a global perspective , was a purely peripheral theater , Such a nal-

proportioned commitment. of US forces was a dangerous threat to national security .

In every respect , the “modest” intervention in Indochina was beginning to place

serious destabilizi ng strains upon the American arme d forces . Trained manpower ,

which the Reserves had in abundanc e , was at a premium . To get this skilled

- 

- manp ower thr ough -the draft , the JCS believed , would tak e too much time in
S light of the swift NVA buildup and the wc:’~ldwide shor ta ges in trained manpower

that were rap idly erodi ng the combat effectiveness of milita ry units outside - 

- 
-

Hof Vietna m. In the event of anoth er non-Vietnam military emergency, the JCS

~

.-• doubted that the military would be able to make an adequa te response , The

-- situation in Indochina had simply moved faste r and prove d to be more costly
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than they had anticipated it would,~~
However , the President responded to his own political fears which 

S

coincided with the influenti al signals from important congressional Democrats

• that a Reserve call-up would be extremely unpopular with their constituents .

There would be no chang e in the government’ s Vietna m policy , the President

announced on July 29, but in order to free more ARVN soldiers for combat , -

another 50,000 US soldiers would be sent to SVN to guard installations and

act as an emergency reserve . To handle this modest increase , draft calls would

be doubled .t1 Thus , mobilization and a major debate in Congress over the

course, conduct and objectives of the war was carefully avoided , The President’ s

deet sion was very popu lar with the public and most congres smen. The military

chiefs knew better . . S •

From their professional perspective , it was not difficult to see the

long, drawn—out, indecisive and-costly war of attrition that lay ahead , They

would get more troops but as always, they would be too late, too little, too

restricted and irrelevant to the exigencies of the conflict. Better than

any others, the military leaders unde rstood the futility and agony that this

war would bri ng, There would be no clear purpose , no logical relation of

military means to political ends , only another needless and frustrating

stalemate that could not justify the moral , political or military costs involved .

There was some angry talk of resignations and possible discussions with

• friendly congressional contacts , but the Joint Chiefs had learned their lessons

too well. They were bureaucrats now , devoted if chagrined servan ts of their

Commander-in-Chief . They had nailed their colors to his cause , never pausing

to consider that what was in the Pre sident ’s political interest might not be

in the country ’s. The traditiona l values of profe ssiona l integrity, politcal

detachmont , anct ad~tinictra t ivo neutrality, had been ground out of these pro-

fessiona l milita ry officers , Sadly , they had not resisted, They dis~greed
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strongly with military policies they believed to be professionally unsound and
yet like so many of their military colleagues , they were publicly silent .

Two days before his decision on the Reserve and Guard call-up was made

public, President Johnson met with his senior advisors to inform them that he
was taking the “centrist-moderate” position. The country would not go on a
wartime footing. Everyone present was asked if tie had, any objections,

The key moment was when he came to General Wheeler and
stood looking directly at him for a moment , “Do you Qer.eral
Wheeler, agree?” Wheeler noddcd his agreement, • .Everyone
in the room kne w Wheeler object ed , that the Chiefs wanted
more, that they wanted a wartime footing and a call—up of
the Reserves; the thing they feared most ~:as a partial war
and. a partial co~mitnent , But ~hceler ~as boxed in; he had
the choice oi~ opposing and displeasing his Com~ancLer- -in-Chief and being overruled , anyway, or going along, Me

went along, 12 
5

I -

There were many reasons for going along--loyalty to the President, the
obligation to carry out civiliaa directed policies, the chance to favorably
influence further actions and the strong likelihood that a public dissent would
have been written off by Congress and the public as so much grandiose war-
mongering--military leaders posing as latter day MacArthurs. Yet a public
atssent at this time by one or all ot the Joint Chiefs might have done much to

restore the military’s faltering ethic of professional responsibility. As Vice 
S

Admiral John T. Hayward notes , the failure of the senior military leaders to
dissent from administration defense policies they believed to be professionally
unsound and their compliant willingness to publicly endorse these policies
before congressional and public audiences, has made the military officer corps
professionally culpable for the Vietnam tragedy,

The Vietnam problem has been with us for a decade. SThe military today stand as responsib le az~d accountableand cannot blame Hcflainara , MeGeorge Bundy or any othercivilian as being totally rsponsibie.
In all these years , not one military man stood upand was heard opposing any of our actions, so silence -means assent to most Ane~icans,l3
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¼ 0 The cases of MacArthur , Ridgway, and Taylor illustrate three alternative

conceptions of the senior professional military leader’s role in the US

government. They constitute a typology of senior professional military

- .  
leadership models--”the heroic military partisan” (MacArthur) , “the professional

military manager” (Ridgway) , and “the presi dential military bureaucrat”

(Taylor and Wheeler). These ideal types of professional military chiefs

reflect contrasting leadership styles , different models of public administration , 5

dissimilar norms of milita ry profess’onalism , and critical variations in the pat-

tern of convergence which structures senior civil-military relations ~~ 1:
the American government. - - 

- -

~~ch suggests alternative forms of dissent against presidential defense

policies which the military chief opposes. The MacArthur and Taylor exa~;les
- 
(
~) illustrate a deleterious politicalization of the military profession, the

distortion of objective professional standards , and a potential threat to the

American constitutional design of talanced civil control of the military.

The Rid~way type, on the other hand, maintains the traditional administrative

and political neutrality of the professiona l officer , facilitates objecttve

professional military standards, cultivates in the senior military leader a

salutary sense of professional detachment , foste~’s independent professional

jud~~ents by senior military advisors , and is conducive to constitutionally

belanced civil control of the m~litar y esta blishmsnt ,

The Ma cArthur case represents the “heroic military partisan” whose

idiosyncratic sense of personal destiny , pronounced ~harisuiatic leadershi p
style , and, explicit long-standing identification with partisan politica l

( interests loads him to reject the traditional norms of military professionalism
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and enter the domestic political process as an independent political actor ,
- 

- Me is orient ed to an extreme “Whig” model of administ ration and defines his
- governmental role in broad , grandiose terms of personal responsibility to

S 
destiny and the nation , In order to realize his full potential as a

man of destiny and to advan.~e his personal political beliefs , this type of
• senior military leader adheres to an extreme pattern of civil-military con-

vergence which unites him with minor ity civilian political groups sympathetic

to his ideological values and pólitical ambitions,

As a professional soldier who has been tran sformed into a partisan

political actor , the “hero ic military partisan” dissents from presidential

policies ho opposes on the basis of personality, Acting unde r the subterfuge

of his professional role , the milita ry leade r publi ply attacks both the ends

- 

5 - 

and the means of the government’ s milita ry polic ies on the grounds that they

violate objective professional militar y standards. The dissent tends to be

a self-serving, politically motivated , militant repudiation of governmental

policy. It is an unjustified attempt by the senior x~ilitary leader, in S

- 

conjunctiofl with his civilian political allies, to usurp the Preside nt ’s
S constitutional authority, As such, it is subverse of democratic civilian

C control, a judicious. policy process , and objective military professionalism ,

Because the “heroic military partisan” type, illustrated by MacArthur’s

case, is dependent upon the personal character a nd. historical accident of the
charismatic hero, it cannot be institutionalized and, thus it constitutes only
a transitory threat to balanced civilian control and objectiv e milita ry
professionalism.

— The “professional military manager” type exemp~ified by Ridgway is
characterized by a routinized charismatic leadersh ip style and a sense of 

—

( professional autonomy which facilitates the senior military leader’s adherence
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to the objective standards of the military professicn. This military chief

is oriented to a moderate Whig model of administration which stress es 
-

professional detachment , neutral administrative subordination, the un-

qualified, acceptance of 
- 

the civilian leader’s - political jud gment, and the

• qualified, acceptance of the civilian leader’ a administrative decision ,
I

He strives to mainta in a salutary balar~ce between the bureaucratic and

professional dimensions of his governmental role . The Ridgway type essays

a non-partisan, politicall y neutral position (via a vis the President and

Congress) in the national policy process . equal ea~thasis is placed upon

professiona l responsibility to the President , Congress , the nation , and, the

objective standards of his profession , His governmental authori ty , derived

from bureaucratic position and professiona:L reputation , is self-consciously
• restricted to the formulation and the execution of mtlitaxy policy. He

recognizes an administrative obligation to pr esent independent professio nal

(,) militar y opinions to Congress and the President irrespective of their com-

patibi lity with administratIon policies or political “guidance, ”

In order to maintain the military ’s politica l impartiality , administrative

neutrality , and professional effectiveness , the “professional military

sanager” advocates a limited civil-military convergenc e. While this pattern of

— convergence fosters the integ ration of the milita ry’s instituti ons and sub-

jective values with those of the civil society , it safeguards the auto nomy of

the milita ry’s objective professional standards,

The milita ry chief who acts as an administratively dependent , profession-

ally autonomous governmental advisor in accorda nce with the norms of the “pro-

fessiona l milita ry manager, ” will dissent from presl.4iential. policies only on

professional milita ry grounds attri buta ble to objective professional at~ndards.
Such a dissent will be restricted to the instrumental aspects of administration
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policy. It will be discrete , non-biased , and limited to appropriate executive

and congressional forums. A senior military leader’s professional dissent

will not be sublimated for political reasons , nor will it be designed to

advance personal, partisan, or non-organizational interests,

A dissent will be -based upon the military chief’s conclusion that the

allowed military means established by a prop osed presidential policy are , •

in his professional opinion , incommensurate or unsuited to the stated ends of

the policy, In the most extreme case, if a senior military leader’s advice

does not effect a change in a military policy which he believes to be unsound ,

then he d~ould , after making his doubts and objections known to both Congress

and the President , carry out the policy to the best- of his ability, or resign -•

or retire from offl~e. The “professional •wilitary -manager” concept of the

senior military leader ’s role is derive d from customary principles of American

military professionalism and established patterns of senior civil-military

relations in the US government, It constitutes both a professional and

political tradition that has promoted constitutional civil control of the

military establishment and objective military professionalisrn.

The Taylor example illustrates the radical transition in the senior

officer corps from the politically neutral orientation of the “professional

military manager” to the politically coopted orientation of the “presidential

military bureaucrat,” The latter type of military chief personifies the

mechanistic leadership style of the classical bureaucrat , Having given up

all claims to professional autonomy, He no longer adheres to the objectiv e

standards of the military profession, lie is str ongly oriented to a Jacksonian

model of administration which stresses i the subordination of professional

detachment , advocatory non-partisan politicalization, biased administrative
dependence, and unqualified acceptance of the civilian executives’ political

judgments and administrative decisions.
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Thi, type of senior military leader defines his governmental role in

predominantly bureaucratic terms, While he acknowledges a limited

responsibility to Congress, the nation , and the objective standards of his

profession, he places primary emphasis upon his administrative accountability

to hierarchal superiors in the executive branch, In any conflict of

obligation s, his first loyalty is to the Pre sident. The “presidential military

bureaucrat’s” administrative authority i~ derived from organizatio nal position

and, to a minor extent , professional skill, This authority is carefully

circumscribed by extensive organizatiønal constraints, -

If requested, he will present to his superiors in the executive a

professional military opinion that is tailored to political and economic

guidance and is compatible with- the President’s thinking. As a public ,

political advocate of presidential policies and an administrative agent of

the Chief ~xeoutive, the Taylor type of military chief accepts a radical

- model of senior civil-military convergence that fosters the full integration

of the military’s institutional structures, subjective values, and objective

professional standards with the dominant civ~].ian sector. Under this pattern

of converg ence , the senior military leader a bjures traditional political

- ~~~ detachment and professiona l autonomy , If he believes that speôific presidential

policies are militarily unsound, he may within executive circles only , urge

their modification , Whether they are modified or not , he is prepared at all
- - times to endorse these policies before public and congresnional audiences , to

discount his professional doubt s concerning them , and to follow orders rather

than to exercise his independent professional skill or professional jud gment.

At no time will this senior military advisor dissent from presidential policies

— be -opposes either before congressional or public forums.

The transition from the “professioral military nanager” epitomized by

- 
- 
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Ridgway to the “presidential military bureaucrat” 3pitomized. by Taylor and.

Wheeler , was neither inevitable nor necessar y for the furtherance of the
“p

military’s professional effectiveness or political responsiveness. On the

contrary, this conversion has undermined both objective military professional-

ism and balanced civil control . It was the result of the complex inter-

relationships among specific contextual factors that influenced the development

of the American milita ry profession between 1950 and. 1965. These factors

may be subdivided into two categories--those external to the military pro—

• feasion and those internal . Individually and in the aggreg ate , they facilitated

the emergence of the “presidential military bureaucrat” type as the dominant

leadership model among senior American military leaders:

Factors External to t1v~ Mti~tary Profession:

i) The rapid expansion of presidential power and the enhancement of the

“mystique of the Comznancier-in-Ctiief” betsieen 19k0 and 1965,

2) The corollary decline of Congress’ influenc e over defens e matters due

primarily to the legislature ’s self-abdication of their political

responsibility in this field and the continued fragmentation of the -

- 

—

parliamentary power of the congressional committees traditionally charg ed

with the legislative supervision of the military estab lishment ,

3) The broa d and increasingly intensive unification of the armed services,

4) The extensive centralization of departmental administrative authority

in the Office of the Secreta ry of Defense and the proliferation of

Assistant Defense Secretaries,

5) The “civilianization ” of the DOD,

6) Successive presidential purges of the JCS in l9~3, 1955 and 1962—1963.
7) The political and professio na l fallout of the Trwnan-Mackrthur controversy .

‘IiI ~ #

-

. 
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8) The alienating effccts upon the s.eima~ military of t~~ t - ma~- ~~~~~ . 
-
~~~~~~

~~~~y of Pigs, the Cuban Missile ~~ists , med %~~ max~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~. ~~~~~~~ -~~~

-~~~ ,nts in Indochina--actual and abort.~--~~tumae l~~~ .~~ —

9) The forced politicalization of tkma c~~t z7 aLJ1~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

- 10) The partial expropriation of the senior military ~~~1ma., -.

function by the president’s key civflta-’~ ~~~~~

- 11) The increasing tendency of civilian officials te -

the detailed supervision of military opusrattama at ai~ ~~—.x. ~~~~~~~~~~~- -

to some extent by the special political dil.~~~~ p — s  ~~

Factors Interna]. to the Military Professions

1) The decline of charismatic and rout’Mm,d-ct i ttt ~~~... —
the military elite.

2) The self-selection out of the military j~ of..sima of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

S - unconventional officers,

- 

- 

3) The increasing habit of selecting senior a.Uitary of?~~~u’s r~~ __ -

to the highest professional positio on t~s ~ sj. of ~~ *r —

administrative ability rather than ferosfuLl l~~~~r*~i~.

4) A sharp attenuation of innovativ, military ceresr ma
qr 

/ avenue into the military elite,
- 

5) The establishment of prescribed career patterns as - s~~ ~~ _—

for acceptance into the military elite.

6) The massive impact of the Cold ~~r idsole~~ am t~~ peaz~~~~~~~~. ~~~~4

senior military officers,

7) A gradual enhancement of the de facto a4sinistmaz~., ast~~~~t t -

Chairman of the JCS ,

8) The professional and political influenc. of Cosersi ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
- c
-

~~ - 
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9) The steady erosion of the professional preeminence and or~~nizational

authority of the JCS.
S -

4),
- With the establishment of the “presidential military bureaucrat” as the

dominant leadership type among senior military officers, the independent

contribution of the professional military to a pluralistic defense policy

process has been severely restricted, This , in turn, has had an extremely

adverse effect upon the integrity , the quality, the quantity, and the range

of professional military advice available to executive and legislative

policymaking bodies, Within the contemporary American military establishment ,

the excessive emphasis on group cohesiveness, political commitment, admini-

strative bias, and burcaucratic insulation has underm ined the senior military

leader’s professional detachment and. capability for critical thinking.

The most valuable senior military advisors are those professionally

- 

oriented, independont—mino~ed officers like itidgway who neither “go it alone” 
S

nor submissively comply with a presidential military policy they think is

I substantially wrong or professionally unsound.. Military chiefs of this sort

understand the critical distinction between their legal-administrative obl iga-

tion to respect the Commander-in-Chief ’s authority , and their moral-professional

obli ition not to revere it, -

Adhsring to a rol e basod upon political detachment and professional

$ . —--- snc.. such senior military advisors are able to present to the President

~~ relevant st1itary facts and a realistic interpretation of them, In the

l~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ , it I.. v~e aeet mal~a t.l. servic, they can render their Commander-in-_____ 
~~ ~~~ $ma j

~~ ’ee,i P~IS1 aoted ,

• ~~~r -i.p~u4 u,evtt ,. dii u.~sr-staM that he sho~s1d
0 • - S t ~~~. .(  Jut ~~~.s r A y ,  with tt~u ~q,s t of

- - .r—’ ’r j~$ ~• a4CS ci ~o w ~~aticati~ n ,
• t c of t r ’ath to pr~,t.c t hi~

• - v . ;t  
~ 4 m~~ o51Lb4 ,r ~ te ai~~ r Is
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Coamencent Address to the Foreign Service Institute Senior Seminar,
Department of Stat e, June 11 , 196~., quoted in Senate Subcommittee on
National Security Staffing and Operations, Administration of Natio,~~j ,

- Security: Staff Rez~ort s and Hearinp~s. (Washington, D. U ,s  US Government
Printing Office, 1965), p. 538.

2. “Cambodia: Inside Story ,” Newsweek, August 6, 1973, p. 32; of “Secret
‘69-’70 Raids Defended by A bra msa Cam bodia Bombing Probe,” George
Poet , Army Times, August 22 , 1973, pp. 1, 20.

3, Quoted in ~~~~~~ , July 211, 1973,

S O  - 

-
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- - However , the “professional military manager” can not survive in an adaini-

C”) strative environment that is hostile to non-partisan professional policy

~~~~ 
- dissents. -

• Senior military advisors also have a professional responsibility to

inform Congress of competing military policy options, countervailing military

strategies, alternative military recommendations , and professional military

dissents, Otherwise, Congress will be confronted by a composite DOD package

unequivocally certified by “presidential military borcaucrats.”

If Congress1 function in the formulation of national military policy is

curtailed by a lack of relevant advice from politically unbiased professional

military officers , then th~ legislature will be relegated to a passive,

instrumental role in which it can give only a yes or no response to executive

• defense policies. Unable to generate alternative policy proposals due to its

-, - lack of access to professional expertise , Congress may assume an increasingly
(
~ negative attitude towards the military establishment and the problems -of

national defense, -

Unfortunately, the rapid deterioration of the congressional-military nexus

in the Vietnam period has reinforced the professional military’s identification

with and political commitment to the executive branch of government, Recent
5, 

• evidenc e indicates that contemporary senior military officers may not

recognize a legal, professional, or moral responsibility to respond fully

and. truthfully to serious congressional inquiries or military policies, In

the course of congressional hearings conducted in 1973 on the secret ,

presidentially-ordered bombing of Cambodia during 1969-1970, both General

Wheeler and Admiral Moorer stated tha t if they were ordered by the President

to withhold information from or lie to any government official in order to

—175-
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maintain the secrecy of a specific military operation , they would readily

do so, Under orders from Secretary of Defense Laird, General Wheeler had the

Joint Staff set up a double bookkeeping system whereby the targets that were

secretly bombed in Cambodia were “covered” by phony targets in Vietnam,

Outside of those few senior officials in the executive who had “a need to

t know,” the real targets were not roported in official records, When the

Senate requested the official records on US bombing in Indächina , they were

forwarded the false set of data . In explanation of this careful deception of

Congress by the Pentagon, Secretary of Defense Schlesinger described it as an

- 

- unfortunate “bureaucratic glitch.”2

Air Force Chief of Staff Brown (currently the Chairwan of the JCs) stated

In a letter to the Senate Armed Service’s Committee why it was not illegal

- for the senior military officers to deceive Congress under certain conditions,

For faisfication to constitute an offensive, there must
c’ be proof of “intent, to deceive,” ThiS is a icg~~~ .y pre—

~ 
j  scribed element of the offense ar4 is ne~~ted wi-en the

report is suthitted in conformity with orders f rom a higher
- authority in possession of the true facts,)

The Cambodian hearings reveal a disturbing inclination on the part of senior

military leaders to view Congress as a hostile , if not quasi—illegitimate

branch of govern ment , and to view the military as the exclusive agent of the

President , It is a natural outgrowth of the “presidential military bureau-

crat ’s” conception of his proper governmental role.

While the contemporary politicalization of the government ’s senior military

leaders has been institutional rather than partisan in nature, it nevertheless

poses a subtle threat to the constitutional design of civilian contro l of

the arm ed forces and it clearly distorts the senior military officer ’s commit-

ment to objective professiona l stan dards , -

( Hopefully, in the aftermath of Watergate and the terminatio n of the
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Vietnam War, the leaders of the American military profession will be

encouraged to return to the more judicious role essayed by the “professional

military manager,” i.e., a governmental role which avoids both the partisan

arrogance of a MacArthur and the administrative acquiescence of a. Thylor, -

It is epitomized qy the moderate course Ridgwa y followed in which the

professional soldier is responsible not only to a President or an executive

policy , but also to Congress , the Constitution , the nation , and his

professiona l integ rity. Such a senior military leader realizes that it is
S 

not enough to be just a good soldier , dutifully and unquestioningly carrying

out the civilian executive ’s orders and policies . Nor does he think it

sensible to stiffle professional disgruntlement with an internal immigration

or use it as a pretext for immoderate partisan attacks on elected civilian

officials , -

The national govern ment , the country and the milita ry profession benefit

-
~~~~~ from constructive criticism , competi ng viewpoints , alternative strategies ,

- and uncompromised professional dissents voiced by politically neutral and

professionally responsible senior military officers in appropriate executive,
- 

- congressional , and--to a limited extent——public forums, However , so long as
- 

(‘\ the military bureaucracy continues to triu mph over the military profession, -

~

then self -criticism--the right to dissent—-which is a fundamental strength 
S

of any sound organization, will be surpressed, and the military will

become increasingly static and stagnant, As the current self-perpetuating

chain of conformity continues to characterize the adninistrative environment - 
-

of th3 military bureaucracy, future generations of careful , quiescent military

yes-men will continue to carry out , without question or doubt , ill-considered,

- 
incautious milita ry policies. As before , it will again pr ove to be a formula

f for political and professional disaster. -
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~~~endix A -

- ~~~~~~~ Joint Chiefs of Staff
- Pree, Succeeding

Officer Prior Assignment 1*tes as CJCS Admin, Assignment

Bradley, O, N. Army CoS Lug, 49-Aug. 53 T, E

~~.dford, A, N, CO Phiflipines Aug. 53-Jul. 57 E
S 

-

- 
- 

Twining, N, F, Air Force CoS Jul, 57-Aug. 60 E

Lemnitser, L. L. Ax~y CoS Sept , 60-Oct. 62 E. K CinC Europe
(1962-1969)

~~ylor , II. D. Pres, Asst . Oct. 62-July 6k K , J Lab, to S. Viet.
(19611—1965)- 

Spi. Counsul to
Pres. S

- 
- (1965-1969)

Wheeler, E, G. Army CoS July 6k-July 70 J , N

Moorer, T. H. CNO Ju ly 70-Ju ly 74 N

Brown, C, S. Air Force CoS July 74- N, F

- 
- - 

I -
-

4

- c
- - 
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Pros.
ççnere]. - Prior As~~~~ Dates as CoS - Admin, Succeedin& assign.

Bradley, 0, N, Administrator
VA Feb. 1i8-Aug. 49 T ~~an. JCs(1949-l953)

Collins, J. L. Dep. and Vice
CoS US Army Aug. 49-Aug. 53 T, E NA TO rep, and Lab.

to Vietnam
- (1953-1956)

Ridgway, N. B. Supreme CO - 

-

Allied Powers - 

- 
-

Europe Aug. 53-Jun . 55 E 
-

Taylor , M .D. CO US/UN
Forces Far
East Jun. 55-Jun. 59 E Pros. Aset.(1961-62

-
. Chmn, JCS (l962-6~.

Lab, to S. Vietnam
- (1964-65)

- Spi. Counsul to
Pros , (196’~-69)

) - 

Lemnitzer, L, L, Vice CoS -

US Army Jun. 59-Sep. 60 E Chan. JCS (1960-62)
- Supreme Allied CO

Europe (1962-69)

Decker, C. H. Vice CoS —

US Army Sep. 60-Oct 62 E , K

C Wheeler , E, C. Dep. CinC
Eur, Command Oct. 62-Jul. 61+ K , J Chmn, JCS (1964—70 )

- 
- 

- Johnson , H. K . Dep. CoS
Nil, Opns. Jul.64-Ju1, 68 J

Westmorelan d , U. C. CG MA CV Jul . 68-Jul. 72 J, N - 
-

Abrams, C, U, CC MACV Jul . 72-Sept .7k N, F. (died., Sep. 74)

Weyand, F. C. Vice CoS Oct. 74- F,
US ArSy -
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L~ ,endix C

- 
- Chief of Staff US Air Force -

- Pros.
General Prior Assig*~. 1~~tes as CoS Adniin, Succeeding Assignment - 

-

Vandenburg, H. S. Vice CoS
USA? - Aug. 48-Jun. 53 r , E,

Twining, N. F. Vice CoS 5 -

USA? - Jun. 53-Jul 57 E Chmn. JCS (1957-60)

White , T. I), Vice CoS
USA?. Jul. 57-Jun. 61 E, K

Leaay, C. E. Vice CoS
USA? Jun. 61-Feb . 65 K , J

MaConnel , J, P. Dep, CinC US
Eur. Command - Feb. 65-Aug.69 J , N.

Ryan, 3. D, Vice CoS - -. - - -

USA? Aug. 69-Jun. 73 N

Brown, C. S. CO Systems Jun. 73-J ul 74 N Chan. JCS (1974- )
Command USA?

- -5 - 
- 

Jone s, D, J , Aug. 74— F
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Chief of Naval ~rerations 
- 

-

Admiral Prior Assign. I~ tes as CNO Admin~ Succeeding A~zignment

~ ier.an , F. P .- CO 6th Task 
- 

-

Fleet Nov. 49-Aug. 51 T

Fechteler, V. K. Dep, CNO for
Personnel Aug. 51-Aug. 53 T, E CinC Allied Forces

- - So. Eur. (1953—57)

Oarney, B, B, CinC Allied
Forces So,
Europe Aug. 53-Aug. 55 E

~zrke, A. CO Atlantic 
- 

-

Fleet Aug. 55-Aug. 61 E , K

Anderson , C, CO 6th Fleet Aug. 61-Aug. 63 K , J Lab, to Portugal
- 

(1963-66)

McDonald, D, L. CO 6th Fleet Aug. 63-Aug. 67 IC , J

S Moorer , T. H . Supre me Aflied
CO Atlantic Aug. 67—J ul 70 J , N ~hmn. JCS ( 1970—74)

• Zumwa lt , B. B. CO USN Vietnam Jul. 70-Jul. 711 N

Holloway, J, L, Aug. 74- 
- 

F -

C-
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INTRODUCTION

1, Lt. Col. Roger H. Nye, “George A , Lincoln, Architect in Kational
Security,” ~~sues of National Securi ty in the 1970’s, od., Col. Amos
A. Jordon, Jr., (New ~orki Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, 1967),

• pp. 3-20. - -- 
- 

-

2, Senate Subcommittee on National Security Staffing, Staff Reports and
Hearings, “Administration o± National Security , ’ 88th Cong. , 2nd
Sees, June 25, 1964, Testimony of Col, George A, Lincoln, pp. 537—
599. (Henceforth cited as Jackson National Security Subcommittee
Report.) -

3, Jackson National Security Subcommittee Report , p. 5A13.

4. Jackson National Security Subcommittee Report , p. 361+. - 
-

5,, Jackson National Security Subcommittee Report , p. 565.
The then current controversy over the need for the professional military
officer to. fully underst~r4 the conniex interrelationship 0± i~olitico—
military factors tended. Lincoln SEUU, to obscure the historical evidence
which clea rly - showed that r~any military officers had been well versed in
these matters , Among those he cited. wno. had 

- dia~p1ayed -carticular ext~crtise 
S

in handling politico-military prQ’blems weres - Alexander Ha~iilton, Tasker -
S

Bliss—founder of the Council of Foreign Relations, General Embick, and
Admiral Sims, -

6. Jack son National Security Subcommittee Report , p. 565.

- 1 
- 

- 

I

S - - ThE ANALYTICAL FMMEW0I~C 
-

1, Louis Smith , A~erican J)a~iocracy and Hhlitary Power. (Chicago , University
of Chicago Press, 1951) , p. �1. 

-

2. Samuel P. Huntington, “Civil Control and the Constitution ,” ~~icajiI Political Sciczice Review , Vol, L (September , 1956), p. 680,

3. Hans Rosenberg, Bureaucracy,_Aristccracy, and Autocr-acl, (Boston, Beacon
Press, 1966), pp. 21~~ —2?. The vieN that Prussia ~as simply an army with a
state and thus do~inated by a professional ni1it~.ry clique , discounts the
fact that the vast ~.a~jority of the Pr~ssian officers were nobles first and
soldiers second. The ratid deterioration that set in the Prussian Ar my
after Frederick ’s death in 1786 , ~as caused in ~art by the officer corp s’
subordina tion of milita ry to aristocratic interests , S

4,, Samuel P. Huntington , The Soldier and the State,, (New York . Vintage Books ,
1957), p. 165,

5, George Wa shington , “Senti *ents on ~ Peace Establishaent ,” Pay 2, 1783,
in Ihe A~-.cric~.n Milit : - ~~di nç~~1n t ac l~iztnry ci thr~ Militiry~j n
~~erica n ~~ciu~~~ ~d, by k ussell P . weigioy ~iCeactings Addiuon— ~esloy,

L 

1969) • p. 6. 
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- - Ilotee to jages 15—21
‘F-

6, Smith, American Democracy and Military Power , p. 23.

7. Alfred Vagts, A History of Militarism . (New York; The Free Press,
195?), pp. 101-3. -

8, Muntington, Solder and the State, p. 168.

9, Smith , ~~~~ * Denocracr, p. 7. 
-

10. Edward A, Icolodzeij , The Unco~~on Defenzo artd Con~r-ess, 19k~~~963.
(Columbus, Chio State University, 1966), p. 6; Smith • 4zerican Deaocrac!,~
p. 25; Huntington, “Civil Control,” p. 682. -

11. Edward S. Corwin, The Constitution and W~ait_it Means Today, (New Torks
Atheneum, 1969), pp. 65—72, 103—5, 290—309,

12, Kolodseij. The Unco’~mon Defense, p. 16. -

13. Smith, American Democracy, p. 6, 
- 

- -

14. Xolodzeij, Tho Unco~-ncn Defense, p. 15, 
-

- 15, Russell F. Veigley, Hictor of the United States Army, 
- 

(New York ,
MacaiUan Co, , 1967), p. 67,

16, Local militia were totally ineffecuta]. agains t Cromwell’s New Model Army,
Alexander }lanilton’ s bitter but accurate appraisal of the militia’s
performance in the ~~erican Revolution is ex~ressed in the Federalist
Papers, 1125, Alexander Hamilton. James Madison , and Jonn Ja y-, The
Fede alts [~~~rs, intro , by Clinton Rossiter , (New York ; New American
Library, 1561), pp. 162-68,

17. Smith , Arierican Democra~y, p. 31e,

18, Veigloy, US_Amy, pp. 566-69. - S

C 19. Morris Janowit s, I~j~ Professioral Soldier. ( New Yorks Free Press, 1966),
p. 204~ Walter Miflis , ;~r~~ .~.nd lie n, A study in Araerican ililitary Histcr,~(New York ; New American Library, 1956), p. 37. 

-

20. Vagta , History of Militarts,~~ p. 103. -

21. It is intere sting to note that nest of the senior professional military
officers who tllrted with the ith~a of seekir .g the Presidency or who
actually did ca~’paign for it while still on nctive duty were despised by
influential segsents of their nilitazy peer group, e.g. • dinfield Scott,
Zachary Taylor , Geor ge McClellan, Nelson Miles, Leonard Wood , and
Douglas MacArthur.

22, Samuel P. Huntington , The Soldier_and the State, (New York ; Vintage
Books , 1957), p. 170; Woigiuy , ~ 3 A r,~~~ pp. iib—20, 125-26 , 131-32,

( 
23. Hunting ton, Soldier end. the State , p. 171.
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Notes to pages 21-33 -

-

21e, Veigley, US Arey, pp. 320-24. -

25. Nilits, Arms and Men, p. 121. -

~-z6. Huntington, So1d~er and the Sta~~, p. 175.

2?, Veigley, US Ari~y, pp. 508—13. 
- -

28. 1~ vid Halberstam , The Best and the Brightest, (New York ; Random House ,
1972), p. 503; Weigley , US Arrny, pp. 532—34. 

- 
- -

~~~ 

-

29. Huntington , “Civil Control ,” p. 690. 
- --

30. Huntington, Soldier and the Stat~ , pp. 1811-85, -

31. Ibid . , p. 691, - 
- -

32. Ibid .

33, Smith , American Dc~ocracy, p. 43. 
-

311, Huntington , “Civil Control ,” p. 699,

35, Edward S. Corwin , :rh4.~ residentt Offico an4 Po~iers, (New York ; New York
University Press, l9~ô), pp. 21-22, 2—iC~0: Leonard D, White, ~~~ S

~acksonians. ( New York: 1’~acmi1lan, 1956), pp. 78 , 318, 324, 552, 562-66;
Herbert Storing, Loctures on ~‘Prestdenttai ~~nagement,” University ofChicago , Aprii-.~ay, 19j~; A ndrew Jackson , “Protest ,” A~ri1 15 and 21,
1837, Ri chardson , V.e~~~~~s and Pai~ers of th~~Prnsi& ~ntn , ill, 69ff ;
Veto of the Bank Bill, July 10, 2& 32; ~~~~~ II , 5(,j ff; Removal of the
Public Deposits , September 18, 1833; Eb~d,, III , 5ff ,

36, Max Weber , The Theory of Socia l and I~conor~tc Qrpanizations, ed, by
Th.lcott Parsons (t ~ew ~ork s ire e t’ress , 1.9o4 ) 

• pp. 337-41,

37, Deniel Webster , A steech delivered in the US Senate on the President ’s
power to remove executive officia ls from office , February 16. 1835,
Works (6th ed. • 1835), vol. IV , pp. 183-84. (Henceforth cited as
-Vebster , “Removal Speech”); see also £~-niel Webster , “The Presidential
Protest ,” Speech delivere d in the Senate , May 7, 1835 , Ibid., -Vol. IV ,
pp. 122—J46, - -

38. Webster , “Removal Speech ,” pp. 177—78. 
-

39. Ibid .

40. Weber .. Social and. Econonic~~rgani.?.ati~j~~, pp. 329-37,

41, President’ s Cosvuiittoe on Administrative Management , ~~j~prt . (us Governme nt
Printi ng Office , 1937), P. 33.

42. Herbert J, Sniro, Rc~~,isibility in Government. (New York ; Van Nostr and
Reinhold , 19~ )), pp. o.—oj ,
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- Notes to pages 33-38

1i3, Herman Finer, “A dministrative Responsibility in Democratic Government ,”
in Public Administration and Policy ; Selected Esnay,~~ ed, by Peter Woil
(New York; Harper & Row , 1966), p. 273. - -

44. Finer , “Administrative Respons ibility ,” p. 255; also Herma n Finer,
NBetter Government Personnel.”Polit tcal ~c&ence Quart e~ i, Vol. 51
(1936) p , 569~ and Herman Fine r , The -Th~’ory and practice of Modern
Government, ( New York ; Henry kLolt, 1949).

45,- Carl J , Friedrich , Constitution il Goverit’~ent and Democra21., (Boston;
Ginn & Co. , 1950). Chap, 19, ”R espnnsible Government ~ervioe”; Norton
Long, “Power and Administration,” in Woll , Fiablic Adnini~trati, n and
Policy ,. pp. 50—57. -

46. Carl .1. Friedrich , “Resnonsible Goverr. ent Service Under the American
Constitution,” in Probic~s of the A~eric~~~~’thlic ~~~~~~~ ( New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1935), p. ~,6; Peter b~ol1, ~-~2ricaa Bureaucracy, ( New
York ; Norton Co., 1963), pp. 4-5, 115, 51-3.

47, Carl J , Friedrich , “Public Policy and tne ~~ture of Adninistrative
Responsibility,” in Woll , ~ub1ic Ad~ Lnistr~tton and Policy, p~ 244,

48. ‘l~lcott Parsons , Polities and Social Structure, (New York; Macmillan,
1969), Chap. 1,. “The Concept of Soclety s The Cbmponents and their
Interrelations,” pp. 5_ 314 , - -

49, Susanne Hoeber Rud olph and Lloyd I. Rudolith, “Parochialism and Cosac—
politanism in Univers ity Goverr ~ent ; The ~nviron.~ont of Baroda University ,”

- ( I Chap. U , pp. 207-72 • ~n Rudolph and Rudo1i,i~, E~~~~~~~~ t~4 ~oUticz in— India; Studies in 0r~anization , Society and Policy. tC~~criugos }-iarvard
University Press, 1972); Lloyd I. Rudolph, Lectures on “The Sociolo~’and Politics 0± 0r~anieatioual Politics and Performance,” University
of Chicago, November, 1974.

50, Friedrich , “Responsible Coverre~ent Service Under the American
Constit ution, ” p. 37; Arthur D. Larson, “Military Professionalism and
Civil Control; A C~mtarative Analysis of Two Interpretations,” Journal
of Military and Political Scciolc,~~~ Vol. 2, No. 1 (Spring, 1974), p. 65.
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1. Halberstam, Best and the B~~ghtest, p. 472.

2. In The Best and the Brightest ‘(pp. 1471-77), Halberstam gives the most detailed ,
anecdotal account of the incident. I{owe~er, his sources are private and
informal, A series of articles written by Anthony Leviero (in 1956 he was

• the ~ew York Ttmes Pentagon correspondent ) which appeared almost daily •

in the NYT bstween Fiay 5 and May 214,. 1956, and two press conferences he~.dthat same month (one by ~e~retary of Defense Wilson and the other by
( ‘ President i~Isenhower), confirm in general detail the accuracy of Halterstam’s

account. Thylor does not mention the ~~~~~~~~~ Revolt ” in his
autobiography, ~~ords and Plo~shares,

3, Halberstam, Best arid the Brightest , p. 1474.

• 4. “Ridgway Bids US Define Its Aims or Face Ever-Expanding War,” ~~~ Mar th
• 22, 1966, p. 6; cf, Mat thew B. Ri4gway , The Korr ~an War , Chap . 7, “Lessons

• Learned and Unlcarn sd ,” pp. 237-114, In thi s chapter, Rid~way makes the case• (Th tha t the US is wasting its manpower and resources in Southeast Asia whichis, in terms of America n national interests , an irrelevant area.
For the present I believe there is no higher duty than

preservation of our freedom . That requires us to husband• our strength , not squander it , for use when ~e face the
supre me test . But the mere state ment of purpose is

• 
valueless , It must be translate d int o concr ete and prag-
matic political objective that, as I have noted before ,
should conform to our vital national interests and be

• subord inated to them .
• 

• I am frankly doubt ful that we are in Sou~ &oast Asia ,
setting our objectives within this frame,.,~e should askourselves now if we are not, in this open-ended conflict,
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so impa iring our strength through overdrawing on our
resources——political , economic and military ——as to
find ourselves undul y weakened when we need to meet new
challenges in other more vital areas of the world . For
there surely vii]. be threats that bear more closely on our
true national interest s. ( pp. 2143-14)

This was a rather blunt rejection of ar guments advanced by Thylor at this
time,

In South Vietnam we have indeed taken sides and shall
be obliged to take sides until we have exposed the myth
of the invincibility of the “War of Liberation” and have
assured the independence of South Vietna m.., To fall
would inevita bly set in train a disasterous series of
events , starting perhaps among the neigh boring countries
of Southeast Asia but surely extending over much of the
underdeveloped world . Even the presently detached

• European nations would feel the shock.
• Maxwell Taylor, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ H~si cnse , (New Yorks Harper & Row,
1967) , p. 16; Cf. Ja~ies Gavin , “A Com~unicatlon cn ~‘iotnasa ,” Harr~r’4Maj~izine, January 17, 1966, p. 16, This ~.as a letter to the editor setting

• forth what came to be known in the 1966 Fu.Ubright Hearings on Vietnam
as Gavin’s “Enclave Strategy”. Taylor and other 2ilitary representatives
of the Johnson administration denounced Gavin ’s ~1an as an inadequate
strategy which according to Taylor, would ultimately lead to a US withdra~alfrom SVN , an action which, “would a -tount to a crushirt ..z def eat of intc~r—

• ~
.. • national proportions for the US. ” Furthermore Taylor ~aid , he kne w of no

active officer who sppc.rted, Gavin’s “illusory strategy” , ~YT , January
23, 1966, p. 2 and k’ebruary 14, 1966 , p. 1; cf , ~~ttheu M~~way, “Le tter to• the editor”, ~~r~er!s~~a~azine , haroh 6, 1966,

I read with absorbin g interest Genera l James H . Gavin ’s
Lietter of January 17, 196g and my own viows accord

• completely with his,
1; General Gavin ’s penetrating ana lysis of our najor military

problems and policies , whi ch he has nade over the past decade
and a half have been conspicuous for fertile and creative
thinking and far-reaching vision in the military field ,

Accoi~ling to Halberstant ,in 1965 Taylor had favored (as the lesser of two evils)
an enclave strategy in oppos ition to Wester more land ’ s plan to deploy major
Army units into the interior of SYN to conduct large scale search and destroy
operations ,

• Taylor opposed using a division for either purpose at the
moment he told Wa shington and General Johnson, but if he had
to come to a choice , he favored the coasta l enclave theory
as simpler , safer , and less costly. (A year later , when Taylor ’s
old Airborne rival , Jim Gavin , who had opposed the war , surfa ced
with the idca of winding down the war by moving to an enclave
strategy , the Administ ration choze Taylor as the weapon with• which to knock Gav in down , whi ch Taylor did , Gavin and thegeneral public never knowin g that Taylor haa~ propos ed roughly
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• placed esmmy strength at 250,000-300,000. Until the Tet Offensive of
rebr ary 1968 validated the accuracy of the higher CIA estimate , the
military command refused to accept the 600.000 man figure despite
evidence from its own intelligence people which corroborated the CIA
estimate. As Adams explains it, his own experience and the admissions
made to him by senior military intelligence off icers that they had been

• directed to make their enemy strength estimates conform to “comai.nd
guidelines”, convinced his that General West ra orelanti’s staff( at his
direction) “cooked the numbers” , i.e., they played politics with the
official military inte lligence estimates in order to satify the admin-
istration ’s perceived inclination to avoid either a massive escalation
in Vietna m or a withdrawals 

5 

. 

•

.,, the scale of the Tet Offen sive was the biggest surp rise
to American intelligence since Pearl Harbor, • .There was
just no way they L±~he coiniitunist~7 could have pulled it

fr off with only 248,000 men , and the cables were beginning
to show which units had taken part . Many had never been
in the order of battle at all ; other s had been taken out
or scaled down, 5

,.,,Al1 along I had wondered wheth e,r the White Hous e had.
anything to do with fixing the estimates . The milita ry

— 
- 

wanted to keep thc~i low ira orJ ~er t~ *iis~lay the “light
‘i I • 
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Department of State, June 11, 19611, quoted in Senate Subcommittee on
National Security Staffing and Operations, Administration of National ,
~~~uritys Staff Reports aid Hearings. (Washington, D.C .,  U 3 Government
Printing Office, 1965), p. 538. 
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2, “Cambodia, Inside Story ,” Newsweek, August 6, 1973, p. 32; of “Secret
‘69”70 Raids Defended by Abrams; Caibodia Bombing Probe,” George

• Poet, Army Times, August 22, 1973, pp. 1, 20,

3, Quoted in ~~~~~~~~ , July 21, 1973.
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